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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The
the
mill

Arctic Pilot Project would involve
production and liquefaction of 6.4
ion cubic metres (225 million cubic

feet.) of natural gas per day from the
Drake Point field on Melville-Island and
its shipment to eastern Canadian markets
in icebreaking tankers. The Environmen-
tal Assessment Panel has reviewed the
northern component of the project which
includes the facilities on Melville
Island, and shipment of liquified natural
gas by two icebreaking carriers through
Parry Channel, and south through Baffin
Bay and Davis Strait to the approaches to
a southern Canadian terminal.

In January, 1979, an Environmental
Statement was issued by the Arctic Pilot
Project. This document along with a
Socio-economic Statement and supplementa-
ry information requested by the Panel
served as input to the review of the
project.

The Panel solicited comments on the
project from the public and from
government agencies and in April, 1980,
held public meetings in the communities
of Arctic Bay, Pond Inlet, Grise Fiord
and Resolute which arc located in the
area of the proposed shipping route. The
Panel considered issues relating to the
project rationale, long-term implica-
tions, the development on Melville
Island, the shipping aspects and the
overall impact on the human environment.
After carefully considering the informa-
tion presented, the Panel reached a
number of conclusions and has formulated
certain recommendations which are
contained in this report.

The Panel's review has led to the conclu-
sion that the project as presented is
environmentallv acceotable  provided cer-
tain conditions are met.

ccc <rb FbDiA3r ktian5-Dc'wb aenrb
%D>Vh_oc &VW Acf'5DcacLc  \&D<ca
wac cT-'w WJc ncDwa< Tac &h 6.4
rcac ptn'3c i3' (225 rcaQ p-?n'3c
AnLAc  ) 'hJ'Jc ?Lirb D<_>r aCD? r C<'Lc
XAb >Ac r"A" ~PPC cr ELLS Draiadcas
XD<bCo-ati,  Ccc A'Lac bQcr (Jd&=hh- Dra
4anJc DC ?a3 tTb aw 3c nDe'hc . aenr
<bDF4<  nDJnb  ck’ nD+ SbDF\q ,-‘Lcc LC <baAc
aLtc DPDF cc %-as c'LC bLf+DIL;I< A,fsD
nA>J \QADLY  IFb I - ”  A \ ’ CPP~ cr aLL3 Dv-a4
adc a'+< Y CD<' O-Y, 'hJxJc ,-'Licb L>' -oc Dr
aiaDc ?d&=& 3nJc CLD~ Aan %= ILL=
<b_& BQ'rc r' Sac hmD< ~PP< t,at cnD'L
nJc CAA' t-'XAc dC <b& ~Q'LB~ baCr.

s,anDhJ, 1979, aef-kwL,nb nn7 ~LIC
+P’ CDcD< Ic rJscc 3-b <bDiAIl-- Ao_r-'afE-Dc
'k+ aenrb <bDiv n'r,c k n'w . ta nn
T CD?LIAvqb Ac_r5Dn_>J Pdc-ichqb f%DYt
ne' c’r2 nfw 2Lsb aL L3 a2’r3 3vhc aA
n5-DcDC gL-3 &VW A5-D4L3nb a3c AD~DC
LC qbDiY=kaC hrc .td(r'L bLr5DiLiub .

aiv tic ric aiv tiGbcCDC Lc cb3 AtiL  r5Dra’  5’~
CLQ bLf'SDiLiqb Pdc-i3Aclcrb aL LJ L<LdcC
aLL3 aAAnDhJ, 1980, bnLnk.DFLc pdc
inacrb &bnf' xub A’ Aa'i'r, rnLCcb
aDr'AISb aLLJ CbDr'A3r  ~b&?i-'&-a~ LC Dka
iadC a~dnr5D~bcC crac 3~ . aiv tic h.3 A4?L'
\Y-'D%-'acDVnb  aCi_F td_& bLrL/DILIJ,
qbD5 adcDnrirb bLr+D&a'hJ <baA>(T-a<
LV , hwac f-m, i-=6\=  ~PP< cr, ~Lrac ia
cnuD< r' <SC aLL3 cLpna< r'J h7cDuac 3
Pdci_oc cl+ CDCbCC  3oc aefuc . Ar'L' h-‘DA
ma+ ?J 3>4xV 35~ CD+ ;c_' nDic <bDi+
CD< LC aL I-r’b4’ ub &P’ &;I’ -> Aqd!i-DcS  3ub
tdau nns 2L-h.

2 nD+ SbD;‘L7F 2L5’L FbDFnn' Lc bLr5DILI
ta tdnkb 3u!7D?Lu'rnJC am-b tiuc nnua
'rLc QL Ua' Lc ptiauc Lc'<c -an6\riQv'r
ub a'p' r'LADr< 3U.
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The Panel recognizes that this project
would be a "pilot" project in the sense
that it would pioneer year-round arctic
transportation and develop in Canada a
greater arctic expertise within industry
and government. It also recognizes that
year-round shipping of oil or gas on a
much larger scale is being considered by
others and that there is a paucity of
information on potential impact in some
areas in spite of the effort made by the
Proponent in preparation for this review.
The Panel believes that the relatively
small-scale shipping proposal by the
Arctic Pilot Project would permit further
study and allow more accurate assessment
of potential impacts and ways to minimize
or determine more fully the effects of
large scale shipping.

Parry Channel supports a biologically
rich community of birds and mammals, many
of which are considered to be of national
and international importance. Tradi-
tional harvesting of natural resources by
Inuit for home-use and income is still
important in this region. It is essen-
tial, therefore, that ships be routed to
avoid environmentally sensitive areas in
Parry Channel and that advantage be taken
of the pilot nature of this project to
monitor and research the effects of year-
round shipping in the Arctic. In the
Panel's opinion, this can only be
achieved through the formation and
effective operation of a control authori-
ty by the Minister of Transport. The
authority would monitor ship movements
and enforce good seamanship and appropri-
ate environmental regulations such as
those now in existence under the Arctic
Waters Pollution Prevention Act.

Advantage should be taken of the long
lead time required for the project to
become operational to establish the
control authority with a view to having
an integrated routing system in place to
deal with future ship traffic. To assist

&P’ 2LADu’L L c ’  CDrQ’b’  Yb << Q’ >Lu'rC
AI-Q ADuas  3< bL L/YDIL;r’(  L c - ’  CDJLcS  u’L
+P’ 2 J acd3  r c aDccDna?a'U'Ld A'?L'v 6\
rQr’+  d QDd  cn’bCw 0% DL i-4' ia' CL LD
;<bC?!+  uQt Xc h-trdc . Ab+?ADbu?~
<dJJ aD,ncDJa_’  u’L r'cbuqb, &t-F A’d+cF >
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the control authority further, the Panel
recommends that the Departments of Envi-
ronment and Fisheries and Oceans estab-
lish an advisory committee which would
recommend and approve studies necessary
to allow biological information to be
effectively integrated into the route
selection process. Membership on this
committee should include the Proponent,
Inuit, the territorial government and
other federal departments. Without
further research on marine mammals,
guided by the advice of Inuit and of
government scientists and without a
monitoring and control mechanism for the
selection of the shipping routes, the
Panel is unable to recommend that the
project is environmentally acceptable.

The Panel has also recommended a number
of specific conditions relating to the
Drake Point facilities, Melville Island
pipeline, Bridport Inlet facilities,
shipping and the human environment as a
result of its assessment of the Arctic
Pilot Project.

:ct nDICDSb DSbDh-'LcnY ar?b\'cb  Lc’ CD
JQ%-< 3<rb AifYb~ 3cb XAb >Ac \\a.Af-ca< C
'rub, rc~= cppc cr ha3 v, xv >ac A=
2r h5-Dcraq 3c, DL rat iacn9 ELLS
Pdcic Q+ <’ C’r’ Airhcib  ‘bDiYcDC  &rDc
t d a  xkc <rb qbDiA3r kr'ansDcwc aenr
<bDP-\< nBc Lnc .
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"Perception of the purpose of EARP
hearings has been that they are of an
overview nature to determine the
attraction or drawbacks of a particular
project. It has always seemed to me that
the concerns over details of drilling
procedures, permafrost stability, sumps,
etc. are the responsibility of the
regulatory branches of the federal
government. And one assumes that
projects will be conducted in accordance
with the Acts and Regulations for their
control."

Lindsay Franklin
Panarctic Oils Ltd.

” AhcCF nc 5D-=!LC  -!fYl, tb da Ac-3Tf5Tc
<CL l-a< Y I-L+ bflLW n= 5-P %D+cr&F  LC
A@l#U-LUb OclD< abD&S Ib d=;QckC
DC <;L;c abDTcDS?CD~!s-S3C 8aDLl.z,aS<
C A& nav+D+L+  . AL",~A'ckt"cr~C;~  dc
CLb da Ab Al-'bD2a< Y Dda'L uD( Yu5Jc
a3( CDeb Y 2~ rJ== abD;VJC,
AL< r'Ac2, agv,. tb da w na< n5-DLc
~9 kc nh2 gc baCD< L<Lb d'f"~c;
aLL2 ALIL+b< '+<Lc t-ta r\cq naq wD4L
+ bLl-bDthCLC LcLil l-c tb da
A%!=-AC aL LJ LcL LAc LCLJt-c CL"Q
rauc wDcna< 3uft

"I would first, in all fairness, like to
commend the proponent, Petro-Canada, for
the responsible attitude they have
demonstrated in attempting to deal with
the environmental, social, and economic
implications of this Project. As well, I
think the EARP Panel has gained some
civility, and some responsibility, and
some seriousness for addressing these
implications in the northern
territories."

Peter Ittinuar.
M.P. Nunatsiaq

v~+~c  <r- DC'L, av c;c xv~ D%Dn==!Le
bb tb da AcC rIOFbC ?LIC, tb da
AY b,C" dC , Aib Acq n(Pbcnac uv
cdb17Df-m~~~  tbda bLr2rc aenJ,
Ao2sc, aL Lo Ac-32 D C ALA" uc nsr~,
&JL A+ navwDiL+ aL Lo tic,
A?L>'L tb da 2 rat ;L+ bnLnvw JC
DC;"? u\Dc< znb A&'< Jc aLLJ AcCne
v L< w 2 ILL> AC< nactwD+b tb duE
3fvncn~tibznb Acvtavk-b5~~ub ci,
DPDC Cc 3?3uff.

Ac An&Da'  , f= Lc m-7 oclcnav-.
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CHAPTER 1 - The Environmental Assessment
Review

5< -c 1 aencc nut JC cbDP4c  ?iF

1.1 INTRODUCTION
1 1 4FbPnCD~'L.

This report to the Minister of the
Environment, on the Arctic Pilot Project,
has been prepared by an Environmental
Assessment ‘Panel, constituted under
federal Environmental Assessment
Review Process (EARP). This process
established by Cabinet, December
1973, to ensure that:
- environmental effects are taken

account early in the planning of
federal projects, programs
dctivities;

- an environmental assessment
conducted for all projects which
have an adverse effect on the envi

the
and
was
20,

into
new
and

is
may

ron-
ment before commitments or irrevocable
decisions are made, and those which
may have significant adverse effects
are referred to the Minister of the
Environment for formal review, and

- the results of these assessments are
used in planning, decision-making and
implementation.

Federal projects are considered to be
those initiated by federal departments
and agencies, those for which federal
funds are solicited, and those involving
federal property. Federal departments
and agencies are bound by the Cabinet
Decision. Proprietary Crown Corporations
and regulatory agencies, however, are
invited rather than directed to
participate in the Process.

Petro-Canada, a proprietary Crown Corpo-
ration, and the Department of Indian
Affairs and Northern Development decided
to refer the Arctic Pilot Project to the
Federal Environmental Assessment Review
Office for a public review after

DQ nncbbfw DqbD,-'Diqb aefk-c n+b dc
a'Liqb6L< fIta -o= ? tb 8-k 3 nk <Acb dacr
Ac< nas w-D-&& dSbPb  r’< CD BY- Dda’L
sew rw dc ac+rv,c , XPB r-v 3rc
Ddu'L b&D< LeLb d'rc au-k-~ w JQ
DSbFF 35 n'rc bLH-'"~C (DF dQoC ).
'aCQ acbPb CDIAeS baCD< bnL+q ia'r&c
WAV-I 2O,'Jn=JJ, 1973x, CAib
&bpb r'~c naqd==rc  l

- aefkc f-w Jc 'ma' cvkDv7xrc w;'_-
4c naqbc cqdc 3rc ~'Q~A"Qo C kc nans-
DISC iq 3 h~~~JCDa!+n=~l'~

- am+ w Jqb aLL3 &JI+J=~~ rkDw-
aarc D=Ce;ad-c Ar'LbV?D?CDIC
&Vb CDrDC nw=, aLL3

qbD;nCD4b
CAbda

abDcr<b< 5Sq S aekv-k-
5 Jc a'L-&LC naA3 w+v~vkvc,
aLL3;

- %DPifh tb da'LC Dc+vvmc a3F -
cw75rc r\raLLF fk-v7hrc tFbPV)CL-
8ac cq Jc , A?Lb\VD&JC_> +Tbf+-
v=,rc aLL3 Aracc~~Lc nf-hrc.

b&CD< L<Lb d'ra DC A~C nanl7Dic
SbDPL5D4C AravcDf-hrc baCD<
LeLb d'rc a+b 35 tiwrc Ac'ra,c, tb da
b&D< KLb d'raoC &.D~-AC bcr5Dnhr
af-LJ a3vc b&D< L<Lb d'rc
wdn'rv~

a&c
baCD< L<Lb d'rc aAb3<?LcT'r

a‘~~ nrr5D-e bLtY-DD"nc
baCD< bnLP< iaqdn'ra ac. tb da3
Q'rcr~ n4D-e baCD< KLb d'ra DC nrDs
aLLJ LcL LccfI~l,c_Ac,  nib, &rac 3~ -
77 _9-v fr/ac, Ac~=,c n'r=,nb
bLrf7Diub.

Aa1? baCb dC, ovum m-D+ bQCD<
KLb d'raoC 9 tbdaA A &cc fI?3CbA;C
Ar'LccD<LC tb da abnb <Acb dC
tb ck_'LC bcr5Db<C baCD< L<Lb d'FC
Cltb n'rxc aQCG nub JC , acrDc,=,
bnLl%? ADc&F Ihc CDFd'Jrc
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determining that the proposed project
could have potentially significant
environmental effects.

The referral was received in November,
1977, and a Panel was formed. The
Panel's original mandate was to make
recommendations on the environmental
acceptability of the project to the
Minister of the Environment. In late
1979, the Panel's mandate was expanded to
include examination of the potential
socio-economic implications of the
project.

The scope of the Panel's review included
the following components of the proposed
Arctic Pilot Project:
a) the gas c/ells, gas gathering and

ancillary facilities associated c/ith
the Drake Point fields;

b) a small diameter pipeline across
Melville Island to Bridport Inlet;

c) a liquified natural gas (LNG) plant
at Bridport Inlet, and

d) the shipment of LNG by icebreaking
carriers through Parry Channel and
south to the approaches to a southern
Canadian terminal.

The present review has dealt with those
components north of GO" N. A further
review of the off-loading and
regasification facilities at a southern
Canadian terminal and the shipping route
leading to it will be undertaken later by
another Environmental Assessment Panel.
At the time of this northern review, the
location of the southern terminal and
hence the shipping route to it had not
been determined.

1.2 PANEL COMPOSITION

The membership of the Environmental
Assessment Panel is as follows:

tC da c~c~~DcT~~ Ic A5DcDC>C ;A'->< r
1977,Dn=~J, QLL2 tc3a2 &_wDffaG3
4vb cD3-1b <bc i='Du'rC tb da
kc nabs wrc DcbDknaF _>r5

&bnDic

aY CDF&DiC m_JC AL<J'zI aen abDcr-
5~ L%C w nan4D+L+Jc D<bDgC nxc
DQJC ALq Jc-3 aenJc aw~%L~ naDc .
_o'Jc< ncJJ 1979, tb da &v-ID+
k-c nab wc D~<~/~~<cD~D<  >c AccDC!=-D-
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.
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1.3 REVIEW PROCEDURES

Review of the northern part of the
project began when an Environmental
Statement was issued in January, 1979.
After a review of the Environmental
Statement by the Panel and government
agencies, the Panel issued "Draft Guide-
lines for the Completion of the Environ-
mental Assessment for the Arctic Pilot
Project" in June, 1979. Comments on the
draft guidelines were received from the
public, the Proponent and government
agencies and the "Final Guidelines" were
issued in September, 1979.
the Arctic Pilot Project

In response,
issued, in

November, 1979, a supplement to its
Environmental Statement. This supplement
and a Socio-Economic Statement on the
proposal were distributed to government
agencies and the public in December,
1979. A document concerning the Drake
Point gas gathering facilities entitled:
"Environmental Overview Gas Production
Component", was issued at the end of
March, 1980. The documents submitted to
the Panel by the Proponent as well as
those issued by the Panel are listed in
Appendix I I.

1.3.1 Public Information and
Participation Programs

The Environmental Assessment and Review
Process involves review and comment by
the public, particularly those in the
vicinity of the proposed project, as well
as by various government agencies and
other interested parties. Public
information and participation programs
were undertaken separately by Arctic
Pilot Project personnel and by Panel
staff, supplied by the Federal
Environmental Assessment Review Office,
on behalf of the Panel.
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qbDP'-,G ?tF DPDS Cc I-- Ar'LC AcS na< i-lb-
DtJL+ A~~c_D'>~ CL=c o&Jc AbcJC
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~I_D~~\U~ J nnc s 2L-e 3uDqbDCD2LcC Ic
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hc, iha< 3-b h-c nan5D4Llsc
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<bD;“‘-,  c nv BC

ac9 6iau A5D'~f-F
tCd&n.sb

3\Lb~LcAc,
bnL+DIuC.
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1.3.1.1 Arctic Pilot Project Program

The Proponent of the Arctic Pilot Project
implemented a community liaison and
consultation process beginning in 1977
with the communities of Arctic Bay, Grise
Fiord, Pond Inlet and Resolute (figure
1). The purpose of the program was to
advise these communities of the nature
and potential effects of the Arctic Pilot
Project and to establish a means of
working with the northern people in the
review of the project.

In May, 1977, a meeting was held with
councillors from the Eastern Arctic, and
members of the Northwest Territories
Legislative Assembly w e r e briefed.
Meetings were also held with the Inuit
Tapirisat of Canada, the Baffin Region
Inuit Association and the Baffin Regional
Council. Afterwards, a series of
meetings were held with settlement
councils to explain the project, and
review the Proponent's social and
economic policies and summaries of the
environmental and socio-economic impact
statements. Regional meetings began in
1979, with participation of delegates
from each settlement, to permit further
discussion on the proposed project. In
Flay, 1979, representatives from the
settlements toured the Philips Petroleum
Energy Plant at Kenai, Alaska to view the
physical characteristics of liquified
natural gas (LNG), and the operations
involved in a gas liquefaction plant.
Documents associated with the
environmental assessment review of the
project were circulated within the
communities; summaries were translated
into Inuktitut. A number of meetings
have been held by Petro-Canada, on behalf
of the Arctic Pilot Project, with Danish
officials beginning in August, 1977. The
Proponent has reviewed a study prepared
by Denmark on the implications of the
project on Greenland and has agreed

1 . 3 . 1 . 1 .  abnb <AC’
~6 naq n+Ls-trc aCL’f’

tb &I AG MFbS ?LIc Cb datGnb ab nb
<Acb dauC ijFbPb ~‘cD<  >c DQC’ rDCu
Aqb ba_AY n\uc aL L-2 35DLnc n+uc
r\r ac gb 1977,r zrc 3B’L aQct 2
Avac 4% r, <bD )Ac II--, rc nLcc1 r, aL L
~1’7~ /\r  ( 1x2 3F ). em=cv c$L
cb d a  k-q nan4Dic DqbDPbC  n aCbC CcdC 2 r c
DQC’  U

C ‘b.& CC  nQ!+  c’bb a’ LA

cl bD’rcD?CD&F  3ub @da abnb <AcdC
knaq niL5v ub aL L2 4vb 20
35 rb Ac’ n5bnGbuC  -lc AoSdlW’=  ub
tb da qbDF-XD&b  n’ 2rc A~< nac nbDiL+
JC .

LAsJnc  -> J i977,r, bnLFbC  CcDC LC BQC-u
bnLPDiub  , TP<  t< 3 r-b i2w aL L;,
Ac_WDiub DQc  na< cbnL+ iacdnv ub
,A;< w _>rc bnLuF JC : b nL<bn<bcD<  II4
A,Ac CA< hb 4b d” c? bQcr, TP c t;<
bnL>v c bnLv iav UC
bnLqbWbqbC  CcDS I-W l ;

P’Ju@ Jc ,
DQC b nL+Gdnv  ub

~~~ 6c nac 35 gb tb r’J’l, AcC f-la< I1IDILIJ
aL L2 FbDF,,C _>rc AcG nacbq ?LIC A-b? -lc
QL L_> ACqbd2JC fkDc 5b ‘7< u< Js’_,
abDTcDF ?CDpac ?!T~ llc Lcb sc a3L vrc
tic AtY<bP  DC A;? aC _I a3L LAC aLL_Y
AcGbd2_oC  A;? 2 PQD~ 5b V U< -1”~
a b DTcDS ?iF nw 5c cw_3nb . l)cLc ‘0.
aAb 35 rLuv u Ac_Dn’  Jrc bnLnc wbc cc n-
accDq  > C 1979,r AcDncJfrc m_ct TD-
CAC bnLi+ 5)G Jnb a39 , DSbDr)Db  bauC -
uac n= >J ax-c CDiL+ A+ naqb2L-22  .
LA, i979,r, AcD-? ICY- C

Wc ?SF 3c_DS  rJLSc tb tirPCD<  r’a3bDnr
PQAQr a&br Cd’-/<  I5 aJ Ac’Lua
<b_oAL  L’ic avr b\w tub >= =D<
Ds ?aJ’bDnb \D<  CL&Q AL” ‘J’ n2Lt-l’  2 J
>” Cb DS r’a9 L7c . nnc s ~JL+
<A< + AC in2 aen JC SbD?5C ?nA&
A~G na; n5D4Le 3uDSbbDCDCbC  CcDS >c
BQCt UC  9 a,Ac  jAc 2 nnq s 2i-+c
n.2 f-&s ncD4_=  _9-v . bnw wbc C~DC i-w
AY bQcb d”uC , tb d a  Acr5rc avb
<Acb  dC , I. tb da2 ad PC Xb dC L eL<dnv
(CA”u% ) av+bbD~7~ (Tb Ar aq tiL= _sb
h4-7 i977,r. tb da AC-< naqbc ?LIc
<Pi-c  22~~~ 3 f-m2 dC ad PC II-DC
L<L~ xc a<bPb  r’s cwrc <bDAP u’;bc 5Sc L’L
~6 naq wD4L-e CAbu advx- aLL=
avbn ? b 2nb .
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recently on joint environmental studies
along the proposed shipping route.

It was the Proponent's intention that the
consultation process outlined above would
continue, if the project were to proceed,
and that the mechanism that had been
developed at the review stage would
continue to be used to monitor project
development and operation.

1.3.1.2 The Panel Program

The Panel secretariat attempted to ensure
that all persons and organizations having
an interest in the project were informed
of the review process, the time and
location of public meetings, and of the
opportunities to make their views known
to the Panel.

On Wo occasions in 1979, Panel staff
visited the communities of Arctic Bay,
Grise Fiord, Pond Inlet and Resolute to
meet with the Councils and members of the
public to explain the nature of the
review process. In addition, a presenta-
tion was made on the status of the review
at the invitation of the Eaffin Regional
Council, at its semi-annual meeting in
Resolute in October, 1979. Officials of
the government of Denmark were regularly
briefed on the status of the reviebi
during the meetings associated with the
Canada/Denmark Marine Environment Talks.

Information on the project was distrib-
uted to each community and to government
agencies as well as to people on the
project mailing list. This included:
documents prepared by the Proponent asso-
ciated with the Environmental Impact
Statement, press and information
releases, reviews prepared by government
agencies and individuals, brochures
describing the review process, biogra-
phies of Panel members, and the agenda

1.3.1.2. & ras Y fLIC bnL+
k-c nw

*aCQ &ra~f~+ aL 2 nac AC-~ nQbc_DF >
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bnL6v-w nacv2rc GbDr'AC31-

A>< 1979,r. Q'Liqb bDc? ~wh-
najb I- DcbDC5DqbC  CcD<  >c qbBAauk5 L'iC
<bD+-L\<  i='CD+ bnLn5rc Acr5-D'Jnb
bQCD</ Mat2 AL< rDccC fwdnv
aef-w nuq JC DSbDPqbq nb2 l

3\Lb '-\Ac AcG fIQc n5DILIJC 3uDC bDCD=J
nb ahc DQC1 DC aL L3 L<LLc_AC
afv D' r'c A,, 2 CL G Acq fIaGb?CDi
L-&-lb nn<bbnJc QD~~vQ~C. Ac_r5Dc~
nb : <A<+ nw c;< f~ic GFbPb CA&
AC-<  r-KI~b?Li~C Act fIGbXF <C AL< Jc
DQJY aefk~ f-w Jc nw cbuc
ATcQicq n&c I)\Lb \ub QL L: 34Lb\\Lc
AC Q3Aa,VF  nCDebJnb, "bDPC4ic
aGbPb tis CA& L<Lb dC AcTa, QLLJ
a32 I>uc, D%&LbL7d~A=_, Dub <bDf<b< 3ub
%DP\,SXD?,Q&-b, tb da_> i.2 f-a; 2~4
AcCbdf'raub  , AcJXD+ , 4~ Lo
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and procedures for the public meetings.
Most of this information was translated
into Inuktitut.

1.3.2 Public Meetings

Public meetings were conducted to permit
the Panel to learn of concerns about the
project and to allow interested persons
to comment on the Environmental Impact
Statement and the project.

After consultation with the settlement
Councils it was agreed that general
meetings would be held in Resolute, the
community closest to the planned
development on Melville Island and to the
proposed ship track. It was also agreed
that community meetings would be held in
the settlements of Arctic Bay, Grise
Fiord, Pond Inlet and Resolute.

The purpose of the community meetings was
to allow the Proponent to make a brief
presentation on the Arctic Pilot Project,
to respond to questions from the public,
and to enable the Panel to further its
understanding of the views of local
residents to the project. Comnunity
meetings were held in the evenings as
follows: on April 15 in Arctic Bay,
April 17 in Pond Inlet, April 18 in Grise
Fiord, and on April 21, 1980, in
Resolute. Consecutive interpretation in
English and Inuktitut was provided. The
meetings were well attended and the Panel
heard a wide range of concerns on the
project.

To become more familiar with the project
setting, the Panel, along with an Arctic
Pilot Project representative, flew the
proposed ship track from Resolute to
Melville Island, the proposed pipeline
route, and over Drake Point and Bridport
Inlet. A similar trip was also arranged
by Arctic Pilot Project personnel for a

bnLcinb hb <AKtb d= nnq srlL=h
ally <boS ABOCL.C bnLqbCCF ma< CT'~-CT~
CLb da Ac'I- 34Lb\AC AsbnljCF?LiA'
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number of the participants at the public
meetings.

The general meetings were held in
Resolute over a G day period from
April 23 to 29. Simultaneous
interpretation was provided in English
and Inuktitut. The Panel arranged for
representatives from Arctic Bay, Pond
Inlet and Grise Fiord to attend and
participate in the general meetings in
Resolute. The Ministry for Greenland was
invited through External Affairs to send
observers or participants to the public
meetings. After consulting with the
Greenlandic Home Rule Authorities, it
advised the Panel that representatives
from Denmark or Greenland would not be
attending the meetings.

The first session was set aside for
introductory statements by participants
and for technical reviews undertaken by
government agencies on the overall proj-
ect. Specific sessions were allocated
for more detailed discussion of the
following: project scope, rationale and
long-term implications; potential envi-
ronmental impact of the Drake Point gas,
gathering facilities, the Melville Island
pipeline, the liquefaction plant and
ancillary facilities at Bridport Inlet,
and the shipping component of the
project; and the socio-economic and
community impacts. The final day
included a SeSSiOh  devoted to catching up
outstanding matters followed by a closing
session to receive concluding statements
from participants.

The Panel arranged for various technical
witnesses to be present and to take part
in discussions devoted to the Melville
Island pipeline, the facilities at
Bridport Inlet and the shipping component
of the project. The Proponent arranged
for a number of consultants, who had
participated ’ studies for the
Environmental I'miact Statement, to be

ar8b50c AcDic bnL6V iaZbCDiBC
QYCD'JU.
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3”‘LAb aL LJ, aDcDCLc_AC ?Qb ;li==
CAbu >n c>ac 47r, aLL= a%-< 3~
?CDC41b\AC tb ?J'L AC< nac fVi-DILIJc,
ELLS A&< Jc Ac-SbdtiJcJ PQDC5b L\< u<J
3 abD'rcD' ?CDQS' 3' DQC'BL> abD'rcD
c ?CDa5-<  3c . P1Jcc5 4-- bnLC4c Aau-L r
as ?ncbcc_DF Ic /--'QUAY QUb DSbDt-'DS5  fIac-'u
C

Av nD+: ~LL~ Ac_Diub 345 ->nb
m_r54-auc P’Jt cc <r DWCDW  I,r c
a3h kb .

A rat ~LIC bnLnc nwc aGbPb ,lcDc >c
‘bA’&Dkiub  ai’  (1’  uY-aUc D<bDt'<b< nac Y
nv-+c aLL3 UcCc ?" QC ncD”_>nb DWCD
n=,J rat AC aka
r’Qb Jtb ‘\‘r’

r=3Cb Lc , tb da2
CAbu >nc3acna=F.  ELLS

a+G 3-7 hc r'Qb dt""\A' cb r'Jx Acq na
I-h-DILIJC tb da2 k-q nacbc ?L+
AC~bVFn,D~ n9c Do< 3ub DqbS nDib 4ub 9
AcDSbCCc t'Lirb 'bDP'YbCDC>nb aenJc
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present to explain their work and respond
to questions. With the exception of the
closing statements session, opportunities
were provided following presentations for
a question and answer period involving
the Panel, Arctic Pilot Project personel,
technical witnesses and the audience.

Government agencies participating in the
review included: the Department of
Energy, Mines and Resources; Department
of Environment; Department of Fisheries
and Oceans; Department of Indian Affairs
and Northern Development; Department of
Transport and the Government of the
Northwest Territories. Presentations
were also made by the Member of
Parliament for Nunatsiaq, Mr. Peter
It t inuar, and by Mr. George Braden, the
Minister of Economic Development and
Tourism, Government of the Northwest
Territories. Non-governmental organiz-
ations included: the Baffin Regional
Council (BRC), Baffin Region Inuit
Association (BRIA), Canadian Arctic
Resources Committee (CARC), and the Inuit
Tapirisat of Canada (ITC).
Representatives from the communities of
Arctic Bay, Grise Fiord, Pond In1 et and
Resolute also made presentations. A
written presentation was received from
the Canadian Nature Federation. In
addition, other individuals, not
representing any organization, presented
their views on the project.

During the meetings in Resolute 69 oral
presentations were made to the Panel and
it received a number of written presenta-
tions, as well as technical reports and
background information. A verbatim
transcript was made. Persons appearing
before the Panel and submissions made to
it are listed in Appendices III and IV
respectively.

abD’fcDS  ?nac nw v 2Lfhfc , CL CiCbCD
c3nb DqbD+bS W-Xc k-q nart cb PDiX
F 2nb aAC df-w , p>acT L3cqnc3J
PsJ=cs <r DSbDCD12 AcDY,rc.
a-mm--kD~ r-w tb dQ P’J= cc <r
DCbDCDiC Aacbn5rc tb da
2 i-as 35 2L-e bnLnCnic 4AS r'< CDI"~_X~
sb PDI" Q’ nCD3n%, tb d& abnb (~2
dC /k' na'b'?L+ AC'ra,  +!‘Q’  hL 2

CbDPLd-C, QLL2 Pb d3AaaAc bnL-&Y.

L<Lb dau-c k_rwa d AcD<bCDcD< Ic
bnL-& qbD;lu-W-F~rC DdQ'JSc :
D+,c AdLDnacJ DS5 Clb Cs uc -Y--I aLL3
A?< <CcaiaaG 32 aenJc, bLPuC;
ALci--DCcc nPb d=J A(b->"vQ 3)~~ ,=Fb dCJ.
DL-hc ZI tb da_>
DraG iachi5

bQCT <b’LC  ic 5 nit
bL?-‘f-c  l _d nar

DSbC  Lb YbcD<  Il.>< k_r54kb
L<Lb d.

baCD<
L~LG iorv o~cnaJc POLYP, r\c
Anxay aLL2 iac mea, aw%J+
AeCcaicq n+b dacc o-L3 ks 55 kc f-h+1
oa_cnas L<Lb dTC 'dcr5D"~nc ML2
acv s bYFbnh_Ac DdOJSc  : <PP5 t;
< bnL;l\rc bnLv iav 9 cPPct;c A&V
b s PFbn r- src 9 bacr _4-Dccq r-w Jc
bnL>< c;i? aL LJ AsAc CA' fib 5b dC ,
DcbS  nDic L_L rav~5nb mx-~ & 2L-F
AbAaS i'rDC QDiAc3-DC, rnc Lcct rD
aL L2 CbD~AC31-Dc DCbG ?a~SnCD~DS WC.
nm s 2~49 XJ-!TDCD~?>~  Dda’  Lc
ba_CTC DQrc fh3AQ QC’ n+c a-,

Ac'LnJC , 44-c al)& Y D<b’ nDv= =nb
bib PFbnIk_a  2 uLr5r~ (yb D%D?bS I=" QC

DC >c tb ?J'L Ac’ f-Ids WDILIJC .

bnLfhrc qbDr'AC3r Aaauc 6 9'Jiub
DSbD23Aaclb dC uc C' ?" CL’  nc nCbC ccDC n?’
tb d D’L Y t;v- sb 2 rat 2~42
bnLnv7*D=3nv +L~ nns s 2L-w
3~57Dc_DS  WY l-k.3 ai’ QF uDiub nnc s 2
L4JC. aLL3 AC-~ no n!7DILiJC
T>\\Lb h-b 3u~~_93b  . uAcDF fI+bcDC ,='9<
DFb=cb <'cac_>nb tb da 2 rat ~LIC
bnL+ ACS bC n=_e 2 raq r)~+
Pb dIAaaA’J CIb 4DcDS 7 tb da%
2 rat ti~-hc 3ucinc DcbD,-'Ad-C
ACSbc f-t= ’ nc nnc 7 2L-s peu
1  r  A:A,tL-Sb  .
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"We now have a window in time to test on
a small scale, the transportation systems     
we will need to deliver these resources    LC    
in the future."

Donald M.  
Arctic Pilot Project.  

"The project offers a rare opportunity to     
investigate a relatively pristine Arctic     

environment then disturb it in a    
controlled fashion and measure how its    

elements respond. Such information will     

be valuable in assessing the impacts of'     .

future northern developments and
instituting useful mitigative measures."

Martin Barnett
Department of Indian Affairs and

Northern Development.
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CHAPTER 2 - Project Description

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The Arctic Pilot Project would involve
the production and liquefaction of 6.4
million cubic metres (225 million cubic
feet) of natural gas per day from the
Drake Point field on Melville Island and
its shipment to eastern Canadian markets
in icebreaking tankers. As a pilot
project, it is designed to test the
feasibility of delivering gas by ships on
a year-round basis from the Arctic
Islands. The project sponsors include:
Petro-Canada Exploration Inc., Alberta
Gas Trunk Line, Dome Petroleum and
TransCanada Pipelines Ltd., and Melville
Shipping Ltd. The gas production
facilities at Drake Point are the
responsibility of Panarctic Oils Ltd.

The Proponent indicated that construction
could commence in the fall of 1981 with
completion in 1985. The project was
expected to cost between $1.5 to $2
billion (1980) and to last 20 years.
During the construction of the Melville
Island pipeline and facilities at
Bridport Inlet, the number of workers
required would peak at approximately 550
persons. Construction of the gas
gathering facilities at Drake Point would
require a maximum of 250 workers.
Approximately 40 to 45 workers would be
required for the operation and
maintenance of the pipeline and Bridport
Inlet facilities and a total complement
of 168 persons (2 crews per ship) would
be needed for the too ships. Operation
of the Panarctic facilities at Drake
Point would require 63 persons.

2 1 4SbPnCDu'L.

ab nb <Acb d= Acq nUqbc;S-<LC DF r'Gb \D-
c3 AL< IF dA-?JcC nCDc40b Ds r'Gb CF -
c-sb a'fuqb_>u 6 . 4  kc ;DAb l?Yub
( 2 2 5  rcaa PDAb Acub ) D=X aCDv'<r
Drake PointJ  ,
QDccF nCD<=c,n"z,J

Melvi!Je  Island,r
<bC ~a_ BQ'LU a-DA-

c Aa= . tb da AC-~ rw nG-Da_raq 7 <bDiWC  -
nnrlrw-~~u <b_o< DS ?a2b DCSDcbCCq JCI-
DPD~CFI)rCDPD~ir  Df'@ -&Ib dC ti4JCna-
c 55s LiLC . CL” a AcC r-Id< f&D,r’Q Y Ab-
iqCDr/L+  : DS r-‘&c 5 n+b dQoC aV+rc 39
Petro-Canada Exploration Inc.,
Alberta Gas Trunk Line, Dome Petro-
leum aLLJ TransCanada Pipelines
Ltd., Q~L_~ Melville Shipping Ltd.
DF r'aJb cc ?iF Drake Point,r bLl r5D,
-=F Panarctic Oils Limited,d"_$.

Proponent,dc D<bcD' Y 4QracuaquqC1-
anb 19s1,r DPdbL;JG <c AbS hcuQs_>J
1985,L 5,sDu-a 4PCbSc45u5 as?tiL  r5D-4
$1.5,uC $2 Ac+F (1980,r) \aADu-
a< JO-3 a<<Ju 20,u. \&Dc<<C ?zl-
aJb Melville Island,r  h_F?ntrc
Bridport Inlet,r AqbbcASC nqbG f-Wcb;F Y.
(Da< UC <D!i-S nasuaCF tc) Do< uFb3ub 550b
L;Jqb& 3ub . i’-rs CDnb\Ac '7Q5 ?iF
a<bfb 4F CDU’P DC 9 Drake PointJ Aqbb-
a-ASS nGbS fWbc? Y 250 4~4~. 40, 4 5 , s
h-au ASbbcDSc nSbS iIcFbc (3-c Y aDcCDu&
jCb P DLnCDu6”  ZI /“2& tiQc 7hcJ
Bripport  Inlet,r KILL_, Draqiahc
LS 3% BC 68, ‘Jdb (r >A\J~C.~ 'c.c-C~~--
F uQS Y A= baA!i-q Y Dra< iar dbDr’< r ) J
?a< nb dc tiQq awe Drake Point,!-
AqbbQAY n'bC f-Iaqb+q Ic 63,~~.
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2.2 F?EGIONAL SETTING 2.2 &kt k~ nvD+ Y

Construction activities related to the
Arctic Pilot Project would take place on
Melville Island, (figure 2) about 400 km
west of Resolute, the nearest community.
The only habitation on Melville Island is
Rae Point (85 km N.E.
Inlet),

of Bridport
a staging area for Panarctic's

exploratory drilling program in the area.
Rae Point does not have a permanent
population.

The liquified natural gas (LNG) carriers
would proceed eastward from Bridport
Inlet through Parry Channel to Baffin
Bay, then south along the west coast of
Greenland. These icebreaking tankers
would pass no closer than 32 km from
Resolute (population 167), 128 km from
Arctic Bay (population 403), 272 km from
Grise Fiord (population 99), 144 km from
Pond Inlet (population 649)l and 45
km from the coast of Greenland.

The community of Resolute located on
Cornwallis Island was established in 1947
as a joint Canadian - American weather
station. Inuit were not permanent
residents on any of the islands of the
Queen Elizabeth group at that time,
although there is evidence of much
earlier occupation. In 1953, Inuit
families, primarily from Port Harrison,
Quebec, were relocated to Resolute.
Similarly, the community of Grise Fiord
Lfas established in 1953 with Inuit
families from Port Harrison and Pond
Inlet. The opening of trading posts by
the Hudson's Bay Company at the present
sites of Pond Inlet and Arctic Bay in
1903 and 1926 respectively, led to the
subsequent establishment of communities
settled by Inuit from northern Baffin
Island.

Qb nb <AC_ kc nw 5&D‘ LL/C  Y
Melville Island,r (2,&?Y  )
400 Q-7 5cracr  DW crCb31-b %D?Ac It--c
<bCrb \< c< 4-E BPqC1 UC Ac~~ADL~~~)_F.
Melville Island, r &_ Rae Point
AsFb33Qc (85 f'&--3ub D'Lr"ucP
Bridport Inlet,rC), %ic AD+ <"@f-I-
b dQoC uDc 3< AD-c!LCzm DC /Gb ?DF 30~ .
Rae Point A~SbsfC3q l?X .

DF 4~~ 5' dA-?JcVCDCLcc n=,J D,+DCb-
cc‘s ?!75 35 Bridport Inlet,!-  Parry
Channel,dc Baffin Bay, Jc nPcAJ
QdPC3AC >‘!P'LC 4ucF Jc. tb dcl
Dra< -MC DPbcCF F?nDlY Y 32 Q--h-b
D'&W IF ha‘ js usbz C;LIF Y zbDr'Ac3rc
(A~‘f'Q~fVir~ 163,~~ ) 1 2 8  P;r3ub
D'Lt.% Y +aP ucbJu AbAaF +I-b
(AD‘ I-'O'uFb3rb  403,~~ ) 272 P;r3ub
D'LC%  Y h-aJwbJu aDiAc3r (A,‘-
rabnrirb  99,ub ), 144 &rIub D'&-
A# Y b-d‘ j’ u’b2u rcnLccwb  (A~‘ -
rat uqb3rb 649,~~ > ~LL~ 45 Q-hb
DtLtc ;V Y 4uQ‘ js &bar adncj
rJL 4%ub .

VT,D?A~~~ Cornwallis Is1 and,r D&-
WDcDF  2L' Lc 1947,DcVY~J bacr
aracbbrJ tic=uac  nb d’=oC . Aab PbcDV z>
Queen Elizabeth YP5 CYU CAbr'Lu
%DPLQ.cD~~‘L~@~  4du D<btiLL7D<b3AuS.
1953,JcV'->J ABA’ A2 -20 F rcnL-
cc% r5 ~bDPwx+ CD~DC  Us n9c .‘- ~D+A-
c 3: AsbtcDC tiL6pF'- 1953, Jc<W,J
Aoc -&F i-c .lrcnLcC\  t-5. uDACA\ttD%-'f-
Q gc rvLccD< AcAcF 25 i903,r  1:
1926,rJ imcb tc <"c+tDS ZF Aat ub
TPS ty t-Q 3ub .

1 AaL ra’ Uv Ub nnq v r)Le 1978,r

1 Population figures for 1978
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Although there have been significant
changes in Inuit lifestyles since these
communities were established, the tradi-
tional harvesting of natural resources
for home-use and income is still impor-
tant. Both direct income and imputed
income from resources harvested for home
consumption are significant to the eco-
nomies of the region. Income from wage
employment has become of major importance
to Inuit in purchasing hunting equipment,
imported foods and luxury items.

Traditional employers in the co~lunities
have been government agencies, local
co-operatives, settlement Councils and
the Hudson's Bay Company. In recent
years with increased industrial activity,
Panarctic Oils Ltd., and Nanisivik Mines
have provided additional employment
opportunities for those willing to work
array from their homes. The new Arvik
mine, currently under construction on
Little Cornwallis Island, is providing
further opportunities for those wishing
employment. In spite of these opportuni-
ties, unemployment is high, and income
levels are lower than the national
average.

md  o- Ash  bclAbC AcbSbC  Cc  rJLAa QF LC L<Lb -
daub da<b da& ->, bnLP&  -3 aL Lzl
u~~G nb daub . DPDC arr’c &Lc-c Y
Ac< nAb ‘,\<buF  4Dcc  n= z, J , ta Onb  daub , QU-
?A’ i--c _+ A’bbeAs’  Ab ‘7<buF  4Dcc Ic Aqbbc-
ASF ?L-hc DaL wbru. tb du’l, AFbbQA’7-
c Ab 4<bS =i~@ r-I= z, J ASbbcA5TC  Y r’c
are LF nahc + Lo PQD~ Sb <‘J-F rPa -
uG ‘-\D’_9-p bclccir bnc Jrc Cjb Ic qDflD-
lJ’L4Tc .

2.3 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 2.3 AcC nas n+DQ?ac 1' CboAc-‘Lu  #C
DCbDP  WDua

2.3.1 Drake Point Gas Gathering 2.3.1 Drake Point,r i\,;YCu~ _lc
Facilities r’Q’  ?nb \A’

The Drake Point gas field is located on Drake Point,r il\@ CFAb\ Sabine
the Sabine Peninsula of Melville Island. Peninsula,l+Y Melville Island,r.
It is operated by Panarctic Oils Ltd., QDtDCDm <aQ’ nb d”o DF /‘a~% U@ nb da gc
which would supply gas to the Arctic bLrbDu@  f-F 2 J ab nb <Acb da ac .
Pilot Project.

Gas would be produced from two production i'+ CFbS  AFb’; C;Sc Y LC $ (7-b r’w- Q~C
clusters located on shore, each with 4 I?\L& -oclD’ &a- DS c-‘&b Cc AqbJflb
wells (figure 2). The wellheads would be ( 2, I+ Y ) DF A;< <bDAC  2clQ’  Tb
on gravel pads; wells would be dAuXLub aDcc nb ifv BQD< BIG‘ L!7S 3C
approximately 1 200 m deep. Drilling of BQD’  &u Dq ?a2b c' AC SQ< Afat

u~b_I>f-Ib 1 200 I-Y Crb  6’ DS &hb Cc Ah 5Ac
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the wells would take place in a single
year from April to December. When the
reserves were depleted, the production
wells would be plugged and the wellheads
rernoved.

The gas gathering system would involve 3
to 4 km of pipeline from the wellhead to
a gas dehydration plant. Initially there
would be no need for compressors to main-
tain operating pressure; after 10 years
of operation compressors would be added.
The plant, camp, waste disposal site and
ancillary facilities would occupy 3 to 5
hectares. Approximately 10 km of perma-
nent roads, occupying 10 hectares, would
be constructed to provide all weather
access to the wellhead clusters, air-
strip, and the gas plant and camp areas.
Construction would take place over a
3 year

2.3.2

period.

Melville Island Pipeline

The natural gas pipeline connecting the
Drake Point field to Bridport Inlet,
would consist of 160 km (100 miles) of
0.56 m (22 inch) diameter pipe. It would
be buried in the permafrost at a minimum
of 1 m below normal grade. A meter
station would be located at Drake Point
to measure the quantity and quality of
the gas; the control facility would be
located at Bridport Inlet. The gas would
be chilled to ensure that the maximum
temperature of the gas entering the pipe
would not exceed -6" C.

The proposed route would traverse three
distinct geographic regions: the
Sverdrup Lowlands, the Parry Plateau and
the Sabine Bay Lowlands. The very low
mean annual air temperatures (mean July
temperature is 0°C at Rae Point) sustain
continuous
the island.

permafrost soils throughout
The seasonal thaw is no more

than 1 metre. The pipeline right-of-way

uDs S CDtc =hF Ic BclD< APQ'Lu' DPDSr
XICD~~ r A>< r-c filJL>S -F . tb da
J\Y hC CDb <c 4 -v dC Au'Lub aDccnc4i
r;< blYLL/< IIc ti=_+vb Ac-,-'AD'~~  Sb .

i’&  Cc Ab r">a_9bS C;9< Y CPu%n'~J
3,r, 4,,c P&w dAu'LC QDcCDAau
A%_D C QDccnADA'f" _oc . CLb du'L v-&F
r'cxs ?iF >"cA< rib diS A_>ccsY CDraT= a-
AXF naqbs 57v Y wau DPDC %J&
2 <c AcL ra< CDh . AL 2
.!&?3,

r'as ?f-FbDW ,
LS~dAt_> _mx-'u, ELLS a9sr

8(1c 7w axe IC bn=,rc 4-b acqq-
c14Gs 3,0-b 5,_0c HAb ICub . DS/Ja~-
t uaq A= _Jc ac dnc-DS  Ybc =,5-s  Ib c Po-<bS zv-b
10 fG-7 hacr, _o0 10 HAb IFu
avk~b~ x-b axhu, l QC Q acbdn BQc'u
Dq ra_9uaq 6kiJc rbcc Ab Ac_rDn_,J
a7CDw I5 . Pa. ~&DQY  IIt D PDu
A’Lr’u .

2.3.2. Melville Island,r T)LJaJb

8CJa9 v Drake Lake,!- Bridport
Inlet, Jc CPuGbq (7~~ IIF 160 P&x9
(100 LAcub ), 0.56 ITub (22 A4ub )
asruc' rb 8" _><bx-. OQD< APa'L&"uqbq =,-
!7< Y Gb IF ?Dnb dC <dac r/Lu<bJu
bb 7 SDncb;S Y

1, rb .
Drake Point,r %DPV -

?CDLSG  3 - b  <baq itiD< ADu’Lub <boAc-
Jaq dw J <bDF=4Dnb  \rb , aL L_> aD0n-
c -0 LF fit
v-d

B4idport Inlet,ic=nb.
U=CCL~  nCDLS-<  Jq -8 DrLt;Tc  I<

85a3b 3 ctaq 2u.

8CJa9 v a<b d fvb< w-S Y micwub
b .x3(10-  . Sverdrup Lowlands, dC Parry

Plateau,db aLLJ
LOwlands,dnJc.

Sabine Bay
Ab kLLF f-Fn=~J

(itAr Ab kFuqbiJLLC
o" ?vaL i-b )

Rae Point r
DCLCi< APa%

<da'JJQaAC uGbiCb 1 icrb
Cda'JA"&u.

ti"=a;<
DYl.w IF .

a9-v w 5PZIy ~7~ au
am nb nuqbq  c;5<  7 BQD’ ae2aub .
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would affect approximately 5 km* of
land surface.

The Sverdrup Lowland region (Sabine
Peninsula) is characterized by flat-lying
sedimentary strata; soils are fine tex-
tured and derived from shale or sand-
stone. The Sabine Cay Lowland region is
a low-lying plain with deposits of sands
and silts covering sandstone bedrock.
The terrain of the Parry Plateau is more
rugged, characterized by low ridges and
valleys. Soils are derived primarily
from medium to coarse grained sandstone.
While vegetation is not extensive, it is
important to the wildlife found on
Melville Island. Seven species of land
mammals are known to inhabit Melville
Island: muskoxen, Peary caribou, arctic
hare, collared lemming, arctic fox, wolf
and ermine. Caribou and muskoxen are not
hunted on Melville Island but populations
have fluctuated significantly as a result
of the harsh physical environment. Bird
species that occur regularly on Melville
Island are typical of those found
throughout the high Arctic islands.
Along the proposed pipeline route, the
Sabine Bay Lowlands, in particular,
provide important breeding habitat for
loons, waterfowl (brant, king eider, and
old squaw ducks) and shorebirds (red
phalarope, white-rumped sandpiper, and
black - bellied plover).

The pipeline would cross a number of
ephemeral streams. The only fish of
significance on the island are char in
some lakes near the route.

Construction of the pipeline would occur
over two years in the periods from
September 15 to November 1 and April 1 to
May 15 when the active layer of soil is
frozen but working conditions are
tolerable.

Sverdrup Lowland 4ca0 (Sabine
Peninsula) DLIC =,<bF , Lc G'Lz,
DSC =,Aucbq tiDTb,wJ.
Lowland ?DFqDLriF

Sabine Bay
DQD=-> Arb 4-uTnJ

DSc CICbDc &u. ,'D< =7bDF ~JL=xT D5< c,Ac
/<b=c< uAuTQub . AC 7 AD2Qc <'f'ch4cb
m.2 qc 2 P+clucCDF rjLi.f? ALL< nDv-
V_? Melville Island. 7,DLLt-C bLlc
ac~rYc3b Melville Island,r. DLrL-
LsAC, IbY, Dbc?, aA’JAc , nc w ha
aL Ls ?Ac aL LJ f-v muac. Melville
Island,r 3b3ub DL rLLf CT‘_> Q'JQ.~'~ <-
v b2ac f-hrc bLiC DsF uTc cFPDJ"&
A< CLLS ns LC oa_D< t'cD"z~ aXDLDnL r-
Q&FJJ a+&acT~LDc. nt rat
Melville Island,tJL/AaV3C ac> bSr< nL -
LC rc DPDc Cc j< Ab kc U'LU GPPcti-c3b  .
cc <u ?~x-D~ ADILIr Sabine Bay
Lowland, ,r D"9bqADeLLC acivV3~c
ns t-w, <bF L\Ds= 2 c9CDC2 m-as5
arJv 22 a+L WC 32 +4rDI>C.

?>a9 v Fs\cr5DL L5'3' DPD'u L+u
r/n/m 15, rc ;AvivI l,-JC o-L3
aA‘& A>F 1,rC LA 15,Jc LFC;D<
FdQ'Ju'tr'=  2 L w 2wbq uaq 3 kac cm-t
a-w 3d .
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2.3.3 Bridport Inlet Facilities

Bridport Inlet is a natural harbour on
southern Melville Island, with a
protective spit of land that provides an
entrance channel 1 200 m wide. The
Mecham River discharges into' the Inlet
(figure 3).

The proposed facilities at Bridport Inlet
include a barge-mounted plant to liquify
the natural gas, storage barges with a
capacity of 200 000 cubic metres of LNG,
a shipping terminal to receive and load
the LNG carriers, an airstrip, workshop,
warehouse and accommodation buildings,
and a road network (figure 4).

The plant would be designed to liquify
7.8 million cubic metres (275 million
standard cubic feet) of gas per day.
Both the plant and LNG storage facilities
would be built in the south on barges and
towed to the site. The gas would be
liquified by 3 water-cooled, gas turbine
drivers. The dock would be designed to
have 8 cells, formed by driving sheet
piping into the fine sands on the ocean
floor and then filling the interior with
crushed rock. To assist in berthing the
vessels at the dock, warm water would be
distributed below the ice to stop or slow
down the ice growth. The water would be
drawn from the Inlet and warmed by heat
exchangers used in the gas cooling
process. A quarry site has been
identified approximately 1 km west of the
dock. A permanent airstrip would be
constructed approximately 12.5 km by road
southeast of the plant area.
Approximately 16 km of roads would be
required. Construction would take place
over a 4-year period, with shutdown
during the winter.

The principal wildlife resource in the
Bridport Inlet area is the muskox.
Approximately 100 muskoxen summered
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within 25 km of the mouth of the Mecham
River in 1977. Waterfowl and fish in
nearby lakes are present in small numbers
in the Bridport Inlet area. It is
expected that polar bears could be
attracted to the area, especially during
construction. Bridport Inlet sustains
few marine species. Ringed seals and
bearded seals are the only marine mammals
knorrn to use the Inlet.

2.3.4 Shipping

The shipping component of this project
would be unique. It would be the first
attempt to operate on a year-round basis
in the high Arctic and would be the first
LNG transportation requiring the breakup
of heavy ice during the course of normal
operations.

The Arctic Pilot Project would involve
the construction of 2 Arctic Class 7
icebreaking vessels. The ships would be
370 m long by 43 m wide, have an LNG
cargo capacity of 140 000 cubic metres
and would be designed with 180 000 shaft
HP. LNG would be used as fuel, but 600
tonnes of diesel fuel plus various light
hydrocarbon liquids in containers on deck
would also be carried on board. Each
vessel would make 15 round trips per
year.

Each ship would have a 6 tank membrane
containment system to carry the LNG.
Navigation equipment would include: 2
radars, a !JYro compass, a satellite
navigation system, Loran C, Decca
navigator and a short range position
fixing system. In addition the use of
Sonar is being considered. The ship's
crew would consist of 42.

The shipping route would traverse Parry
Channel, Baffin Bay and Davis Strait
(figure 5). Ice conditions along the
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route vary considerably, with respect to
coverage by time of year, thickness and
type. First year ice thickness can vary
from 1.6 m in Davis Strait and Baffin Bay
to 2.2 m in the Bridport Inlet area. In
addition, the action of winds and surface
currents upon the ice cover creates large
numbers of pressure ridges. Within the
ice pack in the Davis Strait area are
many multi- year floes, thousands of
icebergs, and bergy bits; growlers are
widespread and difficult to detect in the
ice pack. In the Melville Island area,
multi-year ice may also be found. The
ships traversing this route would attempt
to take advantage of the ice cover
patterns and seek to follow open leads
and to avoid ridges or multi-year ice
floes.

The shipping route through Parry Channel
(Lancaster Sound, Barrow Strait, and
Viscount Melville Sound) is also a
migratory route of significance for
seabirds and marine mammals. Harp seals,
walrus, beluga whales, narwhals and
bowhead whales enter Lancaster Sound when
the fast-ice breaks up and migrate
westward to areas in Parry Channel and
elsewhere. The marine region of
Lancaster Sound supports a biologically
rich community of birds and mammals, many
of which are considered to be of national
and international importance. The
bowhead whale is an endangered species.

Some 30 species of sea-associated birds
and approximately 25 species of marine
fish have been identified in Parry
Channel. Major colonies of birds are
concentrated on the shores of eastern
Parry Channel in summer. The birds
favour the longer season of open water in
Lancaster Sound to that of the western
portion; the majority migrate south in
the winter.

With the exception of the ringed seal and
polar bear, most marine mammals found in
Parry Channel are migratory.
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Baffin Bay and Davis Strait support a
more diverse marine flora and fauna than
the Parry Channel region. Fish are a
more important component of this marine
ecosystem. Water along the west coast of
Greenland south of Disko Island is an
important wintering area for marine
mammals and seabirds. During the summer
large colonies of breeding seabirds are
found along the west coast of Greenland,
at the entrances to Jones Sound and
Lancaster Sound and near the Baffin
Island coast south of 66" N.

During late summer and fall, some species
of marine mammals and seabirds are widely
dispersed in and migrate through offshore
bfaters. The mammals of the area are
similar to those in Parry Channel but
additional species of whales and seals
are found off west Greenland. Many
whales winter in and along the edge of
the pack ice in Davis Strait and in
western Greenland waters. These species
follow leads and cracks that develop in
the spring and migrate into northern
Baffin Bay.
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"We do not oppose development because 
know that such a viewpoint would be
unrealistic and nobody would even listen
to us. but we must emphasize our deep
concern for our land, our animals and our
people. We must have a say in the
development that takes place here, and we
must have some control over it, we must
benefit from it both financially and
otherwise, and we must protect ourselves
and our way of life."

Titus Allooloo.
Pond Inlet

"I think that government is in the  d a    L C   
position also of being pushed to take up   d a      
a very active role when these large     
projects do become implemented in the        
Canadian Arctic because of the very
serious social and environmental concerns
that would be entrained."

Dr. Andrew
Department of Environmen
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I‘ . ..we will not accept the notion that a
Pilot Project should proceed so that we
can study its environmental impacts as
part of a plan to expand the volume of
hydro-carbon shipments from the Arctic.
Our feeling is that the Northern
environment is too precarious and too
sensitive to be subjected to an
environmental test of this nature. If
the Arctic Pilot Project is to proceed,
it must be scrutinized  in a comprehensive
manner. Mere commitments  to monitor
environmental impacts after-the-fact are
not good enough."

Simon Awa.
Baffin Region Inuit Association

"There is not much doubt that it can be
done. Its environmental effects are,
however, difficult to judge. Little use
has been made of existing information to
support scenarios of what might happen
and their consequences. The result is
that most of us at this hearing are not
sufficiently briefed so that we are able
to judge these consequences for
ourselves."

Allen Milne.
Technical Witness

I,
. ..we recognize  that there are some

significant knowledge gaps resulting from
the fact that there is no precedent for
year-round ice-breaking with such large
ships in the Arctic. As a result we have
taken the approach of identifying the
major concerns, making a commitment  to
study these concerns as the project
begins, and ensuring that design options
exist if problems develop. The answers
to some of the questions can only be
obtained after year-round ice-breaking is
in operation."

Menno  Homan
Arctic Pilot
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CHAPTER 3 - Issues Vc 3 - DqbLICDIC

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents an analysis of the
issues which the Panel found to be
significant during its review of the
project. The Panel addresses, first of
all, a number of general concerns dealing
with the project rationale and the long-
term implications. Issues related to
specific aspects of the project are
addressed according to the project compo-
nents. These are categorized as the
Drake Point facilities, the Melville
Island pipeline, Bridport Inlet liquefac-
tion plant and ancillary facilities, and
shipping. In addition the Panel dis-
cusses issues which relate to the project
as a whole. These are the human environ-
ment (socio-economic aspects) and long
term research.

3.2

The

PROJECT RATIONALE, NEED AND
ALTERNATIVES

Proponent has proposed this "pilot"
project to prove the technical and
economic feasibility of delivering
natural gas from the Arctic Islands by
ship on a year-round basis.

The advantages cited by the Proponent
were outlined as follows:

- it would permit future enlargement of
the Arctic Pilot Project if proven
successful, and if unsuccessful could
be discontinued and removed with
minimal disturbance;

- the project would establish in Canada
the necessary production and transpor-
tation technology to deliver gas from
the Arctic Islands so that reserves
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could be brought into the Canadian
market when required;

- since most of the project construction
would occur elsewhere (ships, accommo-
dation, storage and plant), the boom or
bust pressures associated with develop-
ment projects in the north would be
minimized;

- the project would advance the technolo-
gy necessary to deliver other Arctic
resources without the major investment
and dangers of a larger project or more
environmentally hazardous cargoes;

- the project would provide an incentive
(cash flow) for companies to continue
exploration work in the Arctic
Islands;

- the project would be compatible with
the size of existing gas reserves and
would also provide greater certainty
about the recoverability of Arctic
Islands' reserves; and

- the effectiveness of the project would
enable a rational judgement to be made
concerning the development of other gas
fields further removed and the develop-
ment of other resources from the high
Arctic.

The rationale and need for the project
were questioned by the Canadian Arctic
Resources Comnittee (CARC). It argued
that the project would be of dubious
benefit to Canada from an energy stand-
point since it would:

- high-grade (exploit the most accessible
Arctic gas) the reserves on Melville
Island;

- expose eastern Canadian consumers to a
greater risk of supply interruption
(caused by interruptions in shipping
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schedules) than they would be exposed
to otherwise; and

- commit Canada to the long-term export
of western Canadian gas (the proponent
has proposed that a total of 12.8
million cubic metres of LNG would be
exported from western Canada, double
that to be supplied by the project; 6.4
million m3 would be sold at the
regular border price and 6.4 at the
arctic LNG price.) and increase
Canada's dependence on more expensive
frontier gas.

The Panel notes these points but it is
not in a position to review the Arctic
Pilot Project in the context of domestic
energy policies. It believes, however,
that this subject will be examined
thoroughly at the National Energy Board
hearings on the Arctic Pilot Project.

It was also argued that a
involving a $1.5 -

project
$2 billion expenditure

and ZO-year contractual commitments for
gas could not be considered as a "pilot"
venture; that it was likely to precipi-
tate similar marine transportation
development; and that it would be unlike-
ly that the project would be abandoned if
significant technical, economic or envi-
ronmental problems were to arise. The
Proponent indicated that the project
would be one-tenth the size of any other
energy-related project planned in the
Arctic, that other companies were also
considering shipment of hydrocarbons from
the Arctic, irrespective of the Arctic
Pilot Project proposal, and that since
the liquefaction plant would be barge-
mounted, the plant as well as the ships
could be used elsewhere in the world. It
was also pointed out that two ships were
required as a minimum so that one could
aid the other if needed (Canada does not
have such an icebreaking capability) and
that a "full scale" project could involve
30 ships.
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The Panel recognizes that this project
would be a "pilot" project in the sense
that it would pioneer year-round arctic
transportation and develop in Canada a
greater arctic expertise within industry
and government. It also recognizes that
year-round shipping of oil or gas on a
much larger scale is also being
considered by others. This project,
involving LNG shipment, would allow
examination of year-round arctic shipping
on a more modest scale. Any expansion of
the number of ships, any major routing
change, or a new proposal should require
a further public review by government
agencies.

In its review of the Arctic Pilot
Project, the Panel did not examine in
detail alternate modes of transporting
gas to southern Canada. The main alter-
native mentioned was the proposed Polar
Gas pipeline. It was argued by some
that the Arctic Pilot Project would
replace a future Polar Gas line since
both projects would utilize the Drake
Point field. Both the Proponent and
Panarctic Oils Ltd. disagreed. They
pointed out that the Arctic Pilot Project
would utilize 40% of the proven reserves
at Drake Point and this was not signifi-
cant with respect to the volumes required
to justify a pipeline. The Panel
believes that the Arctic Pilot Project
consortium should not be required to
justify before an Environmental Assess-
ment Panel its project in comparison with
other possible competing projects. (It
should be noted that the Polar Gas
project has been referred to the Federal
Environmental Assessment Review Office
for a review by another Panel.) The
Arctic Pilot Project also indicated that
it had considered other transportation
means including air and submarines in the
early stages of project conception but
had discounted these alternatives as a
result of projected high costs.
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Within the context of this review of the
Arctic Pilot Project, alternate pipeline
routes on Melville Island were discussed.
The Panel's findings are presented else-
where (sections 3.4.2). As an alterna-
tive to a pipeline, it was pointed out
that icebreaking tankers could ship
directly to Drake Point to receive LNG.
The Proponent indicated, however, this
would require a Class 10 icebreaker
rather than Class 7 and consequently was
less attractive economically.

Alternate shipping routes and exploita-
tion of alternate gas fields were also
mentioned during the Panel review but not
examined in detail by the Panel. The
Canadian Arctic Resources Committee
(CARC) suggested that it would be benefi-
cial to exploit reserves in the Ellef
Rignes Island area rather than Melville
Island. Among other things, it noted
that vessels from this area would pass
through Jones Sound rather than Lancaster
Sound. It was suggested that Melville
Island gas need not be shipped through
Lancaster Sound; rather that viable
alternatives existed via Jones Sound or
through Fury and Hecla Straits, the
latter also avoiding a route on the west
coast of Greenland. The Proponent
advised that the route through Jones
Sound would be longer and would require
Arctic Class 10 icebreakers rather than
Class 7 under the Arctic Waters Pollution
Prevention Act. It also indicated that
shipping through Fury and Hecla Straits
is questionable since they were narrow
and shallow, the currents are strong and
considerable additional hydrographic work
would be required to determine whether
the ships could navigate safely through
the area. The Panel notes that these
alternate routes would pass through areas
that are probably as environmentally
sensitive as Lancaster Sound, and would
not necessarily reduce Inuit concerns
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since other communities may be affected
by these routes.

The Panel recognizes that there are a
number of broader issues involved in
examining the overall need for this
project. These would include the possi-
ble impact on the ship-building industry
in Canada, and the role of the project in
the context of Canadian energy policy.
The Panel believes that these issues,
while beyond the mandate of an Environ-
mental Assessment Panel, require careful
consideration by the government which
will ultimately decide whether this
project should proceed.
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3.3.1 Introduction 3.3.1 IJSCF +

The Arctic Pilot Project is the first >pcG h-b <bDIAI>r Aclr'afI!i-D,'LiGb 29~~ +J'
proposal to seek government approval for LC amcw7b LeLd2 a'rvD4Lsb a<Jc
year-round shipping in the Arctic. The ir DLraS iadC aqdnqbcbCc ua3ub DPDS Cs I-.
long-term implications of such an activi- adu2 CALAcbCFuaq  0% t'9Jc Ar'Lr&ac 2J
ty were of considerable interest to 1L7< ADILcD'; XCb ar?2.
many.

3.3.2 Shipping 3.3.2 DL rat iacwb

Many intervenors felt that the Arctic
Pilot Project would be the first of many
proposals involvin

3
shipping through the

Northwest Passage on a year-round
basis. Credence was given to this con-
cern by reports of large scale (30 to 50
ships) proposals to move oil, gas, and
minerals to southern markets through the

2 The Northwest Passage refers to an
east-west shipping route which would
include, among others, Viscount
Melville Sound, Barrow Strait and
Lancaster Sound.
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Northwest Passage from Alaska and from
Canada's western and high Arctic regions.
Such proposals were projected to begin
0 perating by the mid-to late 1980's.
Consequently, many felt that the Arctic
Pilot Project should not be examined in
isolation but that rapid increases in
shipping, up to 1 000 annual transits by
the year 2000, also had to be considered
before the project could be viewed in a
proper perspective. The Panel is aware
that other proposals may follow this
pioneering venture, particularly if it is
successful. It is difficult to predict,
however, how many ships might follow.
The Panel recognizes that an individual
proponent cannot be held responsible for
future developments not under its con-
trol; rather the federal and territorial
governments, in consultation with Inuit
residents, and industry should be respon-
sible for long-range planning and a
determination of development priorities.

The Department of Indian Affairs and
Northern Development and the Government
of the Northwest Territories must assume
leadership in such an endeavour and
should move rapidly to demonstrate that
planning for such development is in
place.

The Panel is concerned about potential
environrnental effects of large scale,
year-round shipping in the Arctic. It
recognizes that it is technically feasi-
ble and knows that pressures to bring oil
and gas to market may further encourage
such developments. It also recognizes the
paucity of information that exists on the
potential impacts in spite of the efforts
made by the Proponent in preparation for
this review. There is an obvious need
for further study. The Panel believes
that the small-scale shipping proposal by
the Arctic Pilot Project would permit
s u c h study and allow more accurate
assessment of potential impacts and ways
to minimize or determine more fully the
effects of large scale shipping.
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Even with continuing research prior to
the start of shipping, the Panel recog-
nizes that some biological impacts may
not be adequately known until some years
after the project has been operating.
The intention of Petro-Canada, on behalf
of the Arctic Pilot Project, to continue
research and monitoring over the life of
the project is an opportunity for govern-
ment agencies and local residents, as
well as industry, to determine trends,
problems, and solutions to much larger
scale shipping activities that are pro-
jected to occur in the Northwest Passage.
This would allow the Proponent and others
to incorporate, in any expanded or new
proposals, information on the assessment
of biological impacts as well as data on
physical impacts and on the engineering
performance of the vessels.

3.3.3 Lancaster Sound Regional Study

The Lancaster Sound Regional Study was
mentioned frequently during the review.
This study was undertaken as a result of
a recommendation by an earlier Environ-
mental Assessment Panel. It will estab-
lish a comprehensive planning framework
with the objective of formulating options
for the use of Lancaster Sound. Some
felt that this planning exercise should
be expanded to encompass a larger area
which would include Melville Island and
that the Arctic Pilot Project should not
be considered until the resource-use
policy for Lancaster Sound had been
determined. It should be noted that the
Lancaster Sound Regional Study is not
intended to replace existing environmen-
tal and socio-economic reviews and
regulatory processes; rather it should
assist decision-making on specific use
proposals for the region in the future.
The Panel's report will likely serve as
an input to the Lancaster Sound Regional
Study on one possible use of the Sound.
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Since its report deals with the environ-
mental acceptability of the Arctic Pilot
Project, the Panel does not believe that
the planning framework need be in place
before it can reach a conclusion on this
project.

3.3.4 International Implications

Concern was expressed by some intervenors
on the potential impact of the project on
Greenland. In response to Greenlandic
concerns, the Proponent has modified its
proposed routing to avoid the environmen-
tally sensitive Melville Bay and the
Thule District coast. The ships would
avoid sensitive coastal areas and stay
approximately 45 km offshore from
Greenland. Danish/ Greenlandic represen-
tatives were invited (through the Depart-
ment of External Affairs) to attend the
public meetings in Resolute but advised
they were not in a position to do so.
The Panel therefore was unable to learn,
on a first hand basis, of the concerns of
Greenlanders. It is aware of concerns as
to the potential effect on marine mammals
and the traditional Greenlandic life-
styles. It is unable, however, to reach
a conclusion on the impact of the project
in this area.

DanishlGreenlandic  officials also indi-
cated that they wished to continue
discussions underway with Petro-Canada
(on behalf of the Arctic Pilot Project),
and Canadian government agencies to
resolve any potential problems of the
passage of the ships off the coast of
Greenland. Agreement has apparently been
reached with Danish. officials on further
studies to be conducted jointly by the
Arctic Pilot Project and the Danes along
the proposed shipping route off the coast
of Greenland.
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3.3.5 Approvals Process 3.3.5 av cDecae

The Arctic Pilot Project viewed a Panel
recommendation of environmental accept-
ability as a means of obtaining environ-
mental approval-in-principle. It pointed
out that there would be National Energy
Board hearings following the Panel
Report, and a number of regulatory
hurdles to overcome in order to proceed.
Detailed information would be. needed to
obtain regulatory approvals. The Propo-
nent, however, was unwilling to spend the
funds needed for such information at this
stage as it would be of little use if a
form of approval-in-principle could not
be obtained by the Panel Report and
Ministerial endorsement.
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There was concern that approval-in- A&.9 ADcDS >Cb CALQ a'F CDbAclccqb abD\
principle would be seen to prejudge the T-mD%P LC <b_oSb  LcCbCC C’rcb A%-AC  t-t iD.
regulatory process. Regulators could A~d5TcfPDiC 4T' ?-=?(l< LC aDcn-w tint ;;c
adjust or control specific items (e.g. a
land use permit for a borrow pit) but

nt r&wvb  (2s A DQ~< a3c CDJ~C (rlrmb
aww

could not halt the project.
3ae cat uD< r\ ibw~b  ) frao

Dqbc nnJ,trLc bLwD,tiaG 3-b .

The Panel concludes that its review, with c;c_~ nDic <bDPccDC Y
public and technical agency input, pro-

SbDP’7c  C’L, P dchAa_

vides a mechanism for informed advice to
AC aLLJ ASb~A50-~l-IF-DIC Ab+<C, Ann&
%-GLC x\q nhnb bQCD< L<Ld'fC Ahia'L

Cabinet on environmental and social cF I-DCDlcrb AifTbt 3cb aekrwrb fdci3A
aspects and does not prejudice further QCftd I - ’  J aL L2 wis xnb cbD?‘4F  CDb&W
reviews by government agencies. lcb LeLd2.

3.4 MELVILLE ISLAND 3.4 r= A” TPF CFb

3.4.1 Drake Point Facilities 3.4.1 34Ab >Ac I-DCDcQ  Ic

The gas production facilities would be
operated by Panarctic Oils Ltd., rather
than the Arctic Pilot Project consortium.
It was the Panel's view, nevertheless,
that the Drake Point facilities should be
considered as an integral part of the
environmental assessment review of the
Arctic Pilot Project. Accordingly, the

0 ks-D+ahJ aDccDuacLc i+?~nb CT
WdoC, td _oSLtitJTY 2>cG + qbDiA3r
Ackan!7Dc'Li_2  . A8LIYDcDGLC ;cVD+,
wacrc, XAb >AcrDCDo-aVc  A?Lr5-DraCbC
L C  Acr5D_>o-  qbD?-\C  flDI_cF ;c? i-ID-&f <bD>
4c-C  hrc Ain~b~ hb ,'4cs ?Tb qbDiA3r
A&ansDc'h!oC. aLL3 tic, <b3 aw-wrb
aww cbDP-5C CDLSGo-%Lcrb  DqbDnr5D~nb
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scope of the review was identified by the
Panel in its Guidelines for the Comple-
tion of the Environmental Assessment for
the Arctic Pilot Project (September 1979)
to include the gas wells, gas gathering
and ancillary facilities associated with
the Drake Point fields.

A document, entitled Environmental Over-
view, Gas Production Component, was
received shortly before the public
meetings. The lateness of Panarctic's
submission and the preliminary nature of
the information provided made it diffi-
cult for the Panel and participants to
assess this component of the project to
the same degree as others. Discussion at
the public meetings consequently was
limited. The Panel did receive further
submissions following the meetings.
Those from the Departments of Environ-
ment, and Energy, Mines and Resources
were of considerable assistance in
assessing the potential impact of the
Drake Point facilities.

As a result of the limited discussion at
the meetings and its review of the infor-
mation provided by others, the Panel is
able to make a number of observations.
First of all, it noted that Bridport
Inlet would be used as a storage site for
equipment and materials for the construc-
tion of the Drake Point facilities.
These would be transported along the
winter road following the pipeline right-
of-way. Rae Point was also identified as
an alternate staging area which if
selected would require construction of a
winter road to join the pipeline haul
road. The Panel believes that construc-
tion of roads should be minimized and
recommends that Bridport Inlet be used as
a staging site and that the pipeline
right-of-way be used as a transportation
corridor. Secondly, it noted a number of
issues that were not fully addressed by
Panarctic.

&_~nDi_oc ;3? fL4T_oC L~'CDJQCI~-~~B~
/WI? CDoas n2J aenD< qbDI+\C NC &_'n'f'~,
td& f7cG 3-b sbDiA31- Au'aWDc'LiD
(fnAn 1979) Atr5Dn~F AkSAD~ac3~c
St\ f-F , 9 fib a7A+an3rc aLL3 Ab+f
Aruaq cv aCT!CDFb 3clAb >a=l--  .

nf-wfL-e, anqbc r)qb aefkw t-b ts fib
hecacrqb Aracoc~c bnL~a&n.trc Pdc-C
nac . ?bA,Tc P\JF fLuTc ta ab ndc
aL Lo f7cc -3-b 355 cDwa< uac ut 3L7Lv
tda a-3 (2x~c~3 2 nD-42 aLL-> ADD&
SbD?\?ac o-Y'2 tr'~ bLr5DiL+ afv-ocD-.
DSbLSbnqbC n_>rc Pdc-iC bnLhrc DGbLICDJa
?czc_D'rc~b  /k!T\fzmDb . &vIDiC k_D%aG
LC bLr5DfLi~b a<ncfI~Dic2  b&D< L<L
dwtc IJLI_J~ ELLS DPcn+DiDc, Dsh-a<
n?ih2 bnLSioChrc tda Ab-3 r’LLJ@L
C 'bDPL8aCn2rc 'bD';  ?U’nCDw u'Lub
XAb >Acl-  \a?;!+ A’ru.

hmr2uDb DCbLICD~acD'rLC bnLrwc aLL
2 qbDF+F CDu'LaC 3'-\?CD+ afwCDqb,
c;c? nDic al-rJbVub FbDP'7c fLcc LC. f7c
3-b , <bDP'LC >W>G AQcc aY CDLYLC
fCJaSbc AD2u Aqba_A+Dnsc (ILL2 k?no'
ke,an,r c XAb >AcI-. tda a+c IS CD
qbCC1'7qLC DPDIJhJ Qdndc A4hSCDSbV~J
ha3\D< aqdnrw CAL. ?A >Ac D%Df-lf5-
DcDCriCCDFb XlfaJ'F ~~J~55-c  r’U ccc upa
CCD'<C L7a.faqbQSLC  DPDdC aqdfIf4DJaW
G 39 acchu2 ha-2 Jc acdm 4-k 2
nDic D'A?," LC h_4De-auv acdnvAC
atr2at;9 ncDcAcwac uac 4b aLL2 DcbC tin
>W >ac aSdnE-DJ~Sd~J  f7cG -+JhJ %AD
w 3-b ~LL~ f5a_9cDqb aCdnrw ct
(rD&W u'L aSdnCbS ADL5q 3uCDSb. h-a_+
D?-2r'cDS LC al-?b"\$ ub DSbDnr5DnacD'r3ub
cc+ nd2.
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These are identified as follows:

the thermal design of production
wells, sumps, and waste disposal
facilities;
the thermal interaction of several
wells drilled from the same pad;
water supply;
sources for borrow materials;
location and conceptual design of
roads and airstrips;
permanent stream crossing structures,
drainage control and erosion preven-
tion mechanisms;
general foundation stability;
clean-up and reclamation programs;
caribou and muskoxen movements in the
area;
the significance of the occurrence of
ice fog; and
air emissions and monitoring pro-
grams.

While there was a lack of specific infor-
mation about the Drake Point facilities,
it was clear to the Panel that there was
nothing unusual or unique about the
location itself. The proposed land-based
activities would involve proven engineer-
ing technology. Panarctic has had con-
siderable experience in Arctic drilling.
In the Panel's view, the concerns identi-
fied above require further consideration.
They can be resolved, however, during the
design phases of the project with ade-
quate consultation with the regulatory
agencies to ensure that there are no
significant environmental impacts.

This should occur before surface leases
or land use permits are granted to the
company for its facilities.

3.4.2 Pipeline Design, Construction and
Operation

CbD?+D~DS  Y td QJY :

CALAcDf-lQbS  1)’ AiQ'di' ndc ;hb AiQ
a-w _OQr onnJQ'h D&? DQO- b QY
?a;'fbb bLGdC bLrlL5-TaC  .

At the community meetings and the general
meetings in Resolute, concerns were

.&bnf’ 3(T.  bnLn9c  aL L3 bnLA’ -&FbCC  f-h
rc ~bDan-,  A~LAD~D~  LC aivdmb~  r’nb
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raised regarding the design, construction
and operation of the pipeline on Melville
Island. The discussion focused primarily
on environmental problems that might
arise in repairing a pipeline failure.
In addition questions were raised on
alternate routes and modes for the pipe-
line.

The major concern related to pipeline
rupture was the possibility of failure
during the summer; repair work could
cause major damage to the terrain. The
Proponent stated that the line would be
designed so that breaks were highly
unlikely. It would repair the pipeline
in the summer by airlifting men and
equipment to the break site with helicop-
ters. The repair procedure at the site
would involve installing a temporary
bypass line, within 36 hours of arrival
under normal weather conditions. Perma-
nent repairs would be completed in winter
when the ground is re-frozen. In addi-
tion, areas that experience significant
settlement or erosion would be identified
in the summer and repaired during winter.
The Panel agrees that during summer
months, only emergency repairs to the
pipeline would be conducted with final
measures undertaken when the ground is
frozen.

There was concern that the Proponent had
provided limited information on the
design of the pipeline and consequently
had underestimated the problems of laying
a pipeline in continuous permafrost. In
particular, there was a lack of informa-
tion on thermal contraction cracking and
disturbance of the thermal regime by the
pipe which could lead to the possibility
of slope movement (i.e. slow downhill
creep of soil at the ground surface).
Following the public meetings the Propo-
nent provided an additional analysis of
stress levels. The Proponent demon-
strated that any stresses within the pipe
as a result of ground tension or
fracturing would be well within the

atw +J=~ mxr5D2acD~ 3qb a' Lv n4
ti2a9 aD5DhJ; a9 fwac f-m2 rut nnJ
cIc LC a~r-5b fqdrnnJc aarb . DC raJcn+
dC DqbcDS Ic 5a5DfLu'L CDYLC ALLaAuaq
Lc r5bDnrJaT2~. a<P’  >rQ&F LC ti2a
2t I-: aD4DnJJ qbY&!dC al!i-< 3AGbCcJnb a
‘Jncb QLL3 AcbaA5Dnub 0% 0 Lc fLIJc
Cdc-rSc-dC  . acP\ 8uk-an2r2 ce, a<~’ f w
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a<~\ cDnaLn$ 8 Awv CDr-w f Lqv A!kI’ c
DLY Y DPDlJhJ sa <dQ%< rn,J. aL Lh
b(rqb, r’?1’fL+ ,+I f LLc_'3:;c SbD?5DDIC
aD5DnJJ +L 2 a<P'CDtYY DPD?Vl~J.
d_c_v-IDic avx-vbcDC IC aD5DnJJ C<Pu
3aA5ac 3' Pfac~ asp’ CDqdJrC 82a2>nc aL L
2 DPD\JSbC  n2 J DQ <da%<  n2J aqPcDnabc553.
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allowable levels for steel pipe at the
size proposed. It was also noted that
there were certain situations, such as
stress at pipe bends, or where thermal
contraction cracks were at an angle
rather than normal to the pipe, which
required further analysis. The Proponent
indicated that further studies would be
carried out to investigate this phenome-
non.

The Panel supports the Proponent's
proposal to install instrumentation to
monitor the pipeline and surrounding soil
at a few locations where the potential
for cracking is significant. An accurate
engineering route survey of the pipeline
route would be completed, supplemented by
engineering field notes and the results
of a geophysical survey of the pipeline
route to identify regions of massive ice.
In the light of the additional informa-
tion provided and planned studies, the
Panel concludes that effects of ground
cracking on the pipe would not present an
insoluble engineering problem. In addi-
tion, even if severe stresses were to
occur that could cause a failure of the
pipe, they would do so during extreme
cold and heavy ice conditions (winter and
spring) when conditions are such that
repair activities would cause least
disturbance to the environment.

The Proponent indicated that gas from the
Drake Point production facility would
enter the pipeline at -6" C rather than
0" C as originally proposed. The gas
temperature through most of the pipe
would approximate the natural ground
temperature in order to minimize melting
of the permafrost. It was agreed,
however, that there could be some effect
on the active layer with resultant slope
movement or soil erosion. The Panel
accepts that only in exceptional situa-
tions would this activity constitute a
threat to the pipe integrity. The Panel
recommends, however, that surveillance

2 i-F AbiSfCDq3C DF8a~cfPdub AILL/'f
ub 4T' fT!LUTDC L\cl?flUb SbDF-,DCDua30-b
r2Gs ub aLL2 -4-b ciu n2ru 3kawr
nJc Ah< 3Jc fqdrCDJaC 3~. kLna< hb
,D&L/';u'L ?a;< aqdnrlCIC;L/F C'L AsnvDua
5 ]Sb Ab+ f5 AD~T Barb <bD+\<  f Lirb
aL L: '-m?nDua'; 3ub tbDP'7q ADfLiub QdnD
uac 33 ti2a_9Jc FbDF-J&dJf'C al- fdCbJaac
uq4D' Lstc . AtiLTJJ 34?nb& A5DcDcLC
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2 ;dFbH  U’b (DPDr DA'L"h-,) CALAhD
_;) 4YS CDrab ?u Qhac r'nb ruq nhawb
am-b .
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should be undertaken by the Proponent
during the construction and operation of
the pipeline to detect and take remedial
action to correct effects on the
terrain.

There was considerable discussion on the
route preferred by the Proponent and on
two eastern alternatives for the pipe-
line. The Panel noted that the topography
along the preferred route was much less
severe and thus there was less chance for
damage to the integrity of the pipeline.
It would cross, however, vegetated areas
of the Sabine Lowlands and Mecham meadows
which are important for animals and
birds. Approximately 0.15% of this area
would be affected. Nevertheless the
Panel believes that the Proponent was
able to demonstrate the acceptability of
its preferred route over other alterna-
tives.

Some of the northern residents questioned
the need for a buried pipeline. The Pro-
ponent indicated that an above ground
pipeline, besides being more costly,
would be more susceptible to damage and
would pose a barrier to animals. The
Panel agrees that a buried pipeline would
be preferable.

There was concern that the pipeline might
corrode as a result of induced currents
caused by aurora borealis. This phenome-
non has only recently been identified in
connection with the Alyeska pipeline.
The Proponent questioned whether this
effect would create problems in its much
shorter line but indicated that in the
event that further study indicates that
it might occur, insulating flanges could
be installed on the pipe to eliminate the
problem.

A number of other design considerations
(involving frost heave, stream crossings,
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borrow pits, water supply, waste dispos-
al, erosion and landslide control) were
raised by various intervenors. The Panel
believes that these considerations should
be an integral part of the final design
of the pipeline to be reviewed and ap-
proved by appropriate regulatory agen-
cies.

The Panel believes that the Proponent
initially underestimated the potential
problems associated with the construction
and operation of a gas pipeline in con-
tinuous permafrost. This fact was high-
lighted by the lack of information on
potential impacts contained in the Propo-
nent's submissions to the Panel. Howev-
er, in the Panel's view the Proponent is
presently more aware of the substantial
problems that may occur and consequently
is prepared to proceed with its proposal
with a great deal more caution. In
addition, as this pipeline would be the
first of its kind in Canada, the Panel
recommends that government and industry
together implement a program that will
monitor and assess the effects of the
construction and operation of the pipe-
line on the environment and the environ-
ment on the pipeline over the life of the
project.

3.4.3 Bridport Inlet

Discussion of the design, construction
and operation of facilities at Bridport
Inlet focused on the stability of the
terminal and LNG storage facilities,
currents in Bridport Inlet, the effect of
warm water discharge from the liquefac-
tion plant and ballast water on the
marine biota, air emissions from the
liquefaction plant, bird/aircraft strikes
at the proposed airstrip and protection
of archeological sites.
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Opinion was expressed that the dock
facilities would not be stable. With the
proposed addition of warm water for ice
control, there was concern that thawing
of the permafrost would result and that
the foundations might collapse. The
Proponent provided reasonable assurance
during the public meetings that this
would not occur. Subsequently further
information was also provided which led
the Panel to conclude that the thermal
regimes of the water and seabed are being
studied in a competent manner and that
with proper engineering, it does not
appear that any exceptional problems will
arise.

With respect to the natural gas storage
facility adjacent to the dock, it was
envisaged that the presence of LNG would
lead to cooling and thus cause frost
heave and thermal contraction effects.
The Proponent indicated that the outer
shell of the storage barges would be at
ambient temperature, because the LNG
tanks would be separated from the barge
wall by insulation and a two-metre wide
ambient layer. The Panel accepts that
the foundations can be designed to ensure
stability of the storage facilities. The
Panel recommends, however, that moni-
toring of the geothermal properties of
the foundation subsoil be undertaken by
the Proponent and reported to the respon-
sible regulatory agency.

On the basis of information presented to
the Panel by the Department of Fisheries
and Oceans, the Panel concludes that the
velocity of currents are sufficiently low
so as not to hinder ship docking at the
proposed terminal. With such minimal
currents, the need for dredging was
questioned. The Proponent indicated that
it did not envisage a requirement for
maintenance dredging but would do so in
the event that sediments from the Mecham
F?iver did collect around the dock.
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iIAQ_ub bnLfwc CALAuQruVuib . cni
kmr~uDb xbu?nub 3ur'+bCDF Lc CC'Lz,
ZbD+nf7~nb <1A3u~ ALLDc t&3 t-'cc nCD<'u'L
QL LJ CnD< ASb'Lu <bDP\'CDu'ru  ;LL'3Jc
aLL3 w-wv u'rc ~~'0, abD'rXCD4
F 3cb '7<P' Yb!h-LC .

Aln’bc  3c’ c ‘k FbC ADL5j-c 3u 9c 3a'Juac 3ub
aP~u x_'cc AD<, 'Lv-+bc u'hc u' cnnw
LC cnib m-huD' J &_F e&w3ac 3-b
u'4 mn'ic;L7~ ru. DF ti6~I-Fd2 DFbF r'nb
I'CC 3<CdS t-'LADuG Xc Af+ u'LC hc o-'LC;~-~
ti,t A3a3 aW,a~Lnb, h47r~~Db  ‘Lv’
5Sb Jc <bCDbAC 4AnCDrJLLYLC Qef-KIu A&-
<bs 3-b 2 l-34 rJc'nrirb AP,' '7DnqbCuaqL
C D%'\Df-Fbq  ~n';h &' nD+ iL L’ ‘-xD
c Ic 3’LArcG C’kb  &P’ CDJaC  CT-+  LC QhDn
Q?aSdJrC r’< ~,a’ \DuQc Y . i_c_~ nDic A<dF-
cs Y , Prwu, <bD;14<  CDu'rC <boAIcn' Tb
.m<b%G L'tc A4?;!+b~->QCL'~_,uC SbDFIC CD
Ja.<dAJ DV~~f-t~d~~ aLL2 DSbDnr5D>u
LeLdsC ASd5cDc nc-WDI_oC  .

Lc'r'nb 34x-w 3u5DCDTb & nc tdQ
L<Ldu'h-'LI_oC Acb_94 ncn~Dioc cnDcn
?-Di_ro, CL nDIC <bD>ccD Y aDcJ,aCbCC u
'L cnD< a'ti_&;'rLc  cnib A-4-huDb
r-'SdCD'rLC  DLraS iac 3c' Cs A\fILL/F c'w .
CALa L7’f~,a’UhJ  aDc_u’i,C  Cl-ID< ,  AL LD(
A<b’L  asp’  PC CDf’Qqbcl~G L’tc QAFdf-li-4DcDS  XCb .
DC r’&cf-l;“dC  DSbcDS  Xc CALAcD/-lGb‘?faJ
Pr’G CALACDC;~~~~ ;I'Jc riL &L.B~ bn<
cQ+bcq u5 <c oa_?i' ub @GC X'CF AD<.
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There was concern over the possible
effect on the biota caused by the
discharge of warm water to the Inlet and
the introduction of exotic organisms in
ballast water obtained from Davis Strait
or areas further south. The mussel Mya
pseudoarenaria is known to occur in
Bridport Inlet. This is a common species
in boreal waters, but its occurrence in a
high arctic environment is unusual,
though not unique to Bridport Inlet.
Because of this, the Panel does not
consider this as a species warranting
special protection. The Panel believes
that any warm-water exotic species which
might be introduced with discharged
ballast water would not become estab-
lished away from the thermal plume and,
since the plume would be continually
disrupted by the movements of shipping,
might not become established at all.
Cold-water exotics, taken on with ballast
water in Baffin Bay, would have a better
chance of survival but, if their estab-
lishment in this new environment is
feasible, it should long ago have
occurred naturally, since there is no
geographical barrier between the two
areas. The Panel, nevertheless, supports
the Proponent's proposal to monitor the
biology of Bridport Inlet.

Discussion on potential air emissions
centred on the emissions of oxides of
nitrogen. There was concern that, under
certain atmospheric conditions, nitrogen
oxide concentrations might exceed the
maximum desirable limit at ground level.
The Proponent contended that concentra-
tions would be an order of magnitude less
than the maximum desirable limit. The
Panel believes that nitrogen oxide levels
would not be significant, however, it
recommends that periodic monitoring be
conducted.

A’rL’ Ybc_DS  >Gb <bsACLSF  u’Lub b‘ LX’ I>BC
bL-42 AL Lc _2 CfID__F  Af CDqbC=hS  <c b’rC
3% -lc aL LA Yd~?i’  3ub AL LF Jc AcDiac
CS’Ls  Yb< uF <c CAA’  t’XAJc  De;& Q&b
uCb CD_o’L . DA\_>Ac  Ccd-<bCs  f--F <bD?-L’i-D’  L
c  m >ac bv 9 r . DAJ’bc;i’ Lc ABA’:  _o

PIJQu ci ~dW%-  AaAc BQ’LCT D P D
%r CALA~Y&~ PrJQuc-  C<uXAo_D’bC’r>
L_>ac  >nc >ac bTS :‘Lu CAjb Ainr~uDb
&cl nD+ DAJ<  ub A% &to t-au<  2ra<b5’
r’rs e3c  . 2 nDic D ’  A??’ >c clca3AaAc
AL LAC t&?-2 3iqbCF  IF cjL L-4=lAc  CLD’Lc4
c Xc I-Pl>ndJAc  A<bd  _oc A,D<bC<  30~ AL Lc D
24-WLc  D6uc  rtc sb aL L= .  bL L?i’ 3L3
ac A&+ aDcCDnCD’WbCF  ds LC DL I7 4
GC , 6~ ~4%  uawww3c . A@ 3rDCAC
AL LC I-DCAc  , ASbdoC Acr5DcCbCC Ic ‘--,u?nD
<PPC  t_Jac CnD'Lu, DLIQ<  uc 4DIa=hF  fiLAc
P2au, Qic~ crt u &- CjL LiQ55m CAr’
LuYbuC CALAC~‘LC%-~ Lc ACbdcbDT b=& f-h J
ACSd? Y 2nb , hmr3uDb  L?’ u Qdu’Lu
ce, a>c cc AcbarLnb . CL’ nD-3 CALAb_>G
n,J, AbiC ,-‘< L C  DF &J~cfF=dc  bLLrlL!i-‘Lu
CbDFx=‘L~nb E-L L+~AC  t--t iu >nc xc bv
9r.

The Panel supports the Proponent's inten- 2 nc Ab+ ,-‘c_D<  Ic Ds ,4_,c/--I+dub  bf-S  r’A
tion to continue collecting weather data ‘r&r’cbCF  nJrc  &_D< rs i_oc >nc >a’ bsrG
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at Bridport Inlet as a means of refining 2% I- 'bDPLi&d~f- Z'uau ,-'c cb,Ah-a~ L'tc
weather forecasting in that area. Ci_C.

The western edge of the proposed airstrip
would be located close to the Mecham
River flats, an area occupied by brant
immediately after the breeding season.
Bird/aircraft strikes are a possibility
at this time of year (July and August)
but the Panel does not consider this to
be a significant problem since the birds
are moulting and thus flightless for part
of the time and the flight path would
cross only a small part of the available
habitat.

There is one known historical site
(Dealey Island) and five known archeolog-
ical sites in the Bridport Inlet area
which warrent protection. Likewise, any
new ones revealed during the course of
construction should be protected. The
Panel suggests that the guidelines laid
down by the National Museum should apply
to all archeological sites. The Panel
notes that the Proponent has agreed that
any site disturbance would be strictly
prohibited.

Da' Q_'LC r'ci.o- SbK>~C rADqbC?LIac <buf-L$
LJ J< I-+ a< LucIuLu, Ciu, a+ CDqbCF
?u DJaJccac A~<khM'c. nt rat pbt
tic a>3Aanacbvc iQD-4- at;Sir (4,~
Km) war &nb abD'rAD~aCu-a%-T~ndc
cL3m Ainr3uDb n'rac ~bxchAcrL Lc
aLL-> aDdC SbY,CAf'qbCC;%7  CTc aILnLSq C'L
I-Pl>d_i'LC  .

acD2c rb SbD+L5-DICbc  Lc AC< u-CYbAuqbG  3rb
(Ws Cr her) aLLJ CcLAc 'bD?-LSD+
AC< uCYb’;bc Y >flc >ac bv > ac ~bor5h
<Aft5Df-a3Cbq3~.
otc

CAihCDcb, cl&-3AaAc
~bD+D+ 4a_ecan_sc rauwDraCbvc

DFb &f n3 DFbC rnb LccbCS C'F &" CDr'L
ic ’ b~ccir ivbc 2Dnrni=r+c
4-&b Ach-ccbc IAD+ .

Lc% CD<dJJ
d nc Dcb+Jnb

tda DC 8aJmac ndc arc 2L’ Lc aca3nQ~b
AC< uCYbC ADiSb a' Y CDCAcLnraSbC u'Lub .

3.4.4 Impact on the Biological 3.4.4  A9 nCDWuTC cLi?iAc Q+ <' C
Environment on Melville Island v-c r= AC w F cr

Intervenors were concerned about the x,qbcdPic A’rLJacDC Lc hwb~ rJnb h-c nnh-
effects of construction of the pipeline c ub-b kecan3rc ti3a3v ALL= m>a
and the Bridport Inlet facilities on b'F Jau r’uc CDL4<  Y Dr% L2 3’ 332 ha
muskoxen and caribou particularly. In c 3-b . aLLtic buFb ANbucDn4C <bsG Y
addition there was also concern as to the tiuq nnw utrcb m~rub QSAC Gbu f-5+ xv
effects on the denning of polar bears >ac bv 3 .
near Bridport Inlet.

The Peary caribou population has declined <bd’ uc 5Ac 3% 3>nc aL r-&v ar?s+ -h-c LC
by approximately 70% on the western Queen Sbuf-5-tLu 70 hc Dala’Lu dAc Ac\A Y-'Pc C
Elizabeth Islands in the last 20 years. AC atPL+ 2ou. CALAcCnCDuSLc-
This has apparently come about because a Ainrx-Db U’f’ ~'bnaSbc~DwrC DPDr? a>n
scarcity of winter food, following unusu- <bJaC  ii c_I cr’Lo_2, arih-c ncDuc Lc. CL~
ally heavy snow cover, has reduced num- Aim-XTDb CLPnat_fI'8f'c 3'3Ac CALAY
bers and inhibited breeding. Because of _o'Jua6Pcc uTub CA5DC-<LC. wau, ari,
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this, the species as a whole has been
given threatened status. However, the
population south of Parry Channel has not
been affected in this way.

Pipeline construction would be noisy and
might disturb both the caribou and musk-
oxen in the vicinity. This activity
would be confined to a strip no longer
than 7 km at a time, with truck travel to
and from borrow sites no further than 12
km. This activity would occur only
during a six-week period in the spring
and fall of 2 years. The Panel believes
that the animals would be able to avoid
the comparatively small construction
sites in the course of their movements to
and from the eastern end of Melville
Island. Any effects of the disturbance
to Peary caribou caused by pipeline
construction would be small compared with
major natural perturbation produced by
climatic factors. The centre of muskoxen
population appears to be on the southwest
corner of Melville Island; consequently
activity associated with the pipeline
should affect a relatively small propor-
tion of the Island's population. Once
construction is completed, the buried
pipeline would not present an obstacle to
their movements. A small percentage
(approximately 0.15%) of muskox
meadowgrazing-habitat in the Mecham
Meadows would be destroyed. The Panel,
however, does not consider the minimal
loss of grazing habitat to be significant
and notes that a revegetation program
could be undertaken by the Proponent if
monitoring of the project's effects were
to identify this need.

More generally, the Panel notes the
concerns by Inuit and other intervenors
that little is known about the distribu-
tion and movements of both muskoxen and
caribou on Melville Island during the
period of mid-winter darkness. They have
been observed during the daylight periods
in spring and fall when the proposed

TC atCrY_? ADn i.2 /Jo-< t-'L'rLc a-Dd3Aaqb.

r3'v-b 4Qecan_e &PIYLC aLL2 As ,-'
C~ nnw rlnb  CLP’ (3-b 3’ hb D r ’  mu' 2
Fbur5'Lchub . L~~~QLL/~LC cfw wrc'w
7  f'LLrY  aCDndC  ,  m_&&b aYbCF  nJfc
Ia<’ tC AfL7’rcc a~ Lo D'Gbwb 12 P;L r3.
AqbaA5-WFLC CALAcDJn f'gauc Aar'a??u
6~~ DA'L'idc DA'L'id~ at,jua< 3'ub L?'
ub . cknc D'A?r-" LC cc 4-w CLd_o’L
DC 2w'rLc rP3r h,ecan3rc A'rwk-ahr
&Xc CC-~ A'h,uc A?aC r’A= <PPF  CD< .
CAb'i2 sb Drv cc n3r3 cx-ad3Aclcb 8t~~f-l
ADLSS  Y 3’ 3Ac r%Q~"_lc hecanl,rc
rpcc 5~k-C Lc tics<  nnw 3Jc gcJc . aL r
ius <D-G Dr' LAc D_os u'rc atC Da','&dP
'LC A?au r’A= <PPYD<; CAib Alnr~uD
r~~~~v--hr c av->'r3d.2ub r'uc  nnw LC
<PPs Cl-DCDlub . C-G ASbaASS <~au'K
/WV cc, 5Di'L-F ?~a_,' '-,Ac a' Aa%-TLC
aD0s-au'w  . Qr->T3d3AC (~bul%'Lo- 0.15
>V) Dr’LDC QC< clAc ufIAD<' Ic I-"\D<
QC< Q'LU ticI' CDLSq Yb. &'nc, P?'au,
rP3d_h2J uns\re'c'L bLLa2a'r3qb  ELLS
DCbDPJnb a&tbd ntc CDwana~bSu'L bLLr
5DSdJJ DC &hcfFd.x$ <bDP\< o-Y-DC CLT'L
bLruav'r2 CALAra~bua%-‘r,‘Jnb  .

A2a~3h-, &v-v CbDWInCDF LC A'rr5DiB
AB' ac ag’r,, BcbC nnwac hc cbD?L5D->U
'ruw ,iu'rc aDc<’  UT2 C L P ’  gc DL r’  LAc
3'3A~ I-'A' <PPc CiY DPD'Jcn'nJJ tCbtS
hJ. Cd5DtbCq ,JLIA& <bD?--,< CDSbC6  t-‘Lu’
rJnb b;hJ Dmir DPQ’ it-= 83cDxArL5
5 C’L 5&Decac+c  fI,J . 2 nc AbiC,-J5L
C SbD+\bucd?_snb DPD'JhJ SbD?-Ja'dJrC
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pipeline construction would take place.
The Panel supports further studies at
this period in order to determine possi-
ble disturbances during pipeline opera-
tion.

Activity at Bridport Inlet would be more
long-lasting, i.e., up to 20 years or
perhaps longer. The Proponent has not
presented enough information on muskoxen
movements along the coast for the Panel
to be able to judge the extent of the
disturbance which this might cause. The
Panel does not expect the impact to be
significant, however, it stresses the
importance of monitoring the muskoxen
movements at Bridport Inlet as well as
muskoxen and caribou populations in
eastern Melville Island. In the long
term, monitoring would be necessary to
detect changes in population size and
distribution; in the medium term, to
determine the paths of muskoxen movement
past the Bridport Inlet facility and, in
spring and fall, across the proposed
pipeline right of way; and in the short
term, to allow construction traffic to be
halted temporarily if it appears to be
deterring these animals from crossing the
pipeline and road networks.

The Panel believes that both during and
after pipeline construction, the Propo-
nent's prohibition of hunting and
harassment of wildlife (specifically,
muskoxen, caribou and moulting brant)
should be strictly enforced. Particular
care must be taken to minimize accidental
disturbance, as well as prohibit deliber-
ate harassment by helicopter and aircraft
flights.

The Panel recommends that the Proponent
prepare a document based on a literature
review of the reactions of muskoxen and
caribou to fixed-wing aircraft, helicop-
ters and ground vehicles, to inform its
personnel about ways of minimizing the
disturbance which these cause.

'-m?;!+ <cao--'rc >flc>Qc b'i"J% I- adcrDcF 5
DlWL, i5, nPJ,J a=,JAc 20 De,, D'Lt
SC . D'r-lx-fI.Pdc 3c4-w~L'rLc 3\?nbcc
u-b DL I-' LAc QDCSbCS  cY-‘sb 4tftb 2’ 5’Lu-
Cicr  tda ;c’nc SbDiY-M?a-~d~rC  <bonr ?<rG
nc~w L%C CALA~D~ no . &’ nD+
at r,a<,b tic< nn,ac;r’rw  , p2acr,  DCbDn
r,ft$ C’L aY Q< Cr’rC  <bDhq CDFbCS  o-‘/-C
DL r’ LAC aDcecamv  bv 3 aL ~~r’~
DL I- LAc 3'302 Cc< /\h_m- I-A TPs CD< .
ado-DcaSYb Ar'LrlJ <bDi+< CDra’b’  cat Ic
hc L%C Cb3 D~C n&rc aL Lo 4%-~ 6;
adcau ic + SbDP--L8aq  Jrc aqdn f--bee u-c
Dv LAC aDcecan3rc D'&C xv>ac
bF /< AqbtiA57S  ADcas >< aL L+ I>&-
Dfat ir,, r’2cDS  AD-2L-T;  aL L_> AL LAYb
A'r'LkJ, k.m'rc  sFbC nCDJclcdArC  DCY’nCD
bAtxc Jnb ticrq nfha+t <c cTc inc Avxk-acb
cc w-c r’3 vb aL Lo a<drV .

&3-v ASdPccDF  Ic DC r’a2’ crac ndc djcPt  ,JFd
2rc nf-W 2L-2~~ ‘bDi+F PLicrb 'baACL5F L'i
C DLl-'LAC 3'3A~ 'b'LCi_F <dcrP Jc
aL LJ SQ&?_Oc 3s nnJcl’d3rC  ‘AFb&b’ nr’ c
‘;bDqb rlcc nha’ cAci&d2rc  CALAnCDiac
CLd.&.
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The Panel notes that muskoxen and caribou
populations will fluctuate as a result of
natural causes, regardless of the Arctic
Pilot Project. This could be overcome
with the introduction by the Proponent
and wildlife agencies of an enhancement
program involving, for example, provision
of winter feed or restocking programs.
The advisability of such a program should
be considered by federal and territorial
Wildlife Services in the event that
populations decrease further.

It is likely that up to 5 potential polar
bear denning sites might be destroyed in
building the Bridport Inlet facilities.
Polar bear numbers are, however, not
limited by the availability of denning
sites - there are more sites than bears
to use them - and so the population as a
whole should not suffer. The principal
danger to the species would be nuisance
bears attracted to the Bridport Inlet and
Drake Point sites by garbage and curios-
ity, and which might have to be shot out
of consideration for human safety. To
minimize this, garbage disposal regula-
tions should be strictly enforced.

There was discussion as to whether the
Mecham River is used by a population of
anadromous char, whose movements would be
interrupted by bridges and other con-
struction across the river estuary at
Bridport Inlet. The evidence submitted
to the Panel indicates that no such
population exists, and that the popula-
tion of char found in Polynia Lake is
land-locked. However, construction of
crossings of the river by the Proponent
should not block access by fish. A
comparatively inexpensive monitoring
program might be undertaken by the
Department of Fisheries and Oceans if it
considers that there may be irregular
runs of anadromous fish in the Mecham
River that merit more detailed study.

kc’ I-h ZbD>LJnb DLl-’ LAc 3'3112 al-iu'rc
ai+bCL;‘rLC  aenD< AcGd,4 ACSd+bq f-h J
ADmv , bLLr5Dl,->aF  <c bLLr5D'rb->a<<
2 &b DPDC cc 3r h_8an5Dcwr. acp'
CDrabuAcbSLC CLa bLLr4DJu DS?a~cnFd
.2 uw-k-n>da2 LeLdu'Lv~iub ;3S~'>ra
ADJQ+~ 3ub, i5, ucP'4'rub DPDdC Af-K
D'<C De;& aLrr';>~&vcDwavc.
i_LLb!+L’tC  CALAcD< ADl,?aSu'L CLPt'D?C
Dsnnaqbc LC b&D< LLdTB’ aLL2 Da2a<
KLd’lY uc -4-kf-w-2  ~2 u'rc ar2'r3dd;c
c <cd cc.

%‘rc cDuavr5D'rLc ccLac QoAc m'r 2qdr
cDua< u'rc hsDe,ahJ m>ac  b’r< x
5aADuaC Yb. QDAC ~2 (r’rc, p2au,
ocbc ncD2L’rLc  2n’ vb’w _ic - m’ 4cbC  (yc \
D' LC (lDqb'ruc 5~~u a39 cw - ELLS
arh'rc cLpnahrc hwr3c  . r'uArL!7q
C'L QBG DC OAC D<AGbcc n_o m>ac
b’rc  9 r aL L= xnb >A~I- Acbd2 a.nac s
%DPJL~Ac~%-~J~, aLLJ ';dPFCD3AanQb=hG
rnb pd& <AnQr'a5rc Pa3AclTb ADa<c
D+bcda  J (L-o< -D C

. CALAcDCCDCAcLr'aSu'L~
ncbdnc wds'rc r'W a3vcDncDraqbo3.

DFbL4TbcDF Ic db CLa hL a3’ CDSbCF  L’tc
A<bJ' 2 L-&C <’ 3oc , aDccr’r2  ru< nCDL5-S
r’nb nh-w aL Lo a2’r,c k&s< 32
3 r >nc>ac b'r5au. SbDWiC I)&DcD<
IC 2 f-w <bD;‘nn  LC CALAYb'rYb aL2
ar&‘rc A<bJ' <AC &?CD+ &ua'c2v-
a<+D2L'LC ~QJ~. pgau, h+De-ahr
n&c hrc h--b ~va41~d~c 2r'cDsna
'b'rYb D<' CDAqbC  30~ A<bJ' _oc . aPP3d;x
FbD>L\S  CDL8ac u’L CALAcDc CD3A&aCbF Yb
b&CD< KLd’r&,‘LI_oC  AqbJ>cn>sc CnDc-n
pD-2~2 A?L'<C LIcIq <'I>_o' A<b_>' _oc iV
h- <bD>\< CDbuna<b'; <c .
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3.5 DLl--Q~i+fk-~ _F aCic

3.5.1 Physical Environment

3.5.1.1 Effects of the Physical
Environment on Ship Passage

In addition to the hazards comnon to all
ocean-going ships, the proposed year-
round operation of the vessels in
northern waters would expose the LNG
carriers to sea-ice conditions which
could impede passage or cause the ships
to founder. Icebergs or smaller pieces
of ice with which the ships could
collide, the presence of ice of suffi-
cient strength to impede or prevent
motion of the ship, and ice pressure
against the ships' hulls, caused by
wind-and current-induced ice motion, are
major considerations in this regard.

To operate in these conditions, the
Proponent has designed ships with
propulsion systems of 180 000 shaft
horsepower, more than 4 times the power
of the Manhattan which traversed the
Arctic in the winters of 1969 and 1970.
Extensive analytical work and model
testing were used in designing the hull
to meet expected ice conditions. Naviga-
tion aids planned for the vessels would
be considerably in excess of minimum
requirements under the Arctic Waters
Pollution Prevention Act.

In assessing these factors the Panel
considered that the integrity of the
transportation system was of concern only
to the extent that failure could have
significant environmental or regional
socio-economic implications. The Panel
understood that ship design is being
examined by the Department of Transport
through its interdepartmental TERMPOL
Coordinating Committee. Effects of

3.5.1.1. ?cc ADL5-< S MnY, DLrac iac
aCdnrL!+ C'LC

Ac_r5-Df-hJ As IJQ< ADqbCC Y h-kin~'f-'.iF
CnD&bF 30~ DLrQciQ~',  AIL!T-D+~  &Jc-
Lr aDcCD~atn~rc DLraF iac DPDF Cs 3<
AL L'Lo- at 5-c xnf-wc ‘I2 2% v-b cnDdc
t-‘dCbS 3&bG!+LC ?bAcnnJ~C15Gr'nb D<;ck
aicv-m3AQna~b~~c  ~Li-aq iamb . AqbJ5Ac
D - G - C rpcc 4Ac t-'dAC DLf-a< ia a>< CD
JCL< Y, Ciu-CT> ,-JdAc A-42/-? rbAcnnL5-F
3~ a-w nnw xJmc ~Lt-ava~b, aLL2
aL7DC,Xt CrY'C 2dAc DLraF4< L\cr%ub ,
QDcnCDLSC Y Q.x,nJc  aL L_> AL LD< aDcu-'L
2 t'dcb aDtnncv3c, tda aw <D2r-lb
A?Lr5Df'aCbCLC CLX r'i2.

aDcnrar idf-hy ~va~~n~dc 4~22'~'
LC DLI-aF iOrb \TcFbC;4S 3ub 180 000
kDa’ <De, DY,t,c nP,-'J ,-'CLAcIJr' J L\%r(r'L
c catiL_ DL rawa<' CA+D+ ivIacc DPD~
CK&'LIJc DPD'JhJ 1969 alla 1970.
AcbaA5GbtDF LC bl XGbCF rJn$ -> GboA3cfI'rb
DLrac -24' '-m=2bt (~4~ L'tC A'r'Lr‘~tiG  ?J
t-'dAc ~b,AfYbGY o-VC . Abi~2'i5-F Y DLl-
a<iU< 4DcCDcr'Lo c QcP' CDa?ac cQs Y
DLrQc =&l-F Ar'L' 5F ,--'D< ADcf-HVFbGLC  Lc-t 2
nb DPD~CKK- cnDr cnD\rnJc r'wncAcL
<rv-cb wd54-n JC .
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"The ship is very wide and very big. It
will be breaking a big distance of ice
and it's going to be very wide. The
hunters in Resolute are afraid about
that. They will be polar bear hunting,
seal hunting and caribou hunting so they
will have to cross that area in order to
go out hunting. They do not want to
settle for white man's ways because that
is not their way of life. Mr. Chairman,
it also has to be understood that it
should be studied more fully."

George Eckalook.
Resolute
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"There are always ships coming every
year; they have not affected sea mammals
all that much. But the LNG tankers will
be travelling throughout the year. In
the winter time the combination of the
noise caused by the engines and the ice
that the tanker will be breaking, will
affect the sea mammals."

Simon Akpaleapik.
Grise Fiord
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system failures are discussed elsewhere
in this report.

In general, an adequate system for moni-
toring and prediction of ice, weather and
weather-related elements such as sea
state would be needed for vessel opera-
tions along the proposed routes. On-
board monitoring systems would partially
fill this need, as would ice and weather
information prepared by the Department of
Environment for distribution on a routine
basis. The Panel noted, however, that
the latter information service is now
available only during the traditional
shipping season. The Panel accepts the
Department of Environment's position that
an increase in service would be needed to
accommodate the year-round shipping
planned by the Proponent.

Icebergs are common over much of the
proposed route in Baffin Bay and Davis
Strait, although frequencies of occur-
rence vary considerably from season to
season and year to year. The result of a
collision with a berg or a smaller piece
of ice is difficult to define with preci-
sion but a significant possibility of
serious damage to an LNG carrier exists.
Growlers and multi-year ice floes pose a
particular hazard, since these are very
difficult to detect when visibility is
poor.

The Proponent has put considerable effort
into protection from this hazard, for
example, in proposed ship design and
operating procedures. In addition, the
Proponent has a major prograrn for devel-
opment of suitable sea-ice sensing
systems. These aspects are subject to
regulatory mechanisms and Codes of good
practice. The Panel concludes, based on
these considerations and the evidence
from the Proponent and others, that the
environmental hazards would be minimal.

Compressional stresses on the hull of the
ship, caused by wind- and current-induced

Dcrh-15-Dt LC QfaJtcb tdnhCb CGh--IJCDSb.

bnr-'J, c;L'Y ~bD?5='CDJclC15F3C  ,cDtWD
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DLl-Qciai3nJc  <bDPL\DnnJC AcTG-~ Ab+f
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LIC baCD< KLdYY aerknPD-w I~D~
~~-2~~19 LC a<dnr+wrc ~~t.0 . 2 n
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ice motion have also been studied in
detail by the Proponent. There are
limitations in assessing this factor
precisely before operations, particularly
since winter navigation has not been
tried in the region of the proposed
route. The Panel considers, however,
that the effects would be limited to
reducing vessel progress rather than
causing major structural damage.

While compressional stresses can restrict
ship passage, a more general constraint
to ship penetration is the strength and
thickness of both level ice and ice
ridges. The Panel has reservations about
the adequacy of the data used by the
Proponent to represent extreme conditions
in ship-ice interaction modelling, pri-
marily for the Parry Channel part of the
route. Specifically it was felt that,
because of the limited amount of measured
ice-thickness data used in designs, ships
might occasionally encounter ice offering
greater resistance to penetration than
anticipated. Evidence indicated, howev-
er, that the problem was, as with the
case of ice pressure, essentially one of
degree of impedement of ship progress,
rather than major structural damage.

In summary, the Panel believes that under
certain circumstances, ice conditions
may lead to different rates of ship
progress than predicted by the Proponent.
While serious damage to the ship by ice
was possible, this hazard would be
reduced to a minimum with an adequate ice
and weather information system.

The Panel recommends that there be close
cooperation between the Proponent and
agencies providing ice and weather infor-
mation (principally the Atmospheric Envi-
ronment Service of Environment Canada) to
ensure that an adequate weather and ice
information system is developed for ship
operations.
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3.5.1.2 Changes in Ice Patterns Induced
by Ship Transects

It was suggested that the LNG carriers
penetrating the fast-ice edge primarily
in the vicinity of Lancaster Sound near
freeze-up or break-up, could cause break-
up of the fast-ice on a scale suffi-
ciently large to cause significant
changes in ice patterns. The Proponent
presented evidence that this would not be
the case because the effects of the ships
would be insignificant in comparison with
natural determinants of ice behaviour,
such as wind, temperature and currents.
The Panel concluded that while this was
unlikely it was not impossible and that
if the project were to proceed, careful
monitoring to detect changes should be
undertaken with a view to taking correc-
tive action such as suspending or
rerouting ship traffic for portions of
the season if necessary. The Panel also
concluded that the risk of altering the
ice patterns would increase with in-
creasing ship traffic through the area in
spring and fall. The problem, therefore,
should be reassessed in the event sub-
stantial increases in traffic are planned
above levels proposed for the project.

3.5.1.3 Hydrographic Work

The Proponent agreed that a small amount
of additional hydrographic work was
needed along the proposed route. Addi-
tional charting could be completed well
wittlin  the proposed construction schedule
for the project and, therefore, was not
considered to be a constraint to the
project proceeding. The Canadian Hydro-
graphic Service indicated it was prepared
to undertake this. Cooperation between
the Proponent and the Canadian Hydro-
graphic Service would be required to
complete this work.

3.5.1.2 r'us nCDL!+Y fdAC ~boA&-Tc
DL raq ia. fsrwcai3c

D<bC YbtDF Lc v f?i’ (Z-b at 5-c 3c <CanJrc
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DXTJ fdAc AcCdfTUb . Ds 8a~cfFdC
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~Lr-ac iac a~dnr~bc~  0-c rmdh-F Lc
r'U< nn,,src AcSdfFbF hJ (1% rUc t-a fdAc
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+Pf'ac ADJQ'+~ 3Ub is _I oqbbuflaSb+?nb
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ac-a'Jf--lJJ  CALAWFbs -P . &J?F <bD+ccDC
>c ,+cfKH,57s<C fdUb ADf'rUb CALAlYL
ar2bUv7cDC~ <c DLrawac cLD&bc~ 3c
DAtr DPat it-,. abD'f'lCDl~b,  CALALc ,
FbDP\S CDbUf-taqbs  Yb aTirb 8UF nCD' <c
aw-b at-72  b cq <C CLD;(bCc Y a<drTb?L+
CLDQ bL&DILInJC.

3.5.1.3 cnDcnU-

DC8a~cnPdC a'PbnFbCDC Y r-e3L2ar-b
CbDP'7bUfIaSbF LC CnD< I-' i_oc CLDQ a<dCDJ
LinJc DLrava,c. -oo_'J+DbUfWbCY
AL/hSCDJnb AJaJcflb  bLLWDILlnJC
kecawa?Lu'rnJ' CLDQ, aLL2 CAib Ai
nfhDb, wmnxa  naqbc Lc f 9d r aqbv
bL~5-DIL4JC. bQcD< i,<i__d%-‘t’; fi_+
A’d~~n~Dic  D’bCD’ 3’ cLQjCb bL t&!Q'U?
?u-ib. A'bQwbn'b: Uqb A'r' Bc DC rJa3cnf
dC aLL2 b&D< KLdTu'L~fLIC CnDtnFD
-3 CALQA~L~~S~'X~  A5h’CDra’b’n~J,



3.5.2 Operational Environment

3.5.2.1 Hazards Caused by Damage to
Ships

Serious damage to the LNG carriers could
result from a number of causes: accident
or equipment malfunctions aboard the
vessels, collision with other ships or
certain types of sea ice, or grounding.
The past history of LNG carrier opera-
tions suggests that there is little risk
of serious damage from onboard human
error or equipment failure. The small
amount of ship traffic over the northern
part of the route, the sophisticated
navigational aids to be used and the
strength of the vessels' hulls makes
major collison-caused damage unlikely.
The hazard in this regard posed by sea
ice is considered low (discussed in
Section 3.5.1.1), as is that posed by
grounding.

While the possibility of serious damage
during operations is small, it cannot be
dismissed. In case damage did occur,
harm to the environment could result from
either loss of LNG or fuel oil. Loss and
combustion of LNG from 2 tanks, which is
probably the worst case that could rea-
sonably be expected, would produce
intense heat. The effects of the fire
are predicted to be limited to an area
within an 11 km radius of the ship. This
range is based on predicted diffusion/
dilution rates as well as the fact that
LNG is combustible only in 5 - 15%
mixtures with air. While the evidence
upon which this prediction is based is
limited, the Panel believes it is accept-
able for assessment of the part of the
route being considered here. The Panel
agrees that with the small probability of
a major. LNG fire combined with the
limited extent of its effects, the possi-
bility of environmental damage is low.
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. ..somebody should be requested to do an II . . .   C  
in-depth study of how this kind of vessel        ,

 system would work,     C     
we are going to maintain biologically   3  .  
important areas, given the level of      ,    . 
shipping. I don't think there are simple
answers here, but answers will have to be
found."

Don Gamble  
Canadian Arctic Resources Committee    

. ..the company policy is that it will
provide guidance to its Masters which may
require the ship to leave the preferred,
or most favoured, route, and intrude into
thicker ice conditions to avoid a
sensitive area. Provided that does not
present a hazard to the ship, the ship
would be expected to take that detour."

Dawson Miller
Arctic Pilot Project
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The chances of damage to coastal conrnuni-
ties was considered extremely remote
provided the vessels are kept at least 11
km from them.

Information bras presented at the meetings
that 600 tonnes of diesel fuel would
normally be carried by the ships to com-
ply with established regulations and
insurance requirements. Consequently, an
oil spill would be possible. The Panel
recognizes the hazards posed by oil
spills into the sea, and the difficulty
of containing or cleaning up these spills
in ice-infested or rough waters. The
chances of environmental damage would be
remote since the quantity of oil is small
and it would be well protected inside the
ship. The Proponent, nevertheless,
indicated its willingness to cooperate
with the Environmental Protection Service
and the Canadian Coast Guard in the
development of an oil-spill contingency
plan. The Panel notes the concern of
Inuit with respect to oil spills or
shipping accidents and recommends that
communities be kept informed on contin-
gency plans relative to activities
perceived as having potential for adverse
impact.

3.5.3 Impact on the Biological
Environment

Many submissions at the public meetings
indicated a strong concern with the
shipping component of the project and
resulting hazards to the wildlife of
Parry Channel. Issues raised included
the physical aspects of the passage of
the LNG carriers through the ice, the
effects of icebreaking on denning ringed
seals in Parry Channel, and the passage
of Inuit hunters and migrating Peary
Caribou across Parry Channel.

There was concern that in spring whales
might follow the carriers' tracks into

h=nc Z>&D~DF  LC bnLn3fC cejFb 6 0 0
C‘=\ DL rat ia_oc DS ?a~,$ qCb as SC CDSbC=t5C
LC DL rat i&C Lcra'bqu'r~c  iQ.Dil- 4T' c
DfLIaC ACd!i-aC aLL2 ha~P+b&.t uc n,J
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Parry Channel from Baffin Bay and become
trapped and drown when the tracks closed
UP* There was also considerable concern
that the noise of icebreaking and also of
the ships' engines would disturb the
marine mammals which are found in winter
and spring in the open-water lead which
forms along the south coast of Devon
Island, should the ships take the path of
least resistance and follow this route.
The same views were expressed for the
area of open water which persists all
winter along the West Greenland coast
north to Disko Island and in Smith Sound
and in northern Baffin Bay.

The Panel believes that the Proponent has
dealt satisfactorily with only a few of
these issues. The Arctic Pilot Project
has shown that, unlike a natural lead, an
icebreaker's track fills up very quickly
with a dense rubble of ice. It seems
unlikely that whales could be lured into
this rubble by mistaking it for open
water. Nevertheless, the Panel is not
satisfied with the Proponents' contention
that over most of the winter this rubble
will re-freeze so quickly that it will
not hinder the passage of Peary caribou
across the Channel. This rubble could
prevent a natural restocking of Melville
Island by immigration. However, the
Panel accepts that the general trend of
Peary Caribou movement is east-west
through the islands north and south of
Parry Channel, and that interchange
between the caribou populations north and
south of the Channel is rare. Hindrance
of north-south movement is therefore
unlikely to be serious in relation to
maintaining the Peary Caribou popula-
tion.

In the Panel's opinion, the effects of
icebreaking on ringed seals have not been
adequately dealt with. The Panel was
told by many Inuit intervenors and also
by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans
that ringed seals are very important to
the Inuit economy, and that they are also

d-lb IIan i_$- _F +L~ a-3 25nb ciu
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the principal food of polar bears,
another important animal in this economy.
Female ringed seals give birth in April
and May, in dens in stable ice built in
territories which have been taken up at
freeze-up in the fall. Polar bears
depend on the pups in these dens for much
of their food in early spring.

Inuit Hunters told the Panel that they
feared that the passage of an LNG carrier
through a denning area would kill signif-
icant numbers of seal pups, and that this
would reduce the numbers of seals and
bears in the inshore areas where they
hunt these animals. The importance of
seal and bear hunting to the economy of
Inuit in Resolute is discussed in section
3.7.4.

These denning areas are spread fairly
evenly on the fast-ice over most of Parry
Channel. Their positions vary from year
to year, however, certain areas are
important to Inuit hunters both because
of the seals' abundance and because these
areas are easily reached from the
hunters' communities. For example, the
area around Griffith and Lowther Islands
is an important denning area close to the
Resolute community. The preferred route
for the LNG carriers, based mainly on
minimum ice thickness, would pass through
this area during the pupping season. The
Proponent has argued that the ships'
tracks are so narrow that the proposed 4
transits in April and May would result at
worst in a loss of 1% of the pups of this
very common seal. Nevertheless the size
and recruitment rate of the ringed seal
population is too poorly known for the
Panel to judge whether this loss would
lead to a significant reduction in the
species' numbers. Moreover the calcula-
tion takes no account of the effects
which the noise of the ships' passage may
have on seals in the vicinity of the
ships' tracks. The Panel was told that
ringed seals are extremely sensitive to
unfamiliar sounds and rapidly escape from

aY an,aS IT4 PaDL/< t< ADqbCF uYY afV .
aFaAC ahc AastcbcCLc aAAnr LAr+
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them. This might mean that the seals
would abandon their territories earlier
in the year, if these lay close to the
ships' tracks.

The result in the first case might be a
significant decline in seal population.
In the second case the adult seals would
not be killed, but they might be driven
away to areas less accessible to the
hunters from Inuit comnunities. Con-
versely, there was also some indication
that ringed seals adapt to regular
disturbances. Those located below the
Resolute airport flyway are not excited
by aircraft noise. Ringed seals inhabit
harbours in more southerly areas that are
visited by ships on a regular basis.

There was considerable discussion on the
ship's routing through Parry Channel. A
number of participants expressed the
opinion that confining the ships to a
narrow corridor during the winter period
would minimize the impact on the seals.
The Proponent has agreed that its
optimal, computer-generated ship track
must take into account biological factors
such as the presence of seals, as well as
ease of navigation. A study is currently
undeniay to integrate biological factors
into the route selection process. The
Panel notes that there is at present no
easy manner of locating, let alone
counting ringed seal dens, and so no
method of adding this information in real
time to the other criteria used to plot
preferred ship tracks. Nevertheless, in
the Panel's view, the development of an
optimum route to minimize the effects to
the marine environment is essential to
the operation of this project. It will
involve a procedure requiring the
continued integration of environmental
and other data and may result in differ-
ent routes depending on the season of the
year. The Panel believes that optimum
routes can be found but that there is a
need to have in place an appropriate
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centre or authority to ensure that this
is done.

The effect of underwater noise on marine
mammals has not been adequately ad-
dressed. It appears that beluga whales
in the Saguenay and Churchill rivers have
been able to habituate to the noise of
ships' engines. Harp seals, in the short
term at least, are known to avoid
artificial, underwater sounds and the old
whalers often commented on the sensitivi-
ty of bowhead whales to the sounds of
ships' engines. Several Inuit described
how belugas and narwhals avoid the sounds
of outboard motors. Some speakers
expressed the opinion that the fleeing of
the bowheads, belugas and narwhals may
have been because these animals associ-
ated engine noises with hunting, rather
than a dislike of engine noise as such.

Nonetheless, whales are known to have a
complex acoustic system of communication
which could be jammed by extraneous
noise. This could drive them from a
preferred habitat, such as the open lead
along the south coast of Devon Island.
But without further information it is
impossible to say whether ship tracks
should be located away from such areas,
and how far away. During the meetings
the point was frequently made that the
carriers should be routed along a narrow
track in the thicker ice in the centre of
the Channel.

The principal risk to birds would be to
murre colonies at Prince Leopold Island,
Cape Hay and along the west Greenland
coast, where these birds are locally
concentrated on the water close to the
colonies, and to a lesser extent to
concentrations of feeding birds along the
coasts and at the ice edge. In late
summer, the Greenland coast north of
Disco Island is used as a moulting area
by common and king eiders feeding in
northern Baffin Bay and much of the
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Canadian high Arctic. In an LNG accident
the birds in such concentrations might
suffer significant mortality from
freezing if the LNG did not catch fire
and from burning if it did. The Panel
believes that the carrier route would be
too far offshore for an accident to
endanger such concentrations, though
flocks of birds feeding at the ice edge
would still be vulnerable. In addition,
engine noise and the unnecessary sounding
of the ship's siren could disturb breed-
ing seabirds, especially murres. Howev-
er, the ships should be too far offshore
from the colonies for this to be a
serious factor.

In spite of these concerns, the Panel
believes that major impacts can be miti-
gated. Advantage can be taken of the
5-year lead time before the carriers come
into operation to carry out an experimen-
tal investigation of the effects of
underwater noise and icebreaking noise on
whales and seals and to establish seal
numbers and distributions in Parry
Channel, as a baseline for assessing the
effects of the tankers' passage. In
addition, as noted by Inuit, information
was lacking during the dark season, both
in terms of potential physical con-
straints to the project and environmental
impacts. The Proponent has indicated its
intention to study sea mammals in the
dark season. Inuit hunters must take
part at every stage, from the design of
the study programs to the collection of
data in the field.

The Panel agrees with the Proponent that
advantage should be taken of existing
icebreaker operations, such as those
being carried out by the Canadian Coast
Guard and Dome Petroleum, to determine
the fate of the ship's track through the
ice under various temperature regimes.

The Panel believes that information from
these studies will permit examination of
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the long-term effects of the passage of
the LNG carriers on marine mammals in
Parry Channel and planning of short-term
changes of route to minimize the distur-
bance to these mammals.

Finally, the Panel wondered whether it
would be practicable to route the LNG
carriers so that they consistently travel
through suboptimal ice conditions in
order to avoid environmentally sensitive
areas. The Panel does not doubt that the
Arctic Pilot Project shipping superinten-
dent will give such instructions to his
captains and that the captains will
accept them, with good faith on both
sides. But the captains' professional
training will make them aim for the
fastest and most efficient passage and
the Panel was advised that an icebreaker
captain will seek the easiest way through
the ice. A captain is, moreover, the
sole judge of the best action to take for
the safety of his ship.

The Panel accepts the Proponent's state-
ment that it will instruct its captains
to take all reasonable precautions to
protect the environment but it is
uncertain how effective these instruc-
tions will be, given the present level of
knowledge of the biological systems in
Davis Strait, Baffin Bay and Parry
Channel. The Panel notes that the choice
of a route will inevitably be a compro-
mise between environmental considerations
and standard maritime and icebreaking
practice and that given the slightest
doubt the latter will have the advantage.
The Panel, therefore, considers it
essential that there be a centralized
source of information and control to
permit ships to navigate safely in the
Northwest Passage on a year-round basis,
with full regard tp environmental
matters.

Environmental issues in the Arctic fall
within the jurisdiction of the Depart-
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ments of Transport, Fisheries and Oceans,
Environment, Indian Affairs and Northern
Development as well as the Government of
the Northwest Territories. Each of these
agencies appears to have powers that, if
exercised, could restrict passage of
ships through the Northwest Passage.

The Department of Transport is the
government agency responsible for
regulating shipping. The Panel recom-
mends, therefore, that the Minister of
Transport establish a control authority
to monitor, assist, and regulate ship
movements in the Arctic, particularly the
Northwest Passage, on behalf of the
government of Canada. At present there
is a voluntary monitoring system in
operation called NORDREG which might
serve as a starting point for this con-
trol authority. The operations centre
would most logically be located at
Resolute, where it would be near poten-
tial problem areas, and accessible to
Inuit to provide shipping information and
receive their comments. Such a control
authority would also enforce good seaman-
ship and appropriate environmental
regulations.

To assist it further, the Departments of
Environment and Fisheries and Oceans
should establish an advisory committee
which would recommend and approve studies
necessary to allow biological information
to be effectively integrated into the
route selection process. Membership on
this committee should include the Propo-
nent, Inuit, the territorial government
and other federal departments. Moreover,
government departments should evaluate
their regulatory mechanisms to make them
applicable for year-round shipping in the
Arctic.

These recommendations are fundamental to
the Panel's endorsement of the Arctic
Pilot Project. Without further research
on marine mammals guided by the advice of
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local people and government scientists
and without a monitoring and control
mechanism for the selection of the ship-
ping routes, the Panel is unable to
recommend that it is environmentally
acceptable.

The Panel believes that the authority
would not require a large government
infrastructure in the short term. The
Panel does believe, however, that with
the lead time required for ship and
pipeline construction the government can
be anticipatory to this matter rather
than reactive to it after shipping
starts. The responsibilities of this
authority should be reviewed periodically
and strengthened if necessary.

The government may wish to consider a
cost recovery mechanism for its studies
and administrative costs.
applied over a number of
ships using Parry Channel.

This could be
years to the

3.6 HUMAN ENVIRONMENT

3.6.1 Introduction

This section considers the potential
socio-economic impact that the project
would have in the Arctic. The Panel
notes first of all that the Socio-
economic Statement of the application and
subsequent filings to be lacking in
analysis or impact forecasting. The
Proponent has used data of limited
accuracy and which was outdated in many
instances. In the absence of adequate
socio-economic material the Panel has
been forced to use other sources in
attempts to estimate the likely impacts
of the project. The community meetings
and technical meetings have indicated a
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number of substantial concerns about the
project and northern development in
general. These are outlined in the
following sections.

3.6.2 Land Claims

A number of Inuit and others indicated at
the community meetings and Resolute
general meetings that the project should
not proceed before a land claims settle-
ment. Inuit felt that a land claims
settlement would provide them with some
control over northern development so they
could maintain their lifestyles and cul-
ture which are closely identified with
wildlife and hunting.

Inuit Tapirisat of Canada also stated
that development should not comnence
until land claims are settled. It was
not, in general, against development,. but
was concerned that implementation of the
Arctic Pilot Project, might preempt a
resolution of issues such as property
rights and political developments which
are presently under negotiation. The
Baffin Region Inuit Association (BRIA)
similarily took the position that land
claims should be settled prior to any
major resource development.

The Proponent indicated that it was
prepared to honour any agreement on land
claims. It further pointed out that the
project might be of use to land claims
negotiators since it would be capable of
providing information on the value of a
northern non-renewable resource.

The Panel recognizes the high priority
and increasing urgency Inuit give to a
land claims settlement in the face of
development proposals such as the Arctic
Pilot Project.

b nLCb~bnCbSbC5  f-h rc ~bDPfl-l’  LC aL l-rub
ATL l’5Diub CL L3L I-’ i.2 bL Lf’4DIL-hc
aL LJ Db P DG C( j< 4,Q!~-Dcr’La~  Aiub . Cda
Do+ ADfL’  LC f7fY=ic  ADr’L’ LC tdu-.

3.6.2 sarb Qv-F-c tc;r'ah-=

ABA~ CAn$ \c bQCr <bDcD<  i-iCDZb  L\Q?h-t
aCbcdQJ  As& CD@ nQJ _oQrb  Q’ ru’ &r’@

uqb oqbCn<dwL~ CALQ, Aea2rb
Pilo-  ATL Jf7rcDc  ;V 43< CDcC  CT% Z+ t$J
JO- <bDiAT A+L4DcC  IGb, axDc?Q’ L C
D<bLICD+  ic 2 Acdnub aDcrw Jc aLLs
wLcw Jc Ae-ao'roc ia_Dir= aA<AD  L C
CLLda. <PPc t-9 I- AsAc bZ)PPcdnrC  CAib
5' CDqb  D<bcD< P L C DQ (1’ r0’ &r’a’;  db

AS-i-F CDFdJJ  r”4cDflr5D~J  Qc&-xQCb  ori
rb A-eawa~ cra%c ndc .
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3.6.3 Inuit Involvement in Development

Inuit expressed a desire to be active
partners with government and industry in
northern development. It was not clear,
however, what such Inuit involvement
might constitute in terms of the proj-
ect.

The Panel recommends that the Proponent
clarify its intent and conditions for
Inuit involvement in the project so these
may be considered by government in con-
sultation with Inuit before any regulato-
ry approvals.

3.6.4 Wildlife and Huntina

3.6.3 AaAc AtDu'rc A<ca-&3

A.oAc DSbCDF S AcDJLuc;< r'nb KLdoC
'-X&L/~ ADCbCC 3~2 DPDSCS3r r\+ahrc.
3Pl-hcn'rLc, P?av <bDGb AaAc AcDL!+=o+
LtC <bonr bL LrLIDILIJC  .

&'nc AqdFc5 >c DF ~a~cf-Fdc  DCbnabu?aSd
_>rc <boAc-DGo-ac uF I-'ub aLLJ GbaAc'LJnb
aDAc A~DWL~C bLLrsD4L4Jc A4nr2(rD
A?L'5,F,-JDC ADcdJrC KLdoC aAF ?cCn~rc
Aa'ub clCad3Aclqb Asd5Ac I-' i_oc a'r< CDcfI
~aivhrc.

3.6.4 Cc ii~ a'J,tiac uc ->

The major concern of Inuit at the
community meetings focused on wildlife
resources and the potential impacts of
developments such as the Arctic Pilot
Project. Particular concerns centred
around ship routings and ships' tracks in
ice with potential disruption of marine
mammal migrations and intrusions on prime
seal habitat, including seal PuPPing
areas. Inuit in the region are substan-
tially dependant on hunting, trapping and
fishing as sources of food and income.

The Proponent has provided the following
information to the Panel on renewable
resource harvesting in the Lancaster
Sound region. During the 1978-79 season,
hunting and trapping generated an esti-
mated $219,108 cash income for 218 Inuit
trappers, while 276 Inuit General Hunting
Licence holders harvested edible wild
meats having an imputed total value of
$1,059,800 (the numbers relating to trap-
per and General Hunting Licence holders
indicate a large number of the 276
General Hunting Licence holders both
hunted and trapped). Available data
suggests imputed meat values may have

aTus +Jx A?Lr5DJacDC ICb A,' gc BaFbnf
h- bnLhrc Ain~b3acD~ LC uc inub a'JQti
a< UC r' J ruG ncDinr3A,nacbc c'L mkahr
is 2 ?9cs ;='Jm- <bDiAIr A&aWDC'L+b.
AJaS Tb A'rL Jnr5DcDC Yb A4Tb~acDC LC
~vavac clDaqbCF  uac u'rc ELLS Dv-ava
aqdnrFbCwC'rC ?ddc r’Uc nnwbcSn2rc
CnDc TDCub us 4-w n'r~+a+b aLL2
a~dn'&w IBc 0 2 clic cDqbc< 32,
A,r5DnJJ clnaAuSbC AD'bCqIC. AaAc Ciu
rDcAc aY uSbAC i_C mk@  UF __ic  ,  f-p rat

I5 UC  _F + L_> AcbJa ,-'DCu~JC is 3 uqpr2ui
h_D!+ tArSbC5 /'u-22.
DC Ja2'o-a< ndc h#L' Lc tdu’L I\?nub
2 w +-4w A'7DSbCC 3ub cJ?nD< CnD
‘LuC . a<haJ 1978-79, a'Jw-'a< <'usJc
aunaq 3~ <' usJ~ ~bur5'L&DSLC $219,108
f%.D5chC A5DCbCCY 218 A,' ac aufIas Y
nDcbCs 3oc, ELLS 276 A~AC a'JQraw u'r
DC cA\Q4ub A2L-hc AcDS r'nb uf15DJaF3
ub aPSb< 3ub $1,059,800 (Fb&fID'L'k
Aimb~ xc rprac 3w uc Jc a'.wa?acus _I2
,A'T~"~~~ 3~~ <bDPnn'LC aL I-?Ac 276-'J-F
a'.hr'awuc Jc c_A\~'~~ nJravc cLp5
a'kraCbc< Lc r~ra3qbcG Lc& I\< ADJcrC
Ic qbDF-,S CD,'LIC <bD?nn LC aP'rc o-+
~cDh7aw-5Dmb ~va~'~avd~c <bDw
CA&. (13a'rCn'  Lc a'JQLr'ac ucb rPra< 3Gbc
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"If Lancaster Sound would be used as a I)COQ c’b’C ‘+- OCD&<C QdY?a2u
shipping route all year round it is Dl-Q+LF  QiJcirc  exrcbcLc Dctm? \<b
difficult to say what effects it will ‘hDCb  A.AcWfTb%< L’ Lc CW nZac Di_&F .
have on the sea mammals. If something %d!2bbL cc< uc <c DL+_d D< e; t# Q’clcZ
should happen to the animals or they move ~s r4u(<c a= arPck%~F &PPB.
it would be hard for the Inuit to live."

Peter Aglak. AC &Lb
Pond Inlet FfU~'l-D

. ..the NWT is not opposed to northern
development. It is, though, interested
in northern development which facilitates
maximum advantage to the northern
society. We recognize  the advantages to
the southern society and consequently the
advantage to the whole of Canada,
however, we must insist, as a northern
body, that exploitation of northern
resources benefit foremost the people of
Northern Canada."

David Gilday.
Government of the Northwest Territories
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been underestimated by the Proponent.
Clearly hunting and trapping are major
economic activities for Inuit.

A number of Inuit at the Arctic Bay, Pond
Inlet and Grise Fiord meetings indicated
that a central routing of ships through
Lancaster Sound would avoid sensitive
'resource pool" areas (areas not actively
hunted but recognized as biologically
important), such as southeastern Devon
Island, and would minimize impacts at
fast-ice edges along the south side of
Lancaster Sound.

Further west, Resolute Inuit expressed
concerns about seal pupping areas between
Cornwallis Island and Somerset Island,
particularily the Griffith and Lowther
Islands area. This area is of primary
importance to Resolute Inuit for both
spring seal and polar bear hunting on the
sea ice.

The Proponent's statistics indicate the
importance of seal and polar bear hunting
to Resolute Inuit. During the 1975-76
and 1976-77 seasons there were 39 and 45
General Hunting Licences issued respec-
tively to Resolute residents. In the
1975-76 and 1976-77 seasons, polar bear
hides accounted for 70% and 25% of the
fur sales respectively; seal skins
comprised 10% and 15% in the same period.
In addition, seal constituted 20% (1 953
kg) of the estimated average annual
edible meat harvest for the period
1970-71 to 1976-77.

The Baffin Region Inuit Association
(BRIA) study on resource harvesting was
mentioned. The Panel suggests that it be
adapted as necessary to become a long
term project impact monitoring mechanism
through recording changes in hunter
harvests on a locational basis. This, of
course, would be subject to the interests
and concerns of BRIA. Such data would be
of value not only for possible compensa-
tory purposes but as one of a series of

QLl-?AC A~AC A' Aac 4’ r ,  rnLc9 aL L2
aDrn3r bnLn3rc  DqbcDC 3c qpnac  acdnr 5-D
-4L.e DL rat iac . CL_  c3?nD< CnD’LJC
a<dn’L 3 wrL c “a’Ja_r’a< ADSbCC 3nJc lr (a'J&
ac ADc_fFbCTh~ac f',-'ac o-~ 4TbDCbCC I-+
a3F a5 39 ) i3 ate ccc ivt’k- c9nD<
GPP  5 t=ac, aL Lo h-c nhawi, 2’ 5-k 2d
<bs 3r C->?r-ID< CnD'Lo- .

D a ’  &D< r’ i2 , qbD?AX-DCAC AaAc D<bc_D
5 3c A'rL rw- cb ikm~b~ xcrb (lnaA+  cb
adc’Lo- qbDr'A3i-DC <PPC t=ac aLL2 dl&!<
AJaC 3rb ‘Jf’LA’ aL L_> ;F <PPF CD< <bcr f’Stl

AD'~C'T)B~ gdcJ- cnDr.

~va~4~dc &Dw cdnn' Lc a3c (1G u'LG
(IhC QBA_>  a’Ju-‘a’ CDCbCS  c’f’crb cbDc’A3rDCa
Aa’ D C . &jn=J 1975-76 aLLJ 1976-
77-DhJ D_oCnrcDFLC  39 aLL3 45 a'JQr
a?Q?fi’  h-%kt_+ c PtS r’nb A’ rdC a<J'r
nJc cbDc-‘A3rDC  _cF . a<jn=J 1975-76
ILL-> 1976-77, cl_&’ cpti’rc a3c CDcDS  LC
70-3~ aLL3 25-x <pm ~~6\vDfhrc
P'Jc-h' rnb ; Qhc wrc 42’ CD&’ T>’ 10

>\” aLL3 is>? ah tQ\AQDnd.

aL L&-bcFb, Q& o cDSbcC 3' 20-35"
(1 953 P"J~L~~J~~D~~~",~~7~~~~~~  t,-n
sDGbc< IC &PC ’ C _
1976-77.

'PPc t=' rDCAc A_oAc  b3?+Gdn’f’c SbDPk_Dc C
'rnJc A5DSbCS hb aQrc Cf-tDl-;i-c  DCbDnr5
D,'LISb. 2 nc DCbG 3' aY cDc?cl'dJJ
tQ adcrDnreb Ar'Lra-r'as3J bLrsDmaSIFb
SbDF-HZDL?aCn~J  nn'icCDbc+bCc~n'_>  A5D
'bc' I>' a'J&a' no' Qccnb .  CL i_Q,  Ainr

JJ, FbAL tit~~nCDt,+~L~  AIL5'rC AcDJLc
'r3 <PPS e_?r ADAM b 3P?%3C  . CALQ 85'
?LcT~~ <bDPLuSb aIs Ql)A&s'rL'  PQD!T’  tC nc

DFbc?QS 1~' p2amcDGb 3pm-w+ Lc -q ihc
DsC v’rTb aCDndFbCD.x bLLr5DILIJC.
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indicators on animal population trends
within the project sphere of influence.
In the Panel's view, the Proponent should
provide financial assistance to the BRIA
study.

3.6.5 Access to Resource Areas

The Resolute Inuit expressed major con-
cern about potential problems of access
across Barrow Strait ice, to Somerset and
Prince of Wales Islands, posed by ships'
tracks, during important winter and
spring caribou hunting periods. Statis-
tics collected by the Government of the
Northwest Territories indicate that
Resolute Inuit harvested 120 caribou
during the 1978-79 season. General
discussions relative to ship track
refreezing rates which are speculative
did not appear to overcome Inuit con-
cerns. While the Panel notes the
intention of the Proponent to study
impacts with Dome Petroleum's Icebreaker
Kigoriak, the Panel feels the magnitude
of this problem will only become apparent
on initiation of the project in the
specific region using LNG vessels. Air
charters based on real need may provide
an ultimate if not entirely satisfactory
solution in the event ships' tracks do
prove to be a hindrance to Inuit
hunters.

3.6.6 Compensation

;cs nD+ Ar’L’rnJc ,  DC r’a_>cWdc  Ab-3 t-‘f-l
aSbG  Y ~LD~AC. 1-42  ~PPV~I-  A~AC
b 3~~Cdn’rc cbD?5C  nJrc .

3.6.5 D<\ I-‘Jac cs Tb uF in? G\DJQ~  32

qbDr’A31-DC A~AC DGbcDc 3)c A~~-YI~ crl cb
QbDWCDJ&!+  Tb D<’ Ar&=W C T ’  ub
A&J <D? rlXAc  r’d, dLclib aLLJ b’LA
cCb a\ AaF nCDcC;5c  3.0c &S’Jc nCDrJLI.oC
DL +a< iaDc Am-h rc
D/w-_> 3% 3--‘DGbCC  n3r:

a7 (1c rl_>J Db PDT
;\Dnc-DF CD,-‘L+

bnc tic CDIAgC oar’s< kLdW SbDFnn’  L C
‘bD?AX-DC AaAc AcDS Y 1 2 0  3’ 3ub a<3
nJJ 1978-79. DSbLinr5Dn~J DL Tat iaSb
clDJGbCS  cat T-‘rc t-‘d buqbCF  (3-a<  o-‘rc aqdnr =D<
cv FbBnr  tibnrir-b aJab\\’  ?u~ tiSdnr5-D
3acDm qb A,$ gc . CALAn_>J> tic_ \ fjc
<bD?-Ln_>  r c Gb_oAcD?Lu’rC DC r’aJc I-F d -oc
CbDw uat n_e ticrc ncDv+ crv GbBcb 3~
AMcaL ,-‘dub rJcdnftPDqbCC  Yb CAbDiGb
PJray 2 nc AWL’ L c  avnruac  uw abD
TlCDL5-S Y PIJauD’ L c  C d ’  \,Dl,S<  c-‘u AIL5
DC-< 30~ ,pDdnflDuaq  u’L %% i-‘<bC  u-a<  c’nb at !F-<
3APDuaS Y . Sb’LCi d c ‘iY CDqbCF  J/--Ib  C A L
Al- aC;bt;‘V A b+ rl?cls ua% Lc DL rat ia<
aSdnrSbCF C’F i3-WJc nCD?L<bC<  Y abD’rlCD
cat <c A,$ gc GJQra’; nDi_oc  .

3.6.6 aPc< Y CDSbC’=&7F  u’rc DL Lin’r1>
a2Dwr 2

The Panel felt it was unlikely that the
project, if properly designed and oper-
ated, would seriously disrupt native
hunting, however, that possibility could
not be completely dismissed. The Panel
accepts that, in principle, certain kinds
of disruption would warrant compensation
by the Proponent. The Panel was unable
to determine how compensation might be
allocated. It also recognizes that this
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is not simply a question of cash for dis-
ruptions. Many Inuit indicated they
would not accept such a system if it
meant a major change to their hunting way
of life.

The Panel believes that the onus in
establishing a satisfactory compensation
mechanism lies with the Department of
Indian Affairs and Northern Development
and the Government of the Northwest
Territories. The need for compensation
policies and strategies should be
addressed in order to meet any possible
loss of livelihood experienced by Inuit
hunters and trappers relative to the
Proponent's project and any other
northern development project. Acceptance
of a general government compensation
policy by industry should be a condition
attached to any regulatory approvals.
Such a policy must be determined by
consulting with Inuit potentially affect-
ed by northern development projects.

3.6.7 Employment

The Panel believes that the employment
policies and proposed employment strate-
gies of the Proponent are adequate for
initial planning of employment opportuni-
ties for Inuit and other northern resi-
dents, subject to recommendations and
conditions of the Government of the
Northwest Territories and appropriate
federal departments and agencies. The
Panel deplores the late filing on April
28, 1980, of critical employment informa-
tion material which precluded Inuit input
on this important aspect of the project
at the community meetings. and may have
affected the input of other parties at
the Resolute general meetings.

While the Panel commends the Proponent on
the establishment of an Employment Pro-
gram Work Group with the Government of
the Northwest Territories and the

DGbc_DS  L C  QbD’ ‘-,%5=,nb  CALAcDWS  n2J
r’c: nCDLSF  <C AcqdZFb’rC  a’J,?a??rC  A D , ’
Y-c .

&J r-F D’ Ai+‘\ >= bL LrbDrGbC;5-F u’L &f” C
D r  a~bw ux 2 L\ 3Jc ah-c cDr aqbw uv
afDi+r-t 2 bL Lr5DraqbS  Lc A_ocfFdBC
aL Lo DQfa< L<LdTiJC  . W’ CD r aSbc cr’L
atiDw-\ sc ah< cDra~b+  u\r2  wdwc
+LJ ‘;bfD<bCclW  u’rc <bDi+<  CD r a<b< Y ;3T’
fADrqb< Lc afDP+bC  us <c bL If’M is 2
As’ sc asrac nD-22  auna~  35 nDiDJ
CALA~~  ncDhJ DC  ra2 aac f-w bLLrsD4L
-u aL L3 Dkihc DPDF cs x- r\+a+C,.
iL LrL/Dc’L  L<Ld.2 aPcs CDL!T-< Yb a,‘DPL/D
40 c Acd!7’rn  J c DC r’aJclI+dsc  &P9LADracbc
Yb <baAcua< Ltc u-ad3AcZb  AS-AC F-%F
av CDu-a’?  rlzlJ  l CALa. Acd4DL4<  Yb Ar’L’
‘-I< fDC  ADL6S >Sb aAF  FbCcbG nJrc AB~ crb
w ncD-w  Ae-ahrc  bL Lr5Dar’ac 3c
DPDS  Cs II-.

3.6.7 AqbQA4q  uCb

i.2 nc D’ A??\ >c AqbaASc  uF Jc ACd4Ac
aL Lo bLrbDiLuC  Jc A<ba_A$<  uc Jc <baAcD<b
cc 4 uv DF r’aJcfFd  ac &- L’ uh-b ek-~
+Jn=J <c c2 ADL?a< nl> J A~b~A5qbC  u< _F
ASbaA5F  tG AD J CL< 3~~ AB$ ac a~ Lo afhc
DPDS Cc XDCBC  ,  r’Uc ncDJQc  Ab A’d%? 5)
BC aL L2 ~b_oAc’LnCDFdSDl_oC OQf a< L<Ld’I-
2 aL Lo 2 Lt 32 bQCD< KLdT&  f Lil>.
&nb dC Lra-mb~  3c P’JV fLiTb  CA?Lu
aAAn 2 8 ,  1980-1JnJJJ, a1’ QCn’ nJJ ASbQ
Al/< uD< rs i;Wqb  X?tF AcrAD5DcD’rY
AD\ D’ c5Q o QC xhJ bL LrsDwa’ I>J
&bn f ’ IU bnLA\ iac hrc aL LJ ?uc ADfL
r3u Acr$DJQW  h_>a.o’  af’r~CDCb <bD?AI>
r  bnLA$ iac n=rc .

CALAnJJz,  kc_ t hc ivdiv n2rc DG tiaJuand
Ub &P’ f  ‘d3rC ASb&‘7’bc’ cat UD< r’ sac
tdcrt BQf d< L<LdTcrb baCD2  LeLdsrub
AFbQA$< nDcn?Diub  S-JQATIU~  ,  kc’ nc
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Canadian Employment and Immigration Com-
mission in Yellowknife, the Panel be-
lieves the Proponent should not wait to
implement its employment strategies until
the final design stage of the project.
Decisions should be made in consultation
with government and the Inuit on the num-
ber of Inuit to be employed and trained
once the project receives approval to
proceed.

Inuit at community meetings and Resolute
meetings expressed mixed
rotational employment 3

views about
and its rela-

tive socio-economic advantages and disad-
vantages. The project is so remote, and
wildlife so scarce on Melville Island
that the Panel thinks it unlikely Inuit
would wish to be in permanent residence
at the Drake Point and Bridport sites.
The Panel feels the project offers a new
opportunity to assess rotational ernploy-
ment in the Arctic and is satisfied the
Proponent will endeavour to meet Inuit
preferences on rotational scheduling.
Inasmuch as this is a new project, it is
recommended that appropriate Inuit orga-
nization(s) receive funding from the Pro-
ponent, the Government of the Northwest
Territories and the Department of Indian
Affairs and Northern Development to re-
search and monitor positive and negative
impacts of Inuit rotational employment,
including related community impacts and
the overall effects on Inuit socio-
cultural preferences and lifestyles.

In its supplementary material of April
23, 1980, the Proponent confirmed its
intention to extend its employment
recruiting area to communities and areas

3 Rotational employment is a practice
commonly followed in northern projects
whereby workers from northern comnuni-
ties are flown to the project, work
for a specific period, then flown to
their home communities for a break and
replaced by other workers from the
communities for a similar work
period.

D’ A??% >c DC  ?a,cfL+dc  DCGpzda.rc  aY CDc
<dJJ <bl,nr  ASbcAbqbCF  uac uD< r’ I;_bsLiqb
DC’P’;d f’ A!& CDna<b<  nz,J P,-‘au bL Lf Gdo,
rc bLaL&DIL& Ar’L’ 4< ?D?CD&  4AS r’
<bCF 9 A4DW-K&  Y L<Ldcb aL L3 A,o’  u
Cb2’cnDL5F  L’k AaAc AqbaA+-c  nDL4s  Y
aL LJ Accra<  nCDL5< Y bLLf5DiL-=!‘b  a’fc C
D’ cc AraV-lCDJ,%‘s  <c .

AaAc scz<bnTa  bnLnJf c aL LJ ‘bDr’AT>i-DCA
bnLn_c DSbcDF  L C  aF+r3ub DSbD? ub
AiFbc 3ub bAA\FbCc  Anb A< ,A5 bAclGbCF Jnb
oSbbAcqbCF  An’ _I Auas  3ub 3 aL Lo ;L’ 3-F
P dc-icnuq -F P CID!TC  f-h<  __I2 4 bDcTC GbD’l-c
‘f-2 . Acba_A5<  ADiCb D’L2’ Lc aL LZI o-< 4Wb
5 rc AC <PP< CSLc  Ainr 2cDb kc’ nc Ar’L9
AaAc Cius I-DCYbDJL&f5DLnb  >fLc >Ac I-
aLL2 XAb >Acr. 2 nc Ar’L+ bLr5-D
4L-G AnnJ&rT$D~nb  &-b a35 CD2u
u P tqbCc ;nb A<baA5C  4b DPD~  cc 3r aL L3
& L’ v r’nb DZ ra3cn*  d BC ~3 uac Lc
A,$ -0 c AJ LL/D’k I>ac <b_oAcD< xIb u PtCbCC  U

as uc-b . CALAbJac  f-bJJ ta eot'JLdV7~
J, ASdL7DcC  >c AoAc b3i+‘F f%DY tS nCD
<dJrc DC tiaJcn* d Dc , Ba9a< L<Ld’fuC
aL LJ A_ocf-I?duc FbDi--,S  CDla<dJJ  clD,‘< Y C
D JacdJ  J_> iL L\ u’rc abD’ru’r~  c’u?nDL5c  Ic
A , ’  B c u~tc sb A<baAFbC’;  u’fc , Acr5Dr-h
J  a2trcDcb  a3c (1q t-e A~AC  oQ~bn~ru  aL L2
CLPF _I J  ,+?CDqbCS L’tc <baSb  A , ’  gc Accdr”f
~3 AIL!i-‘rac Ac<d,-  Wt?LH-‘~~  .

atiaJQ  cD<b nns cD2L4nJC  anAn  2 3 ,
1980, DC tia,,n+dC DcbDFcDS  LC ASbcxA4<  t
uac uwo _&bf-v ’ 3BC aL L2 D’Lt2
<Dn i2 <buf  LI’LD, iG 27 Cd<  35 3r !7~~Al-3.

3 DSb bAa.bC<  Jnb bAAqbCS Jnb AqbaA4  bAcltb
cc 3C a3c CD<bC<  LC A~AC mxTu bL Lf !7
b!b!U PC J A’baA!+  n  .&bnr”u’k IFb
CbYS>  dC at bC CD<% T’u 5~ADI-F  7 A<ba_A
4c ->u AL La aduDnrirb  7  ce, Gb’LCidC
DnG ncDAu Ba_Cbnr_2 r’JAs &U aL Lx

AaTs CDts  h-  4-“f’_oc AqbaA5q  nDiac
,c2bl-&C CAL~~AQ’  CDqb AqbaASq  uaG mu
aduDnr -4-b .
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beyond the Parry Channel region, for
example, at Coppermine and Yellowknife.

The Panel believes that the Proponent's
recruiting, employment and transportation
strategies as contained in its supplemen-
tary material filed April 28, 1980, will
forestall potential large movement of
Inuit to Resolute to seek jobs on the
project. Such a move could adversely
affect the community and its hunting
areas.

The Panel notes the Proponent has not
attempted to assess the socio-economic
impacts of this decision. The Panel
recommends that the Proponent take
immediate action to extend its informa-
tion and consultation programs to the
expanded recruiting area and further
recommends that the Government of the
Northwest Territories and the Proponent
assess the socio-economic impacts of this
decision.

In spite of the Proponent's statements at
the Resolute meetings, the Panel contin-
ues to be concerned that its employment
policies and projected employment strate-
gies may not be applied at Panarctic's
Drake Point facility. Although Panarctic
indicated it would follow these policies
and strategies, the Panel recommends
appropriate government agencies ensure
this is done.

The Panel believes that if there are no
serious environmental impacts affecting
hunting, trapping and fishing, direct
community impacts, other than those
associated with rotational employment,
would be minimal. Arctic Bay, Pond Inlet
and Grise Fiord are located well away
from the project.

At Resolute, the Inuit have opportunities
for controlling social impacts, due to
the location of the community some dis-

cl.2 nc D ’  A??’ L C  DS r’Gct-I?-dc  AGbaA5C tn
nGbCc  o-‘rc U’ bC 3An5bC5  u’f2 ic _I, tdnkFb
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A,’ u b <bDc-‘AI>  Jc AqbaASS ub <Puna< Y fL+u
CYL . CALa _g’ mbcc  uac hr c rcrc nfhac L
_m~bnh--b aL LJ 4’J~r’@ Af <bCS C’rub .

&I_’ nc DFn-3 DC c’Qcn+dC  cj’ Y fl_‘rLC
~bDi+vaC 4_m__c  Pdci,c  h_D5-~~ r-t i2
?o-~ nnL5s Y tc-‘J’L Ar’L’ ‘7c fLADIJC  .
2 nc ASdF-cC  >c DS ,4x-fFdC  MA’ Anb
&P’ fraGd2rc <baAcDC  Jnb LcGbCs  uac c’w
4AS r’?;5-SbCS cr@ Cr’ (r’ _I a’r’ cr ac ADicl<d_>  J
AcbaA17<  tC A D  J&Y Y OL LJ af’rcb DCbDF- J
a<dJ r c L<LdC oQfac rDc DC r-‘GcfI?d~
qbD>h..DC  fL17’ru  P  dcnuc Jc P a~5-~3 r-s i_bt
49 f%?nDub &‘L ArJL’ \5 fD< uD< CALa.

CALA  bAaq f-h JJ DS r-h-fPd  c f-V-Es  CDf Liu
3chDcDCI~G  nJrc <bDr’AT  bnLnJrc,
&_’ nc DSbCDClnb rlc ATL’ AqbS L C  AGbaASc u
D< r'i2 Awrc a~ Lo <boAcD<  <bC< Sb
ACbaA4<  tC f no-0 u’rc aIF CDh-Y7DLnb
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bL Lr4DILIJC  .
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tance from the airport and associated
transient facilities.

3.6.8 Bridport Inlet as a Growth Centre

The Panel recognizes Bridport Inlet has
potential for growth because of in-
creasing hydrocarbon development and
potential shipping in the Northwest
Passage. The Panel recommends that the
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development and the Government of the
Northwest Territories assess economic
growth potentials in the high western
Arctic and consider reserving space at
Bridport Inlet to meet potential needs
for government infrastructure and
services, and potential community  devel-
opment over the long term. Should this
potential be realized, then there should
be a requirement on the part of the
Proponent to participate in the costs
associated with such development at
Bridport Inlet if the project does lead
to a need for schools and permanent
housing.

3.6.9 Small Business Opportunities

The Panel believes the Proponent should
make a concerted effort to provide oppor-
tunities for business entrepreneurs
resident in the Northwest Territories.
It should work with the Government of the
Northwest Territories to identify avail-
able supplies and services in the
Territories and then invite bids from
resident firms or individuals to fulfil1
its construction and operational needs.
In the immediate area of the project
(high Arctic) the Panel recommends that
community Councils and Inuit entrepre-
neurs be given priority consideration in
small business development. The Panel
further recommends the Proponent be

3.6.8 >nc>ac b'r< At l- A7 ADL5-C  n2J

2 l-F D+fls LC x=>ac bTc 2% f-- A?< AD3A
afIGbcLC AinfXY-Db \cl<cQGbCs u'r-oc DS &I
3 v-b tv v-b ILL2 Dra< iacbc A<bIAafIa
<bG uac u'M DPDF Cs IT CnDdC a<dnI-'SD<'I
nJc DL rawa . i_c2  iF ASdPCC >c ABC-n
l dc aLL= B(12a< L<LdT' SbDPh=c2d~fC
Pa~5-AC 1-\<.2 <boqb A??(1< u'Lub aLL2
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D?a_<d_>r c w>ac b'rc -2% r <c at Ar-?P 2J
L<LGbGFu'L Ab? gq ~~bbt->, aLL->
Dc2bnrC w3AQnacbG uv D<na?'JG r-hJ
Ce, CLLa CALAJQ~U'L D+WD\ <c, /+a' A
SbfIa~b55~ >Fb DSTJax-fIPdc  AcDJ&dJrC
aP;'bCDJclcd=rC ~?v~aw3- ceu x-ma
bV 2 I- bL Lr5Dcl/JaS  Yb Acuas A<bfLObCC o-~
<c aLL2 A$ Xnak-5 uc cc.
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committed to a spirit of "Buy North",
thus ensuring a maximum economic spin-off
in the Territories. The Proponent would
have to assist existing and potential
businesses by providing sufficient infor-
mation to allow for economic planning,
training of personnel and financing.

3.6.10 Rising Energy Costs in Lancaster
Sound Communities

Inuit at the cormiunity  meetings expressed
concern about the increasing costs of
energy in their communities and queried
whether the Arctic Pilot Project would
supply energy to the communities. The
Proponent indicated that it was examining
liquid hydrocarbon sources on Melville
Island, unrelated to its own project, as
a possible energy source for the comnuni-
ties. The Panel believes this may be a
proposal leading to unrealistic expecta-
tions on the part of communities.

The Government of the Northwest Territo-
ries also pointed out that the sale of
gas by Panarctic to the Arctic Pilot
Project could be considered as a poten-
tial source of income for the Government
of the Northwest Territories as royalties
from this non-renewable resource.

3.6.11 Community Consultation Programs

The Panel commends the Proponent on its
efforts to familiarize the communities
with its project over the long term.
Despite these efforts, it is clear from
the cormiunity  meetings that the consulta-
tion program has not been totally effec-
tive. Efforts should be made to provide
more complete information to the corrmuni-
ties and to seek out community comments.
The Panel recommends that the Proponent
establish a regional information office
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and resident information officer fluent
in Inuktitut to meet continual require-
ments for successful consultation, coop-
erative planning and implementation of a
project such as the Arctic Pilot Proj-
ect.

3.6.12 Long Term Socio-Economic Impact
Studies

Inuit and Inuit organizations at the
technical meetings indicated a need for
long term socio-economic impact studies.
They thought such studies should be
carried out with Inuit expertise. The
Panel acknowledges increasing Inuit con-
cerns about socio-economic impacts and
recommends that the Proponent and govern-
ment cooperate in funding at appropriate
levels to enable Inuit to plan and carry
out socio-economic studies related to the
project.

3.7 LONG-TERM RESEARCH

Throughout the meetings at Resolute, it
became evident that a great deal of
knowledge of the physical, biological and
human environment in the Arctic was still
needed to predict adequately possible
impacts of energy development proposals.
This was acknowledged by the Proponent
and commitments to undertake further
studies were made. In addition, two
federal government departments (Environ-
ment and Fisheries and Oceans) currently
involved in environmental research
indicated that they were attempting to
extend their involvement in northern
environmental work.

While the Panel concludes that a greater
use of possible impact scenarios in the
Environmental Impact Statement and within
the Arctic Pilot Project presentation
would have been helpful, it believes it

3 . 6 . 1 2  rJ>uFb adu Ar'Lr2J SbDP5q CDu'L
rJc9 r-Inu'lub  PdcLab PQD!T'W _,
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has acquired sufficient information to
make conclusions and recommendations on
the environmental acceptability of this
proposed development. However, neither
the Panel, nor any one else, can attempt
to predict, specifically, long-term
developmental impacts to the North as a
result of year-round shipping in the
Arctic, based upon existing environmental
information.

The Lancaster Sound Environmental Assess-
ment Panel referred to this problem and
recommended government science programs
in the North be expanded in the areas
where development is proposed. I f  t h e
Arctic Pilot Project proceeds within the
period being considered, its key element,
transportation, may become a stimulant to
substantial northern development.

The Panel concludes that the time was
never more appropriate and conducive for
all federal government agencies concerned
(such as Environment; Energy, Mines and
Resources; Fisheries and Oceans; Indian
Affairs and Northern Development;
National Research Council and Transport)
and the Government of the Northwest
Territories to concentrate its resources
to carry out northern research in areas
of imminent development. The Panel
recommends that a long-term research
program with participation from industry,
federal and territorial governments,
universities and research organizations
should be established and implemented so
that studies related to imminent develop-
ment schemes would be given priority.

The Panel recognizes that Inuit have
knowledge of the local biological and
physical environments and suggests that
they actively participate in any research
program. One method of doing this may be
for both government and industry to train
and employ Inuit as research observers
and technicians. Opportunities for Inuit
as research observers and technicians may

rJ’ >C bnc r’< 2Lcc L C  I>L\?n4rb  iL L’ Xb
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be more attractive than construction work
for example. This ws>uld not only provide
an opportunity to utilize their knowledge
of the Arctic but also should provide
economic benefits through employment. An
indication of the Proponent's intent in
this regard should be made prior to regu-
latory approvals.

The Panel concludes that unless a serious
effort is put forward by all concerned to
significantly increase environmental
research in the North, the Arctic Pilot
Project cannot be considered as a true
"pilot" project and thus a major opportu-
nity to truly assess the short and long
term effects of full-scale development in
the North will be lost.



"I am suggesting now that the Arctic
Pilot Project could go a great deal
further in this respect and could make a
commitment to developing means for Inuit
to participate not only in the gathering
of data but in its analysis and in the
consequent formulation of decisions over
the progress of the project as it affects
the environment and their way of life."

Peter Poole. AC Y-
Inuit Tapirisat of Canada &rY CM"Vd"uc

,I . ..the efforts to date to set up II . . . a-FcDG L"&F  xkrc QFbl4+3S
monitoring machinery, socio-economic +2r-k+ rc ~&nLc’ UC , AD&J  A&P_Ic2l
monitoring machinery are very comnendablc PQD95TFJJ 4bD’ f-&t=TlM bLt-!&w’f=
but they need an underpinning and ten 4bDo-G  L~~DLAF  Pr’Q r’a abPr-ua 3’&-Dc na-
years down the line one should be able to fI_ 6%#  ‘&UC w~b'x Wr 3P+$-
tell what has happened to a community CxMCC %CLL&S L'LC fi2 mcb FfL_Ccb3c
like Pond Inlet, or whatever, because of L2b h.LC&F LV,  FJ ALAN=  iknu-md_u
projects like the Arctic Pilot Project, Of-? (hbdc kna-ew ,  c”&rb 8 TP
not only because of the Arctic Pilot (hb d/uxnd_!7’WC  Ywb-c AMC  wc-&T-
Project but because of development,..." ‘DC

11
. . . .

Ed Weick
Department of Indian Affairs

and Northern Development
Aat Ab
Acfl+Ybb  d” gc
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CHAPTER 4 - Conclusions and
Recorrrnendations

4.1 OVERALL CONCLUSION

The Environmental Assessment Panel has
reviewed the northern component of the
Arctic Pilot Project and has found the
project to be environmentally acceptable
subject to certain conditions. The Panel
believes that it is essential that ships
be routed to avoid environmentally sensi-
tive areas in Parry Channel and that
advantage be taken of the "pilot" nature
of this project to monitor and research
the effects of year-round shipping in the
Arctic. The Panel concludes that this
can be only be achieved through the for-
mation of a control authority to monitor
ship movements, and enforce good seaman-
ship and appropriate environmental regu-
lations. Without further research on
marine mammals, guided by the advice of
Inuit, and of government scientists, and
without a monitoring and control mecha-
nism for the selection of the shipping
routes, the Panel is unable to recommend
that the project is environmentally
acceptable.

4.2 RATIONALE FOR CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

4.2.1 Introduction

In this section, the Panel outlines its
conclusions, the rationale for the
conclusions, and recommends a number of
conditions. The Panel considers the
project rationale, long-term implica-
tions, the development on Melville
Island, the shipping aspects, the overall
impact on the human environment and long
term research.

iv 4 - FbDi+DIC
AFd5Dcq 3)~

4.1 CD3'Jac CAahrc SbD?%-DIC

aenrb <bDF\<  hoc ;rG iF CbD?-\\F  9LcG L C
AaAc DQ'LU bLLr5DtV,irb lecc 3-b A&a
A5Dc'Lirb QLL~ <bDPJnb bL LWDc’L+
aen AYLr2J &LLt3Sb f','ac Lcdnb AT&
wrb LcLSbC =nb . &v D'A?t-" >c
a7 a0 LC DL rat iac O~dnrcwTC a-D&-Q
59rc f7-e sASna<bc tinb Aan iQ2r
ally CAib G-cc +JXF Lc'CDctGb aI CD
<dJJ t&_l’L bLLr5D&QG 3_lc FbD+5?clSdJrC
QDP Y,nt 2 <ba Fb <bDACLLIC L'tc a~JciI--
DLraciGbScras hJ AaAc B&. &nc
A?a Jc <bDPSC CALA~D?QGT~~ PPQcr Q<P?
+bq cc QDcn?-Dl~+c  3ub a’L4~b’J~f-I”  <bDP-\
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aLL3 Lo% CD~~  nnJnb cnDfinac <w h-b
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LcL’\&J .  ccc SbDP4b(r'r3ac <C CfLDF I-DC
cb cc iw , QDcCDh>rC DSbD57DCbCC Sb
Aas _o C QL LJ L<Ld  ac FbDP\,C nDi_oc  aL L
J clDF $ CD’f’n~J aDcCD'rn~J~  ~,='a< CDu'r
c ~v--ac iac a~dnr~bcw  cv , 2 nc
DFb?clTLC  iL L  bJ@ L’tc bL Lf’5DcsLiqb  a<nr
rauc 9wac hJ.

4.2 Lc’ CD-~ h47r2rc qb_e
CbD;‘5DiAcrC  Aqd$Dcc  3~

cdnje  &.f nc , nns L c  ~bDi+r~ sb , f tiJ
Alnf’~J  <bDPwC  L’k Cd& aL LJ AFdkC tin
aPrc\  CDqb  Lc\ CDf asbq  hb . 2 nc AtiL-2
f-FbcD< Y iGb CL LQ bLr5DIL'  L’tc , r’>cr>
Qduc Ar'LrAJ Ql AQCADLYY,  \&-DGau
‘L r= A ’  TP c CD< , DL rat iacwb,  CLc r3
A?LrAJ r'uc nCDL!7<  Y PdciC am-5-v
~LL~ aduc ,-“9ucb  qbD’F\,F uqb.
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4.2.2 Project Rationale and Long-term 4.2.2 ‘u4DJL’ L’tc icb aL LJ ,‘Su’ \Sb
Implications adac  AtiLr2J  a+ Q< 6’iDLY  Y

Conclusion:

The Arctic Pilot Project would allow 9pcc d-b FbDlA3r Ao’aWDt’lt4Sb CbD;‘LIF n n
examination on a modest scale, of year- C'L' LC a’rirb bL Lr5D~‘Lf-h  J , a< J&r=
round shipment of natural gas from the DL rat iaCbCbCc’U-hJ  a ’  k-C  x3m ‘I? 9’ 4rb
Arctic. AaAc _oa’f  UC DPD< CF Xc .

Reason: Ainr3TDb :

1. The project would be a
"pilot" project in the sense
that it would pioneer ycar-
round arctic transportation
and develop in Canada a
greater arctic expertise
within industry and govern-
ment.

4.2.3 Melville Island 4.2.3 t-c A\’ <PPF  CQ

4.2.3.1 Drake Point Facilities 4.2.3.1 XAb >AY-DCDu@  Xc

Conclusion: ‘bD+5DiSb :

While there was a lack of specific CALAh  JJ A ’  r&‘LAflb  X?fkrb A,&$bc f-j->
information on the Drake Point facili-
ties, the Panel concludes that there is

J  XAb >AV-DCDtWcrb  , kc’ f--F Y,DP L C
aPD’rAFb’rLC c<, Q ItLY  u’L bL Lr5DILICb

nothing unique about the location of the aL Lo & L’mc a m - b  ?a< nnLuu aSPra<
proposal and that there will not be any ADJQ~AQDc'LJu abD’/‘lCDL5C3C.
negative environmental impacts that
cannot be satisfactorily mitigated.

Recommended Condition:

1. Concerns identified as re-
quiring further consideration
with respect to the Drake
Point facilities should be
resolved to the satisfaction
of regulatory agencies before
surface leases or land use
permits are granted to the
company for its facilities.

1. ATL r5DJnb  DFbDnf5D?LIC  Ar’L
\< ,-‘DC  ADl-aSbc  Y A-&Tb<  r’nb X
Ab >A”rDCDuG  Tb U<P’ CD<dJr
AV7CfIPD4C iL L’ 5-c ncbnb
r’SuaJc BQD< %Y.Jc Aifbb Au
&ndc D'&kc _oQrb ax-hb
AIQ' ncDua+ n3rc bL cudc
C<uG  rDCDc’Llub \cr Al-  c’15Tub  .
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4.2.3.2 Pipeline

Conclusion:

The proposed pipeline can be constructed
and operated in an environmentally
acceptable manner.

Reasons:

1. The pipeline can be designed
and installed to minimize
structural failures princi-
pally caused by ground
cracking.

2. The pipeline might have some
effect on the active layer
with resultant slope movement
or soil erosion; it is un-
likely that this would affect
the pipeline integrity.

3. The Proponent demonstrated
the acceptability of its
preferred pipeline route over
other alternate routes on
Melville Island.

4. The adverse effects of pipe-
line construction and opera-
tion on the Peary caribou and
the muskoxen would be mini-
mal.

5. The Proponent demonstrated
satisfactorily the merits of
a buried pipeline as compared
with an above-ground pipe-
line.

6. There are a number of 'design
considerations with respect
to the pipeline that need
further consideration; these
can be resolved during the
design phases of the project
by adequate consultation with
the regulatory agencies.

Recommended Conditions:

1. During the summer months, on-
ly emergency repairs to the

4 . 2 . 3 . 2  &a9Vb

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6.

1. aD5Dn~J  C<Pr’Dnu,  T)aAF aYbC n
~Jc Pfau +P’CDVFb<  Y +ts f
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pipeline should be conducted;
other remedial measures
should be undertaken when the
ground is frozen.

2. Surveillance of the pipeline
should be undertaken during
construction and operation to
detect and take remedial ac-
tion to correct effects on
the terrain.

3. Instrumentation should be
installed at selected
locations to monitor the
pipeline and surrounding soil
where the potential for
ground cracking is minimal.

4. Government and industry
should implement a program to
monitor and assess the
effects of the construction
and operation of the pipeline
on the environment and the
environment on the pipeline
over the life of the
project.

5. Concerns with respect to the
pipeline relating to frost
heave, stream crossings,
borrow pits, water supply,
waste disposal and erosion
and landslide control should
be resolved to the satisfac-
tion of regulatory agencies.

6. Prohibition of hunting and
harassment of wildlife should
be strictly enforced; person-
nel should be informed about
ways of minimizing the dis-
turbance caused by fixed-wing
aircraft, helicopters and
ground vehicles in particu-
lar.

7. Further monitoring by the
Proponent of the muskoxen and
caribou population on eastern
Melville Island is neces-
sary.

8. The Proponent and federal and
territorial wildlife services

2

3

4

5.

6.

7
I . cbDP’7C  CD buncFbc  Y DF r’ckvrnPd

_gC  Dr’ LAc 3% 3A2 ar&rc
ccc AiLSLo- r= A\’ <PPq  CD< .
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should consider the advis-
ability of programs which
would enhance the muskoxen
and caribou populations of
eastern Melville Island.

9. Archeological sites known and
revealed during construction
activity on Melville Island
should be protected; appro-
priate guidelines laid down
by the National Museum should
be applied.

4.2.3.3 Bridport Inlet Facilities

Conclusion:

With sound engineering design and con-
struction, the shipping terminal at
Bridport Inlet can be constructed and
operated in an environmentally acceptable
manner.

Reasons:

1. The natural harbour at
Bridport Inlet and low veloc-
ity water currents should
facilitate ship docking at
the proposed terminal; strong
winds should not be a serious
constraint to the movement of
the vessels in Bridport
Inlet.

2. The introduction of warm
water from the liquefaction
plant and ballast water from
ships in Bridport Inlet
should not have a significant
effect on the natural biota
of the harbour.

3. With proper engineering, it
does not appear that the
addition of warm water to
Bridport Inlet for ice con-
trol purposes would affect
the stability of the dock
facilities.

4.2.3.3 >n= >Aa b’r’ JrDCDCG  Y

&L$ 3-b \~?fFbS 2,nb CD3nuG CT2 5~5Dfl
as 9Lsb  , v- i-as iaDc 32 cc ADS 3c
ma- >ac bTc Jr L7&DJaF Y ally 4DcCDJ
ac r’nb r’s’ nnw xc am-b  .

m-wl~Db  :
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4. The foundations can be
designed to ensure stability
of the storage facilities.

5. Air emissions from the lique-
faction plant would not
likely be significant.

6. The hazard of bird/aircraft
strikes at the proposed
Bridport Inlet airport is
unlikely to be severe.

7. The effects to polar bear
caused by the destruction of
possible denning sites in
Bridport Inlet would not be
significant.

8. The potential effects of the
Mecham River construction
activity associated with the
Bridport Inlet facilities on
anadromous char could not be
determined but are unlikely
to be serious.

Recommended Conditions:

1. Monitoring of the geothermal
properties of the foundation
subsoil should be undertaken
by the Proponent and reported
to the responsible regulatory
agency.

2. Weather information should be
collected regularly and peri-
odic measurements of ground-
level concentrations of
nitrogen oxides should be
conducted.

3. Monitoring of the biology of
Bridport Inlet, as per the
Proponent's proposal, should
be undertaken.

4. Garbage disposal regulations
at Bridport Inlet should be
strictly enforced so as to
minimize the attraction of
the facility to polar bears.

5. River crossings ’ the
Bridport Inlet area slhnould  be
designed so as to permit fish
to migrate upstream; further

6. QbD’rADJa+<  Y n ’  I--GC  /~b’LC&,
<1>5  <L5F uTC CLDa bLr5DiLidC
>nc >ac b’F 3 r  A’la r’SdCD&W3.

8. hi nnw ac I+?- Jt r  he4
hrc a2bc n_sc >nvac b’rq  3a
uF I-DCDuQ 3_oc  Ah ac L-4=,<  <’
3sc ;r’ ub SbDF+DJcr’rLC  PpQu
<bD;‘L!i-D’rYb  r’sdCD~Gru’Lub .

Acd5DcC  Y AL LaAC’LSb

1. QD?’ 3’ CDrJLu’L  BQ ‘bsSb  APQ’  3 J
D& J;gc ?uF nCDJ<rGF  u’L YLA
5D~u FbDF-‘-,,C CDraSb<  Tb DC rJa2cI-I
;‘daC DqbDnr5DJuJ  ASd5CDF ncnP
D&f .

2 . gc~< r ’  iDc X4?& apt CDFbCfIa
<bt Y CAL’LU&~  QL LJ A;ucD?‘t,
6’ s)s CD’? sb oclrc I><dQl>?i’
csb&s L’Lc hA\r’t,’  ?LIUb .

3. QD? IF CDu'rC bLb!?dAc >n"->d

bv 9 r , ic 2 DC r’QxfPd2
CALAcDF  CDiL&6, CALACDrQb
cn’ LC .

4. ASbdAc  Acd5’rC  I-’ ioc >fIQ>>ac
b’rc 5 Lc’ cDr ebtn’  3c clDSbJa
<bC<da.  J C<u \a AD-K .
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studies of the anadromous
char population should be
undertaken by the Department
of Fisheries and Oceans, at
its discretion.

6. The historical and archaeo-
logical sites in the Bridport
Inlet area warrant protection
and principles established by
the National Museum should be
followed to ensure this
occurs.

4.2.4 Shipping

Conclusion:

The Panel is able to endorse, subject to
certain conditions, limited shipping on a
year-round basis as proposed by the
Arctic Pilot Project.

Reasons:

6. ACFo-C3CljA~C ,ics-Y-c >rP>ac
bV Jr Sbur5-'l,u <An5D5-nQcb~ Y
ally AC%CcnPD-&? b<lCr
&" CD!4-WbF Y Lc'CDS'2
Nd5CaAu'F .

4.2.4 DLraSi+nucb

i_cJ nc ASdPc-?aC  LC, A'&-Wub Lc' Sb ,
DLraF iaqbq <JaFu\Lub aUd-b ivd5Dcc h-
td.i?L f>cC 3-b CbDIA3r A&aWDc'LIC.

A-?f-lLcDb  :

1. With the navigational aids
planned for the vessels, the
potential environmental haz-
ards resulting from ship col-
lision with icebergs, bergy
bits or growlers would be
minimal.

2. Effects of wind- and current-
induced ice motion would be
primilarily limited to
reducing vessel progress
rather than causing major
structural damage.

3. The likelihood of environ-
mental damage, caused by oil
or the loss of liquified
natural gas either as a spill
or through combustion, would
be remote.

4. The interchange between cari-
bou populations is primarily
east-west through the islands
north and south of Parry
Channel and therefore, the

1. Ab+ fSbnaS Sb FbD;‘\Dnc3-b
<< c2ADfLI2 DLr4C-Nsc,
~~f~~awb aefw a>+q cc
DLrac iac ACb_+ub , rfw \Diu
'2 AFb+Lcsub .

2. ~Ju?CDLL/~Y  a.& ALLD2
QDcu'L fdA2 AT=Kt u'F DLrai
arb rbAcnnt3A(lc;4cL~ f<drnn
W_,nb ~Lr-avaab .

3. aenrb ~wnnwd~, DC ?a9
sc D&GC APu<<~ 'kf dAirb
D&i- c AP3rb CALAACbVbnaTLC  .
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ship's track would be unlike-
ly to have a serious effect
on caribou.

5. The ships track in ice was
projected to fill quickly
with a dense rubble of ice;
whales would be unlikely to
be lured into this rubble by
mistaking it for open water.

6. The proposed route would be
far enough offshore to have a
serious effect on the seabird
population in the event of an
accident.

7. Engine noise and the sound of
the ships' siren could dis-
turb breeding seabirds, espe-
cially murres, however, the
ships should be too far off-
shore for this to have a
significant effect.

Recommended Conditions:

In recommending conditions under which
the project could proceed in an environ-
mentally acceptable manner, the Panel
notes certain reservations. These are:

1. It is likely that at certain
times of the year the ships
track will not refreeze
quickly and consequently will
hinder passage of Inuit hunt-
ers and Peary caribou across
Parry Channel;

2. the ships may have adverse
effects on ringed seals in
Parry Channel during passages
in April and May in particu-
lar but possibly also from
November onwards when the
denning territories are set
up; this may have a subse-
quent impact on polar bears
which hunt seals and on the
Resolute Inuit hunting
economy which is largely
dependent on seals and polar
bears;

5.

6.

7.

D‘ f-QC  iQ< Qqdnr4’LC C d  dC
,-‘Fdt-F  2L-2~~ ,-‘dl&-b bW F ADL
5c LC sPcrdc  , QC Aa D<L5-%YL
c &c;Difl’ g3nb .

QDcDW o-A’F a‘~~ DL ravac
~bAGmrc uivrc wInn~bc+3c
cfl~c rDc9 mrQcrb, AJaG 3r
aw PrJQcT D‘ravac DY,r/\5
LI~LC 2% 54-b ~~vm~awr,,
CAib .

ACd5DcS Y ALLaAc'Ldb :

ASdPCC cr' Tb ALLaAc'LuQc  o-Tub tr5l'L
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DBF n2rc l CAP A+T~crDb
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Dub Aas ub QsJdQs f7Diub
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3. the effect of ships' noise
caused by the engines and by
icebreaking on marine mammals
is not well understood; and

4. there is a risk that ship-
induced changes in ice pat-
terns could occur; this risk
of altering ice patterns
would increase with in-
creasing ship traffic from
other projects.

It is due to these concerns that the
Panel stresses the importance of the
proposed control authority, the advisory
committee and long-term research program
proposed by the Proponent.

The advisory committee to be established
by the Departments of Environment and
Fisheries and Oceans would recommend and
approve studies necessary to allow bio-
logical information to be effectively
integrated into the route selection
process. Membership on the committee
would include the Proponent, Inuit and
government agencies. A control authority
should be established by the Minister of
Transport to monitor, assist and regulate
ship movements in the Arctic and to
enforce appropriate regulations such as
those now in existence under the Arctic
Waters Pollution Prevention Act and
guidelines created by the committee
recommended above. To assist the recom-
mended authority, government departments
should evaluate their regulatory mecha-
nisms to make them applicable for
year-round shipping in the Arctic.

With this in mind, the Panel outlines the
following conditions:

1. There should be close cooper-
ation between the Proponent
and agencies (principally the
Atmospheric Environment Ser-
vice) providing ice and
weather information to ensure
an adequate weather and ice

3. ticrc nnw 4-c ~f-rac iac 4rc
aDcDwrc aL L3 A< 2qdn c 6-a
4< CflD< rDCC  cT-C-4-w  3>p2L!7-
DcWrLC  ; aL L3

4. DL rat ia aqdnw 0-c Aim3
uDb t-'dAc AcFd?'rC r'uIAclfIa<b
LC; CAL, r'uqnCDecau'L 2dA
2dAc av+rawLc ~v-ava
aSb2aqbCCq n3 J a2’w bLrbD4
L-22 .
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information system is devel-
oped for ship operations.

2. Additional assessment is
required on the characteris-
tics of the tracks, during
critical periods of ice
cover, which would be left by
the carriers, and the impli-
cations of these tracks to
travel by Inuit and to wild-
life.

3. Monitoring of the effects of
ships transit on regional ice
patterns, primarily in the
Lancaster Sound area, should
occur, with a view to taking
corrective action such as
suspending or rerouting ship
traffic for portions of the
season if necessary.

4. Cooperation between the Pro-
ponent and the appropriate
government agencies is re-
quired in order to complete
the hydrographic information
required along the proposed
shipping route.

5. The selection of ship routing
should involve the integra-
tion of physical factors and
biological factors so as to
minimize adverse impacts on
wildlife.

6. Advantage should be taken of
the 5-year lead time between
approval and project opera-
tion to establish seal num-
bers and distributions in
Parry Channel, as a baseline
for assessing the effects of
the tanker's passage.

7. Before the Proponent estab-
lishes route parameters,
experimental investigation
should be conducted of the
effects of underwater noise
and icebreaking noise on
whales and seals.

2. ‘bDPL\ bcrflOb<  Xc ACcdPbC  L’tc
SbaCY’b  DL I-+ iQc Gdnf <bCC  uQc
C’rc &cl’J< nCTc 2dCbC  n>J
2dSbF@ nCDLSC 3: 4% !T-~ I<’ 52.
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8. Information should be
gathered during the dark
season both in terms of
potential physical con-
straints to the project and
environmental impacts; study
should involve the Proponent,
government agencies and
Inuit.

9. The Proponent and government
agencies should cooperate in
the development of contingen-
cy plans and should keep
communities informed about
contingency plans relating to
shipping accidents or pipe-
line breaks which Inuit
perceive as having major
potential for adverse envi-
ronmental impacts.

4.2.5 Human Environment

Conclusion:

The Panel concludes that any adverse
socio-economic impacts can be prevented
or mitigated by careful management of the
"pilot" project and attention to Inuit
concerns by both the Proponent and
government.

The Panel has noted the Inuit priority on
a land claims settlement and a participa-
tory role in northern development proj-
ects. Although direct socio-economic
impacts on the communities will be mini-
mal due to the remoteness of the project,
indirect impacts may result from rota-
tional employment. Reservations have
already been expressed by the Panel in
section 4.2.4 (Shipping) as to potential
effects on sea mammals in Parry Channel,
particularly ringed seals, and impacts on
Resolute Inuit hunting activities.

4.2.5 P dci_C Qic <' ctc w-w
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Reasons: Ainr~crDb :

1. The proposed facilities on
Melville Island are remote
from Inuit communities.

2. The project would offer an
opportunity for Inuit to
become participants in north-
ern development subject to
agreements between govern-
ment, Inuit and the Propo-
nent.

3. The project would provide
employment opportunities to
Inuit. Employment on a rota-
tional basis according to
Inuit preferences would mini-
mize direct impacts on commu-
nities.

4. The project would be unlikely
to affect current population
distribution and consequently
should not affect existing
community services.

5. The project would offer a
potential revenue base for
regional development in the
high Arctic.

6. The Proponent's biological
research programs would
provide additional informa-
tion on wildlife resources,
particularly sea mammals,
important to Inuit hunters
and trappers and to Inuit
lifestyles. Such information
would provide a basis for the
development of an innovative
wildlife management program
for the high Arctic.

1.

2.

4a.ADJLicb I-A' TP< cr D'Lt'f5
D'LC A,$ Dc _&bnf\ 3.2 .

3.

-

4.

5.
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before any regulatory appro-
vals are granted for the
project.

2. Should the track not re-
freeze satisfactorily at
seasons important to the
Inuit hunting economy, SO

that Inuit are prevented from
crossing Parry Channel, the
Proponent, in consultation
with Inuit, should develop
and provide alternative means
of crossing unfrozen ship
tracks.

3. Subject to the interest of
the Baffin Region Inuit
Association (BRIA), the
Proponent should provide
funding to the BRIA resource
harvesting study. Such a
study carried out as a long
term project would provide a
monitoring mechanism to
record hunter harvests and
any changes occuring within
the project sphere of influ-
ence. Such information
combined with environmental
research findings may provide
a basis for measuring project
impacts.

4. The Department of Indian
Affairs and Northern Develop-
ment and the Government of
the Northwest Territories
should, after consultation
with Inuit, establish a
compensation mechanism to
meet any loss of livelihood
experienced by Inuit as a
result of the project or
costs attributable to adjust-
ments in hunting patterns
induced by the project.
Acceptance of a general
government compensation
policy by industry should be
a condition attached to any
regulatory approvals.
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5. Once a decision is taken to
proceed with the project, the
Proponent should immediately
undertake to implement its
employment strategies in
consultation with government;
as the Inuit are unlikely to
seek permanent residence at
Bridport Inlet due to its
remoteness and scarcity of
wildlife, rotational employ-
ment will provide an alter-
nate means for Inuit to
benefit from the project.

6. The Proponent, the Government
of the Northwest Territories
and the Department of Indian
Affairs and Northern Develop-
ment should fund the appro-
priate Inuit organization(s)
to research and monitor the
impacts of Inuit rotational
employment, including related
community impacts and the
overall effects on Inuit
sociocultural preferences and
lifestyles.

7. The Proponent should extend
its information and consulta-
tion programs to the expanded
recruiting area; the Govern-
ment of the Northwest Terri-
tories and the Proponent
should assess the socio-
economic impact of this
decision.

8. Appropriate government agen-
cies should ensure that
Panarctic Oils Ltd. will also
follow the Proponent's poli-
cies and strategies with
respect to employment.

9. The Department of Indian
Affairs and Northern Develop-
ment and the government of
the Northwest Territories
should assess the economic
growth potential in the high
western Arctic and consider
reserving space at Bridport

5. Cc, CALa.  A?L’ \F 2DC ADcC <c
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Inlet to meet potential needs
for government infrastructure
and services, and potential
corrrnunity development over
the long term. Should this
potential be realized, then
there should be a requirement
on the part of the Proponent
to participate in the costs
associated with such develop-
ment at Bridport Inlet if the
project does lead to a need
for schools and permanent
housing.

10. The Proponent should encour-
age small business opportuni-
ties through a policy of
giving preference to northern
entrepreneurs.

11. A regional information office
should be established at
Resolute by the Proponent and
staffed by a resident officer
fluent in Inuktitut.

12. Research funding should be
provided by the Proponent and
governments throughout the
lifespan of the project to
enable Inuit to plan and
carry out various socio-
economic studies.

10.

11.

12.

4.2.6 Long-Term Research 4 . 2 . 6  ,'4ccb advb A?LrJJ SbD+57So-sb

Conclusion:

A long-term research program
on the physical, biological
and human environment should
be established and imple-
mented with participation
from industry, federal and
territorial governments,
universities, research orga-
nizations and by Inuit so
that studies related to
imminent development schemes
would receive priority.
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1. A great deal of environmental
knowledge of the Arctic is
still needed to predict
adequately possible impacts
of energy development propos-
als.

2. Without a long-term research
program, the Arctic Pilot
Project cannot be considered
as a true "pilot" project and
as an opportunity to assess
the short- and long - term
effects of year-round
shipping in the Arctic.
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APPENDIX I - BIOGRAPHY OF PANEL MEMBERS

CHAIRMAN

JOHN S. KLENAVIC, Federal Environmental
Assessment Review Office, Hull, Quebec.

Mr. Klenavic was born in St. Catherines,
Ontario and attended schools in Ontario,
British Columbia and Manitoba. He gradu-
ated from the Royal Military College,
Kingston, and Queen's University with a
degree in Chemical Engineering (B.Sc.).

He served in the Canadian and British
Armies from 1960 to 1968 and subsequently
worked as an industrial engineer and
quality control chemist in the food
processing industry in Toronto. In 1973
he was appointed Acting Director of the
Environmental Emergency Branch, Environ-
mental Protection Service of the Federal
Department of the Environment. This
Branch is concerned with the prevention
of, and response to, spills of pollutants
into the environment.

Mr. Klenavic was appointed to his present
position of Associate Executive Chairman,
Federal Environmental Assessment Review
Office in mid-1977 and is currently
chairman of ten Environmental Assessment
Panels.

Mr. Klenavic is a member of the Associa-
tion of Professional Engineers of
Ontario.

VICE-CHAIRMAN

D.W.I. MARSHALL, Federal Environmental
Assessment Review Office, Hull, QuGbec.

Mr. Marshall was born in Ottawa and
graduated from Queen's University at
Kingston with a degree in Chemical
Engineering (B.Sc.).
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After performing two years of water
quality work on the international section
of the St. Lawrence River, he joined the
Ontario regional office of the Environ-
mental Protection Service upon its
formation in 1972. Mr. Marshall was
actively involved in the development of
this regional operation and concentrated
his efforts in the areas of pollution
control and environmental impact assess-
ment.

In April 1978, Mr. Marshall joined the
Federal Environmental Assessment Review
Office and in addition to being responsi-
ble for the administration of five Envi-
ronmental Assessment Panels, he assumed
the duties of Chairman of the Lancaster
Sound Environmental Panel. In 1979, Mr.
Marshall returned to the Environmental
Protection Service as Chief, Environmen-
tal Impact Assessment and Design Division
and was responsible for the management of
a national program designed to examine
the environmental effects of proposed
developments having broad environmental
implications. These developments
included activities associated with
offshore drilling, mining, pipelines,
harbours and transportation.

In January 1980, Mr. Marshall returned to
the Federal Environmental Assessment
Review Office as Director, Pacific
Region.

MALCOLM 0. BERRY Atmospheric Environment
Service, Department of Environment,
Downsview, Ontario.

After completing his B.Sc. in Mathematics
and Physics in 1963, and a one-year
course in Meteorology, Mr. Berry worked
for what is now the Atmospheric Environ-
ment Service of the Federal Government as
a weather forecaster, in various parts of
Canada. While working in this capacity
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at the Arctic Weather Center in Edmonton,
he was granted a two-year leave to
complete his M.Sc. at the University of
Alberta.

In 1973, he transferred to the Arctic
Meteorology Section of the Atmospheric
Environment Service in Toronto. As head
of that section until 1978, he was
involved in weather-related aspects of a
wide variety of northern activities such
as the Beaufort Sea Project and the
Mackenzie Valley Pipeline. In mid-1978,
he was appointed to his present position
as Chief, Applications and Impact Divi-
sion of the Atmospheric Environment
Service, with responsibility for the
analysis and interpretation of climatic
information for agriculture, renewable
energy and a variety of other applica-
tions.

DON BISSETT, Northern Pipelines Branch,
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development, Ottawa.

Mr. Don Bissett graduated from the
University of Western Ontario with a B.A.
and M.A. and completed a year of post
graduate studies at the University of
Alberta in the field of economic geogra-
phy. He has taught elementary school in
remote areas and was a sessional univer-
sity lecturer on the north. He has been

Northern
ieewatin

Service Officer in the
, the eastern arctic and on the

Dewline. He has carried out socio-
economic research in the eastern and
western arctic, the Mackenzie Valley and
is the author of a number of reports.
Mr. Bissett provided administrative
support and liaison to the Berger and
Lysyk Inquiries on northern pipeline
proposals and has been Departmental
research co-ordinator under the
Environmental/Social Program, Northern
Pipelines. He is currently Chief of the
Public Review Division, Northern
Pipelines.
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RICHARD G.B. BROWN, Canadian Wildlife
Service, Department of Environment,
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia.

Dick Brown was born and educated in
England. He graduated from Oxford Uni-
versity in 1957 with a B.A. in Zoology,
then specialised in Animal Behaviour and
took his D.Phil. at Oxford in 1962. From
1960-1962 he advised the U.K. Ministry of
Defence on the dispersal of birds from
military airfields, and from 1962-1965
did post-doctoral research at Oxford on
the behaviour and ecology of gulls. He
came to Canada in 1965 as a research
associate at the Department of Psycholo-
gy, Dalhousie University.

He joined the Canadian Wildlife Service
in 1967 and from then until 1971 was
engaged in research on bird damage to
fruit crops in southern Ontario.

He started to organise the Canadian
Wildlife Service seabird research pro-
gramme in 1969, and since 1971 has been
engaged on this full-time, based at the
Bedford Institute of Oceanography,
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia. His  pa r t i cu l a r
in teres t  i s  the  d is t r ibut ion  and ecology
o f  seabirds  w h i l e  t h e y  a r e  a t  s e a .  H e
has had considerable experience in envi-
ronmental assessment work involving sea-
birds and other animals in the eastern
Arctic and in Atlantic Canada.

Dr. Brown has done ornithological field-
work in Lapland (1957-1959) and Alaska
(1960), and has taken part in Bedford
Institute research cruises in the north-
ern Baffin Bay/Lancaster Sound area
(1970, 1974, 1976, 1977), in Hudson
Strait (1975), and off Labrador and
Atlantic Canada; he also took part in
foreign-going Canadian oceanographic
cruises to South America (1970,1977),  the
West Indies (1975), and West Africa
(1976).
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ROBERT W. HORNAL, Northern Affairs Pro-
gram, Department of Indian Affairs and
Northern Development, Yellowknife,
N.W.T.

Mr. Hornal graduated in Honours Geology
from Queen's University, Kingston in 1961
and spent two years doing post graduate
work in geophysics at Harvard University.
In 1963 he joined the Gravity Division of
the Earth Physics Branch, Department of
Energy, Mines and Resources where he
spent seven years conducting geophysical
surveys in Northern Canada and inter-
preting the results in a series of publi-
cations.

He joined the Department of Indian
Affairs and Northern Development in 1970
as Resident Geologist in Yellowknife.
Since that time Mr. Hornal has served in
several capacities within the Department
and is now Director of the N.W.T. Region
for the Northern Affairs Program.

As Director for the Northern Affairs
Program, he administers legislation
controlling mineral exploration, oil and
gas drilling and environmental legisla-
tion concerning water, forests and lands
in the Northwest Territories.

ROD MORRISON, Regional Operations,
Government of the Northwest Territories,
Yellowknife, N.W.T.

Mr. Morrison studied Economics and Com-
merce at Simon Fraser University and upon
graduation in 1969 moved to Yellowknife,
N.W.T. After undertaking a variety of
assignments in the north, Mr. Morrison
was appointed Executive Assistant to the
Commissioner of the Northwest Territo-
ries. Mr. Morrison worked in this capac-
ity for close to four years and was
actively involved in all activities
associated with the Commissioner's
office.
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Following this position, Mr. Morrison
moved to Inuvik where he assumed the
duties of Assistant Regional Director for
the Territorial Government. From Inuvik,
he moved to Rankin Inlet to assume the
position of Regional Director for the
Keewatin. Two and a half years later,
Mr. Morrison returned to Yellowknife as
the Director of the Department of
Personnel.

After a year in the human resource field,
Mr. Morrison became Director of Regional
Operations for the Territorial Govern-
ment. In May, 1980, Rod Morrison was
appointed to his present position of
Deputy-Minister, Department of Economic
Development and Tourism. His responsi-
bilities include the overall direction,
policy development, administration and
co-ordination of all departmental pro-
grams whose primary objective is to
develop a northern economy in a manner
compatible with northern lifestyles and
aspirations.
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APPENDIX I I - FEVIEW DOCUMENTS

A. Documents submitted by the Arctic
Pilot Project to the Environmental
Assessment Panel.

1. Summary - Environmental Statement -
January, 1979.

2. Environmental Statement - Melville
Island Components - January, 1979.

3. Environmental Statement - Shipping
Component - January, 1979.

4. Environmental Atlas - January, 1979.

5. Environmental Statement -
Supplementary Information - November
30, 1979.

6. Environmental Overview - Gas
Production Component - March, 1980.

7. Socio-Economic Statement North of 60"
Latitude - November, 1978.

8. Geotechnical Evaluation Report
(Volumes l-2),  Prepared by EBA
Engineering.

9. Slope Stability Analysis of Proposed
Offshore Embankments, Proposed LNG
Facilities, Bridport Inlet, Melville
Island, N.W.T., Prepared by Geocon.

10. Conceptual Design for Bridport Inlet
Harbour Facilities (Volumes l-2),
Prepared by Fence.

11. Bathymetry and Geotechnical Surveys
for Proposed LNG Dock Facilities,
Bridport Inlet, Melville Island,
N.W.T., Prepared by Geocon.

12. Seismic Parameters for Designing the
Proposed LNG Facilities Bridport
Inlet, Prepared by Geocon.

13. Study of Influence of Shipping on
Break-Up and Freeze-Up in Lancaster
Sound. Appendix A, Prepared by
Arctec.

14. Preliminary Risk Analysis LNG Carrier
System - A.P.P., Prepared by Arctec.

15. Final Reports of Preliminary
Contingency Plans - LNG Carrier
System - A.P.P., Prepared by Arctec.

16. Proposal for Winter Baseline Studies
at Bridport Inlet, Prepared by
Norcor.

17. The Air Environment of the Proposed
Natural Gas Pipeline Route on
Melville Island, N.W.T., Prepared by
Western Research.

18. An Analysis of the Air Environment of
Bridport Inlet, Prepared by Western
Research.

19. Comparisons of Wind and Temperature
Data Collected on Melville Island at
Bridport Inlet, Beverly Inlet and Rea
Point Over the Period of July 15,
1977 to May 31, 1978, Prepared by
Western Research.

20. Capacity Plan.

21. Steel Qualities.

22. LNG Safety Analysis for the A.P.P.,
April 1978, Prepared by R & D
Associates.

23. Track Bridging, Prepared by Arctec
Canada Limited.

24. Observations of Marine Marrrnal and Sea
Bird Interaction with Icebreaking
Activities in the High Arctic,
Prepared by C. Hatfield Consultants.

25. Ice Management within Bridport Inlet
Executive Summary Report, Prepared by
Acres Consulting Services.
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26. Environmental Impact of Therma
Discharge, Prepared by Acres
Consulting Services.

27. Environmental Assessment of Se
Freshwater Resources Near the

1

lected

Proposed Petro-Canada LNG Project,
Melville Island, N.W.T., Prepared by
Hatfield Consultants.

28. Survey of the Marine Environment of
Bridport Inlet, Melville Island,
Prepared by LGL Limited.

29. Active Layer Detachment Slides on
King Christian Island and The Sabine
Lowland in the High Arctic, Prepared
by Hamilton and Bliss.

30. An Oceanographic Study of the
Bridport Inlet, Melville Island,
N.W.T. (Part II and III), Prepared by
Frozen Sea Research Group.

31. Studies of Terrestrial Mammals on
Eastern Melville Island, Prepared by
LGL Limited.

32. Helium-Tritium Analysis, Bridport
Inlet, Melville Island, N.W.T.,
Prepared by Zafer Top.

33. Pipe Burial Test Section Construction
and Monitoring May to September,
1979, Prepared by EBA Engineering
Consultants.

34. Archeological Site Survey...of
Bridport Inlet and the Proposed
Interior Pipeline Corridor, Melville
Island, N.W.T., Prepared by Dr. Peter
Schledermann.

35. Landscape Survey, Eastern Melville
Island 1978 Unpublished Report,
Prepared by R.M. Hardy and Associates
Limited.

36.

37.

38.

B.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Number and Distribution of Birds on
Eastern Melville Island, July-August,
1977 Unpublished Report, Prepared by
LGL Limited.

Number and Distribution of Marine
Mammals Along the Coasts on Eastern
Melville Island, July - August, 1977
Unpublished Report, Prepared by LGL
Limited.

Studies on Ice Management a Summary
Report - December, 1979, Prepared by
Acres Consulting Limited.

Documents issued by the Environmental
Assessment Panel.

Draft Guidelines for the Completion
of the Environmental Assessment
issued by the Environmental
Assessment Panel and Submissions on
the Petro-Canada Environmental
Statement, (June 1979).

Comnents presented to the
Environmental Assessment Panel on the
Draft Guidelines for the Completion
of the Environmental Assessment for
the Arctic Pilot Project, (September
1979).

Guidelines for the Completion of the
Environmental Assessment for the
Arctic Pilot Project, (September
1979).

A Compendium of Briefs presented to
the Arctic Pilot Project
Environmental Assessrnent Panel, 28
March, 1980.

Transcripts of the Proceedings of the
Federal Environmental Assessment
Review Panel in the matter of the
Arctic Pilot Project at Resolute,
Northwest Territories (Volumes l-
13), April, 1980.
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APPENDIX III - APPEARANCES BEFORE THE
PANEL

Douglas Bruchet
Arctic Pilot Project

Tom Byerley
Department of Transport

Robin Abercrombie
Arctic Pilot Project

Thomas Dafoc
Department of Environment

Dr. Paul Addison
Department of Environment

Dr. Rolph Davis
LGL Limited

Peter Aglak
Pond Inlet

Robert Dick
Arctic Pilot Project

Simon Akpaleapik
Grise Fiord

Judith Donaldson
Baffin Region Inuit Association

Simionic Alainga
Baffin Region Inuit Association

George Eckalook
Mayor, Resolute

Titus A11oo100
Pond Inlet

Einer Einarsson
Department of Environment

Simionie Amarualik
Resolute

Bruce Fall is
Department of Fisheries and Oceans

Patrick Anderson
Arctic Pilot Project

Lindsay Franklin
Panarctic Oils Ltd.

James Arvaluk
Frobisher Bay

Donald Gamble
Canadian Arctic Resources Committee

Simon Awa
Baffin Region Inuit Association

Captain Andrew Geddes
Department of Transport

Martin Barnett
Department of Indian Affairs and

Northern Development
David Gilday
Government of the Northwest TerritoriesJohn Bennett

Bennett Environmental Consultants Ltd.
Dr. Shawn Gill
Department of TransportProf. William Bowes

Technical Witness
Chris Hatfield
Hatfield Consultants Ltd.Douglas Bowie

Arctic Pilot Project
Donald Hayley
EBA Engineering Consultants Ltd.George Braden

Member, Legislative Assembly
Northwest Territories Alan Hegginbottom

Department of Energy, Mines & Resources
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Dawson (Dusty) Miller
Arctic Pilot Project

Dr. Igor Holubec
Geocon Ltd.

Allen Milnc
Technical Witness

Menno Homan
Arctic Pilot Project

Kevin Milne
Arctic Pilot Project

Peter Ittinuar
Member of Parliament
Riding of Nunatsiaq

Dr. Fritz Miiller
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology,
Zurich

Paul Koolerk
Pond Inlet

Abe Okpik
Baffin Regional Council

Tookeckee Kuguktak
Grise Fiord

Caleb Ootovo
Pond Inlet

Kutsi Kuppa
Arctic Bay

John O'Shea
Department of Environment

Robert Lake
Technical Witness

Dr. Herb Lawler
Department of Fisheries and Oceans

Peter Poole
Inuit Tapirisat of Canada

Michael Lawrence
Department of Fisheries and Oceans

Ludy Pudluk
Member, Legislative Assembly,
Northwest Territories

Dr. Douglas Leahey
Western Research and Development Ltd. Captain Thomas Pullen

Technical Witness
Dr. Olaf Loken
Department of Indian Affairs and

Northern Development
Iniaq Qavavauq
Arctic Bay

Captain Robert Lumsden
Arctic Pilot Project Consultant

Allie Salluviniq
Resolute

Fred MacFarlane
Department of Indian Affairs and

Northern Development

Dr. Aaron Sekerak
LGL Limited

Brian Smiley
Department of Fisheries and OceansDr. Andrew Macpherson

Department of Environment
Dr. Thomas Smith
Department of Fisheries and OceansAllan Maktar

Pond Inlet
Captain William Stuart
Arctic Pilot Project ConsultantMargaret McLaren

LGL Consultants Ltd.
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Donald Thomas
Department of Environment

Jack Waddell
Department of Environment

Edward Weick
Department of Indian Affairs and

Northern Development

Dr. Peter 3. Williams
Technical Witness

Donald M. Walcott
Arctic Pilot Project
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APPENDIX IV - BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS
SUBMITTED TO THE PANEL

- Liquid Natural Gas Transportation in
Parry Channel - Possible Environmental
Hazards, Allen Milnc and Brian Smiley,
Institute of Ocean Sciences,
Department of Fisheries and Oceans.

- Petro-Canada Arctic Communities
Meetings, Resolute Bay, N.W.T.,
January 29, 1980.

- Lancaster Sound, Issues and
Responsibilities, Canadian Arctic
Resources Corrrnittee, 1980.

- Supplementary Socio-Economic Regional
Setting Information, Arctic Pilot
Project, April, 1980.

- North Water Project, Project Reports
II - VI, by Fritz Muller, ETH Zurich
and McGill University.

- Environmental Research and Development
Workshop, Banff, Alberta, Arctic Pilot
Project, February 26-28, 1980.

- Regional Conference in Resolute, May
19, 1979 and Phillips - Marathon LNG
Plant May 20-22, Arctic Pilot
Project.

- Arctic Pilot Project Research and
Development Program Objectives.

- Policy Position Paper on Social and
Economic Policy Issues for
Petro-Canada's Arctic Pilot Project
(October 1978).

- General Environmental Policy
Statement, April, 1980, Arctic Pilot
Project.

- Update to the Arctic Pilot Project's
Community Liaison and Consultation
Program.

- Design Modification to Icebreaking LNG
Carriers - Substitution of Gaseous
Fuel for Liquid Oil.

- Arctic Seas Bulletin, Volumes 1 and 2,
Canadian Arctic Resources Committee.

- Marine Transportation and High Arctic
Development: Policy Framework and
Priorities, Symposium Proceedings,
Canadian Arctic Resources Committee,
March, 1979.

- Marine Transportation and High Arctic
Development: A Bibliography by M.J.
Dunbar,  published by Canadian Arctic
Resources Committee, 1980.

- Bivalve Mollusks of the Western
Beaufort Sea, by F.R. Bernard, July,
1979, Contributions in Science,
Natural History Museum of Los Angeles
County.

- Inuvik Snow Road Construction, Testing
and Environmental Assessment
1973-1974, Inuvik, Nort.hwest
Territories. (Northern Engineering
Services Company Ltd.)

- Correspondence to Petro-Canada from
R.M. Hardy regarding the subject of
revegetation on Melville Island.

- Correspondence to Petro-Canada from
R.M. Hardy regarding the subject of
air quality impacts from the proposed
LNG facilities at Bridport Inlet.

- Preliminary implementation plan for
the manpower delivery program - Arctic
Pilot Project.

- Report on a review of Environmental
Statement and Supporting Documents,
relating to Melville Island components
of Arctic Pilot Project, April 18,
1980 and Supplement May 27, 1980 by
Peter J. Williams and Associates Ltd.
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Arctic Marine Transportation, Forecast
of Ship Movements: 1985, 1990, 1995
(DRAFT) prepared by Transport Canada,
October, 1979.

Forecasts of Marine Shipments of
Arctic Oil and Gas, Transport Canada,
September, 1979.

Marine Delivery Systems for Alaskan
Offshore Oil and Gas, Dome Petroleum
Ltd.

A Rational and Economical Solution for
the Transportation of North Slope of
Alaska and Northern Canadian Oil and
Natural Gas to the Canadian and U.S.
East Coast Markets, Ravi N. Tikkoo,
Financial Post Conference, March,
1980, Toronto.

Arctic Oil Spill Countermeasures
Logistics Study: Summary Report,
Environment Canada, December, 1978.

Environmental Overview, Beaufort Sea
Development, Working Draft, January,
1980, Dome Petroleum Limited.

Dome Petroleum Limited, Five Years of
Progress, February, 1980.

Response to E.M.R. regarding ice
formation on the outer hull of the LNG
carrier due to heat flux from the
cargo, Arctic Pilot Project.

Polynyas - As a part of the physical
environment of special concern
regarding transportation in the
channels of the Queen Elizabeth
Islands and in Northern Baffin Bay,
Fritz Mueller, April 1980.

Arctic Canada Traffic System (or
Nordreg Canada), Notice to Mariners.

- Responses to position statements,
Department of the Environment,
Regional Hydrocarbon Comnittee,
February 1980, Arctic Pilot Project.

- Baffin Bay - Davis Strait, Arctic
Pilot Supplementary Submission,
Canadian Arctic Resources Committee,
May, 1980.

- Some Considerations on the Impact of
LNG Tankers in Barrow Strait on Food
Harvesting Activities of the Inuit at
Resolute Bay, Robert Lanari,
Department of Indian Affairs and
Northern Development, January, 1979.

- Comments on permafrost and seismic
considerations relating to the Gas
Production Component on Melville
Island, May, 1980, Department of
Energy, Mines and Resources.

- Closing statement, May 1980,
Department of Energy, Mines and
Resources.

- The Green Paper on Lancaster Sound,
9th Annual Environmental Workshop on
Offshore Hydrocarbon Development,
Fairmont Hot Springs, B.C., May, 1980,
Herman J. Dirschl, Department of
Indian Affairs and Northern
Development.

- Arctic Pilot Project EIS deficiencies,
Allen R. Milne, April, 1980.

- Closing Statement, by D.J. Gamble,
Canadian Arctic Resources Committee,
May, 1980.

- Late Winter Distribution of Black
Guillemots in Northern Baffin Bay and
the Canadian High Arctic, Wayne E.
Renoud and Michael S.W. Bradstreet,
LGL Limited, January 1980.
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- Marine Mammals Inhabiting the Baffin
Bay Northwater in Winter by Kerwin 3.
Finley and Wayne G. Renaud, LGL
Limited, January, 1980.

- Recent Observations of the Bowhead
Whale in the Eastern Canadian High
Arctic, Rolph A. Davis and William R.
Koski, LGL Limited, June 1979.

- Preliminary Thermal Study, Processing
Storage and Dock Facilities, LNG
terminal, Bridport Inlet, Geocon, May,
1980.

- Extension of Bathymetry and
Goetechnical Surveys, Proposed LNG
Dock Facilities, Bridport Inlet,
Melville Island, NWT., Geocon,
January, 1980.

- Knitting together what was said (a
critical evaluation), Canadian Arctic
Resources supplementary submission,
June, 1980.

- Arctic Pilot Project supplementary
submission, May, 1980.

- Closing statement to the Resolute Bay
hearings, Department of Indian Affairs
and Northern Development, May, 1980.

- Legal opinion with respect to the
possible protection of seals from
vessel traffic by regulation under the
Fisheries Act, Department of Fisheries
and Oceans, May, 1980.

- Canadian sovereignty over Arctic
waters, Department of External
Affairs, March, 1979.

- Safety rccomnendations, National
Transportation Safety Board,
Washington, D.C., May, 1980.

- Arctic Pilot Project Environmental
Overview - Gas Production Unit,
Environment Canada, June, 1980.

- Supplementary comments on the Arctic
Pilot Project EIS, Department of
Fisheries and Oceans, May 1980.

- Working document on the Law of the Sea
and impact on the hunters of Thule in
Greenland of the Arctic Pilot Project,
presentation to the European
Parliament by Finn Lynge, April,
1980.

- Supplementary submission on the joint
DIAND - Petro-Canada response to the
Panel's guideline A7, Canadian Arctic
Resources Conrnittee,  June, 1980.


